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PREFACE

The research project Design of Information Systems in the Social
,

Sciences (DISISS) was carried out between 1971 and 1975 with the support

of a grant from British Library Research and Development Department

(formerly, Office for Scientific and Technical Information). The central

team was based at the University of Bath; work was done also at The

Polytechnic of North London School of Librarianship, and at the Open University.

The results of the research are reported in two series of papers. These

reports can be obtained individually on loan from the British Library Lending

Division, Boston Spa; a limited number are available for purchase from the.

Secretary, The Library, Bath University, Claverton Down, BATH BA2 7AY.

This report is concerned with bibliographical and bibliometric studies

of serial publications in the social sciences. In particular it deals with

the compilation and analysis of the Check List of Social Science Serials

(CLOSSS) which was constructed as an essential part of the DISISS project.

Further analyses of different aspects of the CLOSSS data are dealt with in

DISISS Report A2, which deals also with the size, growth and composition of

the monograph literature. Thispresent report is not ooncerned with citation

--analyses - these are-dealt with in DISISS-Reports A5 and B5.---

The CLOSSS data was collected by David Nicholas and Maureen Ritchie of

The Polytechnic of North London, who also carried out the analyses on the

data and wrote this report. Maurice Line, Michael Brittain, Patricia Layzell

Ward, Stephen Roberts and Robert.Bradshaw have been involved in the work at

various stages, including the editing of the report, and Robert Bradshaw

wrote section 7. Chris Needham, Adrian Mole, and Peter Burridge also commented

on the report, and Marian Biddell typed it.

-

Thanks are due to all the libraries which made their collections

available to us.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The recent development of largc mechanized serial data bases has,

because of the scale of the operation and the considerable costs involved,

necessitated a general reappraisal of the bibliographic record and its

method of compilation. As part of this aopraisal, methods need to

be developed by which large quantities of bibliographic data can be

gathered both speedily and efficiently; it is therefore necessary to obtain

information on the size of the problem (e.g. the potential Lumber of data

elements), the difficulties involved in the collection of particular

data elements, the costs involved in their collection, and their potential ,

oibliographic or bibliometric value.

This report has been concerned mainly with assembling a body of

data which it is hoped, will provide some information on the areas outlined

above. Specifically the intention of this report is -

(1) To describe the planning of a large scale data collection

exercise - labour resources required, costs, performance,

etc.,

(2) -To suggest-a model-tor luture data colled-tions of a similar

kind,

(3) To provide detai3 3 necessary ft..r a full understanding of

CLOSSS (Check List of Social Science Serials).

2.0 SUMMARY

The report is in two parts; the first part dea7.s with the

construction of a data base for bibliometri- studies and

the second part (sections 8 to 15) provides a detailed account of the

xesults of those studies. In the first part, section 3 explains the

need for a data base, the search for a possible candidate and the decision

to build one from scratch (CLOSSS). Section 4 . discusses the problems

met in determining the area of study - defining the terms 'serial' and

'social science', and deciding upon the number and nature of data elements

that were to be drawn from the defined population for the purposes of

bibliometric study.

11



Section 5 deals with the planning and administration of the

data collection, in particular the design of a data.sheet and the specific

problems encountered in obtaining information from serials. The organizational
and methodological problems met in mounting a large bibliographic data
collection are also discussed. Section 6 is concerned with the handling
of the data -'the preparation of the data for transfer to magnetic tape,

and the processing of this data into a suitable form for computer analysis.

The second part is devoted to the analysis of the ti.e. Two forms
of analyses are provided, a straightforward numerical analysis and an
associative analysis. The first provides information on the occurrence

or prevalence of a characteristic; the second examines relationships

between a number of variables.

:'Pfir 1

onstruction of a data base.

3.0 WHY CLOSSS?

DISISS was concerned very much with the nature Of the social

science literature, since without such, knowledge effective control over

the literature can_hardly be planned. It was also concerned_with_the...

way users approach it and see it - e.g. how they group subjects empirically,

how they %use older literature, how much they use.foreign literature, etc.

For all these aspects, a far more del:a1rJ collection of data was required

than any yet carricd out. This repol; is concerned with the collection

anu analysis of data relating to serials.

DISISS was interested in two aspects of the social science literature

- its description and its use as indicated by citation practices. A

detailed account of existing serials was not only desirable for itself

at the time little was known about such facts as size, growth and

mortality of the literature - but was necessary to the investiga.tion

of citation patterns as it prescribed the area of study. In addition

the descriptive details assembled contributed considerably to the

understanding and interpretation of these citation patterns.

As the descriptive study was concerned mainly with the relative

prevalence of some characteristics, variations and assooiation, the most

effective way of obtaining ',uch descriptive data was by cross-sectional

sampling survey methods. These methods enalled the study to range

12



widely without severe financial or time penalties. Little retrospective

information was sought; the project was thus not in.a position to provide

evidence of causal relationships, nor was it in a position to explain

change or growth, its prime function in this respect being to suggest

hypotheses for future examination.

Obtaining the descriptive data proved no easy task; in fact it

proved to be so difficult that a good deal of the report is devoted toa,
it. The difficulty can be largely attributed to the unfortunate biblio-

graphical state of the subject field. Because of this, the field had to

be ordered prior to any analytical work; it was this ordering and

organizing that created the problems.

3.1 Search for a data base

To carrY out the proposed analyses, it was necessary to have

a fairly complete file of data on serials, which could be manipulated

easily. The obvious first step was to look around for an acceptable pre-

assembled data base, fulfilling the following criteria;

(a) The record of social science serials should be exhaustive,

including both live and dead titles,

(b) A full bibliographical description should be provided, incruding,

some special fouturos such as coverage by abstracting and

indexing services. Tho information contained should be of

%lulu() for bibliographical roferenco and bibliometric description,

(c) The data should be as accurate as possible,

(d) The information should bo up-to-dato,

(o) Tho data base should ideally bo in a form suitable for computer

manipulation.

3.2 Limitations of oxisting filos

Unfortunatoly no ono oxisting filo mot thew/ critoria; this was not

surprising considoring the inudoquato control of serials gonorally, und

tho particular torminologicai probloms of tho social scioncos. On tho

wholo, bibliographic control is spread ovor a varioty of more or less

unco-ordinated ngoncios which for various roasons - profit, romoarch,

13



members' needs, etc. - produce a range of widely differing tools, without

much concern for the overall problems of duplication and coverage, their

incompleteness being often the only common factor. Current continuing

bibliography is sometimes left to primary journals, and retrospective

bibliography to library catalogues. Even at the most primitive level of

bibliographic control - title lis:p coverage is by no means complete,

even when numerous incomplete lists are combined.

Examination of.the available lists of serials threw up only

two possible candidates - the UNESCO World List of Social Science

Periodicals, 3rd edition, 1966; and Ulrich's International Periodicals

Directory, 13th edition, 1969-70, of which only the latter really merited

further consideration. Union lists and library catalogues (e.g. New

Serial Titles, and BUCOP), while offering the most complete coverage of

serial titles, were rejected on the grounds that too little information

was given about each title. This was particularly unfortunate as these

bibliographies wero often the only source, for information on dead serials.

The UNESCO list was considered because it was the only international

bibliography devoted entirely to the social sciences, but it was found

wanting on several counts. It is extremely selective both in' ChoiCe of

periodicals (only 87 British entries out of a number later estimated at

1,175) and in subject areas (psychology, and many areas of professional

stuuy uru omitted). It is now also out-of-date, covering journals published

only up to 1969
1

.

Ulrich met many of uur requirements, at least in part. llowever,

three factors ultimately told against it. Those woro limited coverage of

dead material (indirect coverage only as a result of its having been

published mince 1932), inaccuracy, and incompleteness of records. With

neither Ulrich nor the UNESCO list would we have avoided preparing the

data for input to a computer.

1
Plans to publish a revised edition have been shelved. Some updating

for the 3rd edition is available through supplements to the International

Hocial Science Journak.

14



3.3 The need to compile a new data base

Because of the inadequacies of other potential data sources only

two alternatives remained: either to create a data base from a combination

of existing sources, or to compile one from scratch. The former, while

appealing financially, had to be discounted after a preliminary investi-

gation and confirmed our doubts as to the possibility of reconciling

differences in compilation, detail and currency. Thus we were left with

constructing the file from scratch, collecting the information from various

social science libraries in England. We called the file a Check List of

Social Science Serials (CLOSSS) 'Check List' to avoid any implication

that it was a definitive list, whether in total comprehensiveness or in

bibliographical detail.

1.0 JOB SPECIFICATION

Before embarking on the data collaction exercise several issues

had to be resolved. Firstly, it was necessary to isolate, somehow, the

set of serials to be 'observed', and secondly to decide what sort of

information was necessary for each member of the set. Thus it was

important to specify what was meant by 'social science' and by :serial'.

Too narrow a definition might mean the exclusion of some hundreds of

items from a filo on which many of the project's analyses wore to be

based. We had also to consider how any serial might be described, how

much of this description was absolutely essential, and what was desirable

but not essential.

4.1. Subject

Defining the social sciences Is tt very uncertain procedure, especially

at the outer finges of the subject, where the lines of demarcation aro

vague. This uncertain aróa, which includes the applied and professional

subjects, creates problems for those attempting to study or control the

literature. Because of the need to use the serial bibliography as a

sampling frame for later studies (particularly clustering of journals

according to citations, in order to indicate sUbject groups), there was

a risk that the initial selection could .bias the later studies. It

15



was not possible to safeguard totally against this; but it seemed best
, ,

to be as inclusive as possible in the initial stages.

For the purposes of the investigation it was extremely important

to cover the area of social science interest rather than that of 'classic'

social science study. In other words, to include what social scientists

use, rather than what they write in.

The vieN was held that many studies, and bibliographies for that

matter, were too restrictive in their application of the term 'social

science'. Such practices frustrate both social scientists and bibliographers

by arbitrarily cutting them off from related subject areas. Given the

fluidity and uncertainty of social science boundaries narrow definitions

are undesirable and unsuitable,

For these reasons subjects have been included which, although they

are not normally thought of as social science, extend into some areas of

the social sciences, e.g. philosophy, librarianship, archaeology,

architecture and history. It should be stressed that these subjects are only

represented in part and any future reference to them refers to only

that part or aspect of the subject that is considered social science.

The subject groups were based on guidelines laid doWn by OECD for

an Inventory of information resources.in the social sciences. A few

subjects were added by DISISS - e.g. librarianship, architecture:The

subject headings used are shown in Table 1. We hoped both to avoid

irrelevant data and to encourage a consistent policy by the collectors,

but rigid application of the headings was not advocated, and the rule

was always to be inclusive in any case of doubt.

From the list of subject headings it can be seen that each discipline

was broken down into major sub-classes. It was intended that this element

of specificity, albeit a limited one, would enable us to investigate more

closely the behaviour of small subject groups. This was important

because small subject areas are more likely to exhibit signs of movement

and change than large subjoct areas. Unfortunately, the data collectors'

judgements as to a serial's subject content could not be made to conform

at this level and we were thrown back to the more general subject

16
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TABLE 1

SUBJECT HEADINGS: Guidelines for subject coverage of serial titles on CLOSSS file.

Subject categories Guidelines for sub-areas to be included

Social and behavioural multi-disciplinary.
science

Anthropology' cultural, economic, political, social and applied
anthropology, as,well as ethnography and ethnology.

Criminology criminology, penology.

Economics econometrics, the history of economic thought, economic
development, agricultural economics, industrial
organisations, international economics, labour economics,
money and banking, public finance.

Education
. pedagogy, philosophy of education, methods and technique, .

curriculum development, educational training.

Environmental planning town and country planning, ecology.

Ergonomics the relationship of man and his physical environment.

Futurology' social predictions and forecasting.

Geography cultural, economic, political and social geography,
not physical geography.

History primarily social and economic history.

Linguistics

Management

Political science

Psychology

Social policy and
social Administration

Sociology

Statistics and research
methodology

general, applied and social linguistics, semantics,
semiology.

management techniques, personnel, 0 & M, systems
analysis.

public administration, public law, international
relations and peace research, comparative politics,
political theory, the study of policy making,
political behaviour.

clinical counselling, educational, experimental,
personality, social, industrial and applied psychology,
and psychiatry.

social work, social-problem-orientated studies (e.g.
poverty), professional training for social workers.
Social medicine, leisure.

econGNic, organisational, political, rural and urban
sociology, the mociologies of knowledge, law, religion,
and medicine. Sociometry and other small group
research, mass communications, demography.

the design of experiments and other forms of data
collection, sample surveys, and the use of ctatistical
methods in.social science research.

In addition areas of law, architecturo, archaeology, librarianship and philosophy
were considered sufficiently 'close! to the Social Sciences to merit their
inclusion.

17



descriptors, which were in most cases discipline labels.

4.2 Form of serial

Identification of the scope of the 'form' field was made harder

by the imprecise way form descriptors are applied to publications,

particularly the use (sometimes synonymous, sometimes not) of the terms

serial, periodical and journal.

The extent and range of the form field under investigation was

largely, although not wholly (a point we shall pursue a little later),

determined by what we thoughtto be the needs of other parts of DISISS

research. Both citation and descriptive studies required as inclusive

a field as possible, and a broad definition would give scope for exploring

the relationships between various types of documents exhibiting continuity

of publication, and would also enable a detailed cataloguing of the

characteristics of these publications to be made. As a result the follow-

ing definition was adopted: serials include all those publications of an

indefinite duration appearing in sequence (regularly or not) under a

common title, their order being ascertainable from numbers or dates

appearing in each issue.

One further point needs to be mentioned. Although data was

collected from all categories of serial except newspapers, by far the

most came from periodicals (see Appendix 1 for definition). While this

was partly due to their greater numbers and easier availability, a conscious

decision was made to favour this category of serials because of their

value to citation studies.

Having established the overall scope of the data collection we

had to decide how finely we were going to differentiate between types

of serials,or,inother words, how many different forms of serial we could

reasonably hope to recognize and idencify. Ideally. we wanted tO isolate

every class of publication having some special feature or function, but

this was not possible, as it is difficult'to produce mutually exclusive

classes. The labels currently in use to describe classes of serial are

the result of the application of severhl principles of division, of

which the most common are frequency (e.g. annual), function (e.g. review),

18



9

content (e.g. abstract journal) and level (e.g. magazine). The only

way round the problem would have been to allow an element of synthesis

in the categorization, but this was rejected on the grounds that it

woula be too unwieldly and complex to use in the field.

The adoption of a simpler approach, while easing the burden of

the data collector, significantly inconvenienced the analysis:-

special categories of material could not be isolated and their effects

on the whole class could not be studied. Examination of the roles of

both magazines and newsletters suffered as a result. Table 2 lists

the types of serial we chose, and definitions of both these and others

are provided in Appendix 1.

TABLE 2

SERIAL DESCRIPTORS ADOPTED

Name

Abstract journal

Accessions list

Bibliography

Book review guide

Cases and case notes

Conference proceedings

Contents list bulletin

Fixed period report

Indexing journal

Index to research/theses

Legal/legislation

Monograph series

Periodical

Statistical bulletin

yearbook

Apart from the obvious, the categories
include the following:

'publications received'.

catalogue, union catalogue.

e.g. British Book News.

proceedings, symposium, annual meetings.

annual report.

citation index, general indexes, KWIC
and KWOC indexes.

parliamentary serials, law reports.

series.

journal, magazine, bulletin, newsletter.

regular collections of statistics

almanack, directory, annual.

19



4.3 The choice of data elements

The information collected had to identify each serial uniquely,

and also to provide data for bibliometric studies. It also had to be

fairly easy to collect.

In principle, for the bibliometric studies a full and detailed

collection of data would have been ideal; but practical considerations

dictated several limitations. Information was not collected if -

(a) The data element was peculiar to a small number of

serials; its collection would have resulted in much

redundant searching, for little information e.g.,

variations in arrangement within a serial.

(b) The data was difficult to trace or seldom recorded

(e.g. size of readership).

(c) The collection was time-consuming and expensive - e.g.

number of words.

(d) The collection involved linguistic and intellectual expertise

e.g. serials published in unfamiliar languages.

(e) The data requirement was ambiguous, and created difficulties

in interpretation.

However all problems could not be solved by eliminating data

elements. Some elements, (number of articles, beginning date), known

to pose considerable problems in collection had to be recorded because

of their importance in bibliometric studies.

Another problem area was the assembly of a group of content

descriptors which were both able to account for the characteristics

of the whole range of serial types, and which were econoMical of space.

Because we could not forecast exactly what characteristics featured sign-

ificantly, some went unrecognized and were not included in the bibliometric

studies.

From the wide range of possible elements, (see Table 3) twenty-two

were chosen, and are listed in Table 4. In addition Table 3 provides

a comparison between the CLOSSS and ISDS
1

record. It is interesting to

1
International Serials Data System, described in Guidelines for ISDS,
UNESCO, 1974.
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TABLE 3

DATA ELEMENTS: A COMPARISON BETWEEN CLOSSS AND ISDS FORMATS

POTEITIAL DATA ELDIENTS CLOSSS ISDS

Title information
title
subtitle
alternative title
alpha/numeric code (ISSN,CODEN)

Associative information
series title
related title
form of relationship (supplement other

language edition)

Publishinghistory
publication status (current, dead)
start date
end date
previous title(s) x limited to ono

relationship to previous title
successor title(s) X limited tO one

relationship of successor title

Publishiqg pattern
pattern (calendar, academic)
frequency statement
isnue output
regular/irregular pattern

'Authorship'

sponsor
type of nponsor
publisher

Country of publication

Serial type

Content description.
articles
newn items/notes
reviews (books, products etc)
citationn
abstracts with articlen
conferencen/meetingn
directory information
forthcoming events/calendar:3

letters
bibliographic information and services
legal/legislation
form of classification
index
illustrationn
adverticementn
special features

Level or market in mind

Language of publication
contstn

lown

abstracts
other editionn
alphabet

nub4pcts of contentn

number of pages
number of articlen
phynical nize

Snhscriplinn antnils
TaTo
variant pricing system

Coverage by necondary services

..21

limited
specification

none

x (limited)



TABLE 4

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION RECORDED FOR EACH SERIAL

Title information

title

sub-title

alternative title

Bibliographic history .

previous title

beginning date

ending date

continuing title

Publication pattern

frequency/issues per annum

'Authorship,

issuing body (i.e. sponsor)

type of issuing body

publisher

Country of publication

Form of publication

type of serial

description of serial

Content analysis and description

nature of contents

abstracts with articles

language of contents

assessment of subject content

number of articles

Subscription details

price

availability

Coverage by indexing and abstracting services,
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note the quite considerable differences between the two, a result of

their differing functions. The ISDS record is bascially bibliographic,

whereas the CLOSSS one is basically bibliometric; that is to say, the

ISDS data elements were chosen chiefly for their bibliographical properties

(identification, location), while the elements for CLOSSS were selected

on the grounds of their value to the descriptive studies. This underlines

the dangers of reliance on bibliographical sources for descriptive studies.

One other point should be noted in connection with this discussion

on the number and nature of data elements adopted, and that is the depth

of analysis of each element. For bibliometric purposes, if variables

are to be isolated and assessed, analysis has necessarily to be deep

- much deeper in fact than can be provided by the most analytical

bibliography. A comparison of the CLOSSS record with the ISDS record

shows that, in accord with its function, CLOSSS is superior in depth of

analysis.

4.4 Year

Most of the data was collected in 1971. Because the 1970 issues

of the serials might have been absent at the binders, we aimed to look

at the volume or volumes published in 1969. If a volume covered 12

months, but was not coterminous with the calender year, the 1968-9

volume was used.

5.0 DATA COLLECTION

Having specified our requirements and modified them Where practical

considerations made it necessary, we were now in a position vi go ahead

with locating and collecting the data. Location involved identifying

major social science serial collections, and cflecking holdings to assess

their value for collection purposes. Collecting involved designing a form,

hiring and training labour, and generally managing the whole operation as

economically as possible.

A preliminary estimate of the possible size of the population was

around 10,000 serials. The project could afford to aim at this number

given a collection speed of about ten sheets an hour. This depended

..23



on (a) the 'performance' of the data sheet, (b) physical conditions

in the libraries, and (c) a clear and accurate 'brief' for the collector.

In the event guidance-was limited - nu printed holdings lists were

available, conditions were often far from cmfortable

and much information was missing from the serials. Consequently,

collection rates seldom approached those required. In addition, the

population of serials proved much larger than preliminary estimates

had suggested, and could not be covered thoroughly (see DISISS Report

A2, section 2.0).

5.1 Data collection sheet

Designing and record'.ng sheet was important because o, its far-

reaching effects on the responses each question, and thus on the

use that could be made of the data.

(a) Function: to save expense and minimize error the sheet was meant

to serve as both a field collection sheet and as a punching document.

In practice these aims sometimes conflicted making the work of the'

punch girls difficult (see section 7.2). It also served as a hard-copy

record, for proof-reading and emergencies, and as a store for information

which was not put on the computer file.

(b) Physical form: a durable and easily handled form was obviously

necessary. A cumbersome record would be a nuisance in the libraries

because of the restricted conditions, and would also be awkward at sorting

and punching stages. Unfortunately, because of the large amount of infor-

mation required, a much larger record than we had initially wanted was

used. The A4 sheet needed filling in on both sides, and was too flimsy.

Clipboards were too clumsy and turning over was a nuisance - quite a lot

of sheets were completed on one side only as a result: However we profited

from this experience when we came to design a form for the citation

collection (see DISISS Report B5).

(c) Layout: we wanted the form to be easily understood, and the

arrangement to correspond to the order of the information in the serial.

To aid in the former an instruction manual was provided. Various
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possibilities were specified in certain fields (9, 13, 14) to reduce the

amount of writing necessary (and to simplify analyses). Although this
- ,

is useful in a cut and dried situation, it cannot deal with new or

unspecified categories, and there is therefore a danger that the results

will not give a complete picture.

It is interesting to reflect on the changes to the data collection

sheet, brought about by experience in the field, and note the lessons

learned.

(i) It is absolutely essential to 'pilot' the sheet extensively

when the population under study is as variable as serials.

(ii) Bibliographical data is not always precise or well aefined

and does not bear up well under close scrutiny., It

is much better not to ask too much of it, at least in

that way, the quality and accuracy of the data can be in no

doubt.

(iii) The work load in the field should be kept to the bare minimum;

the data gatherer should not have to collect information that

could more easily be collected locally.

(iv) While the sheet should be as economical as possible, this

should never be at the cost of legibility.

(v) A self-coding form is absolutely essential to reduce work

and mistakes.

The arrangement of the questions on the sheet affected the speed

of collection considerably, but it was impossible to get auy one arrange-

ment to correspond with the work flow for all serials as they varied so

much; so a compromise was reached.

A small pilot study was run before the main data collectiOn

started, this enabled us to improve the arrangement of questions some-

what. The two sheets are shown in Appendix 4. Later on in the project,

with the experience of three years of data collecting, we redesigned the

sheet totally, placing everything on to one side, and making it more or

less self-coding; we should have done this in the first place had we

but known. This sheet is also shown in Appendix 4.



5.2 Problems of describing serials

The following section provides a brief discussion of the kinds

of descriptive information that can be retrieved from serials, and

the problems-6hcoontered in so doing. The numbers in brackets refer to

the field codes on the data collection sheet. The first field on the

record (00) is a 5-digit running number used for identification. It

became known as the 'CLOSSS number'.

(a) Title information(1-4)

Recording the title of a document is not as easy as it first

appears. Merely identifying the title can be difficult, particularly

in the case of monograph series, where slight changes are often made

from issue to issue. These 7,ay seem meaningless to editorial staff,

hut to the bibliographer thcy are quite significant. Another problem is

whether tr, outer a document which possesses both a corporate author and a

serialtypo statement (e.g. Annual Repurt of the Association of Glass-

Blowers) under the corporate author or under the serial form statement.

There is, unfortunately, no standard approach to this in the literature

and the decision rest-, upon the use to which the file is to be put.

The direct approach of filing under serial type was adopted for this

study, as the title on the title page usually appears in this form.

Many serials have alternative title forms e.g. foreign equivalents,

abbreviated titles. Serials are often referred to in the literature,

by their alternative titles (as our citation studies have shown), so

the information is really necessary to trace the serial.

Previous titles are seldom given in the serial, so had to be

sought elsewhere in bibliographies; this was time-consuming, but regarded

as essential. We had not bargained for the complexities of the history

of many serials however, and this created problems at the editing and

coding stages, particularly with serials formed from the merging of

several others, and with those that split into several parts. Not only

is there a housekeeping problem in tying together the relationships,

but also a bibliometric one in establishing whether there are meaningful

differences between the various kinds of relationship.
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Field 2, called on the sheet 'Title in English' was soon changed

in practice to subtitle, as a translation is often provided as an

alternative title and ad hoc translations would have been uselfacs for our

purposes.

(b) Publication history (5,6) (21,22)

Beginning date is a surprisingly difficult piece of information

to find in a serial; it is risky to calculate it from the volume number

of the serial itself, nOr is it easy to obtain from bibliographies or

library catalogues. In bibliographies what is given is often the date

of the first issue, regardless of title changes; in library catalogues

there may be confusion between the date the library first placed its

subscription, and the actual starting date of the serial.

Ending date is no easier; serials do not always state (or even

know:) that a certain issue is their last, and again published information

is sketchy. Even with serials which all the evidence points to as

having ceased P ublication, the exact date is hard to find. To cover

this situation a code to indicate that continued existence was unlikely
was used.

Fields 21 (CLOSSS number of immediate pre,,ious title or titles

if the serial is the result of a merger), and 22 (CLOSSS number of

subsequent title or titles if the serial splits) were addea during

editing and proof-reading and were mainly used to simplify searching

and file structure.

(e) Publication pattern (7)

The problem here is that stated frequency of publication and

actual number of issues a year are not always the same thing. What is

the stat,ts of a quarterly that appears 3 times a year? A further compli-

cation is that while the frequency statement is boldly displayed (often

as part of the title statement), the issue statement may be hard to locate.

Combinations of issues are not consistent either; the same serial may

combine 2 one year and 4 the following year, all the time calling itself

a quarterly. Bishop (1965)
1
has identified 26 different publication

1
BISHOP, D. Publication patterns of scientific serials. American

Documentation, 1965, 16, 113-121.
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patterns; this seems to be an understatement. A final difficulty is

to define an irregular publication - we settled for intentional

irregularity, and ignored accidental irregularity.

(d) Authorship details (8-10)

A distinctdon was made between sponsor or issuing body (used syn-

onomously) and publisher, and where possible both items were collected.

Sponsorship details are particularly valuable to the descriptive studies,

as it is the sponsor who is ultimately responsible for the information

content of the serial. Field 9 is a coded field for type of sponsor.

We did not have room to list all possible types- in any case some did

not fit neatly into any one category. In the pilot study an element

of synthesis was provided, but this was too difficult to apply and had to

be altered in the main collection.

Predetermining the breakdown of the field can result in an

inaccurate presentation of the data, and it is also difficult to know

whether all the fruitful classes have been identified.

Table 5 demonstrates the possible range of classes and shows

the ones adopted for the various data collections. In cases where

there was no separate sponsor, the publisher was regarded as the sponsor

for purposes of Field 9.

(e) Country of publication (11)

Here provision had to be made both for the increasingly popular

practice of publishing simultaneously in several countries, and for

the habit of some conference proceedings of being published each year in

a different country.

(f) Type of serial (12) (13)

In Field 12 the term 'serial' should be substituted for the word

'periodical' on the sheet, and !irregular serial' for 'monograph series'.

This was necessary because in many respects, monograph series have more

in common with monographs than with other serials. Because of this
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ISSUING BODIES

Type

TABLE 5

: a classification of the various types.

1. Association

2. Commercial/
business enter-
prise (excluding
commercial
publishers)

3. Educational
institution
(universities,
colleges,
schools)

4. Foundation

5. Government body
(national, local)

6. International
organisation

7. Library

8. Nationalised
industry

9. Political/
pressure group

10. Private/individual

11. Professional
bod;

12. PUblisher
(commercial)

13. Research
organisation

14. Society

15. State monopoly

Categories selected for
pilot study (an element
of synthesis was allowed
in the pilot study)

_

Learned society or
professional body
(could be combined with
3 and 12)

Private body or firm

same
(could be combined with
1 and 12)

other

same

same

other

Government body

other

Private body or firm

Learned society or
professional body

Commercial (could be
combined with 1 and 3)

other

Learned society or
professional body

State monopoly
29

Categories selected
for main study

Association(s) society
professional body
(membership institutions)

Commercial/business
enterprise

same

other

same

same

other

Government body

Political/Pressure group

Private/individual

Association(s),
society, professional
body (membership
institutions)

Publisher

other

Association(s), society
professional body
(membership institutions)

Government



we wished to isolate them. The various types of serial categorization

covered 10 Field 13 are discussed abcve in section 4.3 and illustrated

in Table page 9.

(g) coptent analysis (14)

our ,fiot list for this field was much more comprehensive, but had

to be cenfracted to save time and space (see Table 6). Bearing in mind

the range of 5erial types and their equally varied contents, the selective

list was pound to Prove unsatisfactory for some serials. In retrospect

we were vobaoly too restrictive, and could have used a fuller list.

To obtain a true indication of the contents of a serial several issues

have to be scAnned, as features differ regularly from one issue to

another. Precise description involves the data collector in making rather

fine distOctions, e.g. between general articles, news articles, review

articles, and it is difficult to be wholly consistent over a wide area.

TABLE 6

POSSIBLE CONTENT DESCRIPTORS

* Ar:ticlOe
* Revew artcleS

Edit00.al Articles or comment
* News toms/notes

economic
political

technical
commercial
industrial
professional

educational
meetings and conferences

* Conference proceedings
Directory information
ForthcOming events/calendars

IllUstOtions
Advertj,eements

* case notes

[* specied on data collection sheet

* Legislation
Letters

* Abstracts with articles
Citations (references)
Bibliographic information services -

* Libliographies
* abstracts
* index
* contents list
* accessions lists

Reviews -
* books

other media
* Statistics

Index
Form of classification
Number of pages

* Number of articles
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(h) Abstracts with articles (15)

The position of abstracts within journals is very variable - at

the beginning or end of the article, on the contents page (which itself

may be on the front or back covers, or inside), or separate from the

article grouped with abstracts of other articles. There is also a

problem of recognition and terminology. Even in English journals

they are variously called abstract, synopsis, summary, resumé and

precis; let alone in the foreign journals, where the total variety of

terms is much greater.

(i) Language (16)

Distinctions between language(s) of articles of abstracts and

of editions were necessary. The language was sometimes difficult to

determine because:

(a) It is not always obvious from scanning

(b) It varies from issue to issue

(c) Editorial statements about the language are sometimes misleading.

It would have been interesting to note frequency of use of different

languages within a serial, but the idea had to be dropped because of the

amount of work involved.

(j) Subject (17)

Assigning subject descriptors to serials took a long time. Subject

scope could be determined only by detailed scanning, and it was the field

on the form demanding most knowledge. Where this was Jacking, a broad

classification was made, and the collector wrote a brief description

of the subjects of the articles. Obviously foreign language material

was particularly difficult, not only because of the language but also

because of differing conceptions of subject in different areas (for

example, philosophy in Eastern Europe tends to include what would in

Britain be called political science or political theory). Table 1

(page 7) gives a list of subject headings used.
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(k) Size of serial - number of articles (18)

The aim of collecting this information was to gauge the output of

serials, collectively and individually as an aid in assessing the overall

size of a literature. It seemed that articles would be the easiest measure,

but it was not always easy in fact to decide what was an article. (More .

work was done on this problem later on in the project and is described

in DISISS Report A2, section 4.0.) The exercise was laborious, particularly

where no unified contents list was available. Counts were also frustrated

by missing issues.

(1) Subscription details (19)

The difficulties here are in codifying the wide range of subscription

practices. Subscription rates often vary according to size of library,

membership, geographical location, professional status. Also, surprisingly

enough, it can be quite hard to find a subscription statement in serials,

particularly in types other than journals. Prices were noted in local

currency unless a sterling equivalent was provided by the serial, and

converted to sterling during editing. Because of fluctuations in currency

exchange rates, to say nothing of inflation, these figures give only a very

rough indication of cost.

(m) Coverage by indexing and abstracting services (20)

This information would have been invaluable if it had been provided

in larger quantities. Unfortunately, few serials,with the notable exception

of some published in the USA, list the secondary services in which they

are indexed.

5.3 Serial resources of libraries

As CLOSSS was to be compiled from information obtained from

the identification and inspection of serials, all the likely sources

for this information had to be located. If one library had provided

the full range of material, administration would have been eased and

efficiency increased - simultaneous use of several libraries results in

varying measures of duplication. Unfortunately no one source provided
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sufficient coverage because the social science serial resources of this

country are scattered throughout a large number of society and college

:Libraries. The two most obvious candidates, the British Library Lending

DivisiOn (BLLD) and the British Library of Political and Economic Science

(BLPES), proved wanting in important areas. The BLPES collection, while

strong on older material, does not really cover all the social sciences

- both psychology and management are poorly represented. The BLLD

collection was adequate in subject coverage but weaker for 'dead' and

'local' material. Its relative inaccessibility also prevented greater

use being made of its resources.

We therefore had to collect data both from these two major sources

and from numerous small specialist libraries. Although more complicated

to organise, this procedure would not have been so bad if all the libraries

had produced lists of holdings. Few had however, and this meant we had

no way of preventing duplication, and were simply adding to the editing

tasks. Ideally a list of possible libraries would have been drawn up

and each student would have been given a brief listing of titles she
;

was to inspect. As it was, the best that could be done was to collect from

collections on the assumption that they.did not overlap greatly. This

was not a very satisfactory solution; little control could be exercised

over what was collected and more responsibility was thrown on the students,

extending their work load and reducing productivity.

After consulting directories, librarians and a few lists that did

exist of holdings, a list of libraries was established. The use made of

each library depended not only on the size of its resources (though

obviously this was an important factor) but also on the organisation of

the collection and its physical condition. Serials tend to be stored

rather than displayed, making them more difficult to consult, particularly

in adverse storage conditions. Collections are often scattered in

cramped and dirty areas, and only exceptionally are consultation areas

provided. The arrangement also makes difficulties as sequences may be

broken up according to size, age, type or country of origin of serial,

and few collections are classified. To add to all this, serials may be

missing because of theft, lending or binding. The effect of all these

factors can be considerable, so, when at all possible, the sources used

3



were those offering good working conditions. This applied to many of the

smaller society libraries, and of the larger libraries, Senate House and

the British Library Lending Division were pleasant to work in.

We would like to record our thanks for the generous access

libraries gave us to their collections, without which the work would

not have been possible. We particularly appreciate the unlimited use

we made of the invaluable material in the stacks at the Bri:;_sh Library of

Political and Economic Science at the London School of Economics.

Appendix 2 gives details of the resources of the libraries involved,

and Table 8 on page29 shows the use made of each library during the

Easter 1971 data collection.

5.4 Data collectors

Because of the size of the operation, the time consuming nature of

the investigation and the scattered location of the sources we needed a

lot of help and the Polytechnic of North London School of Librarianship

proved a valuable reservoir of labour. The use of student labour had

particular advantages and it is probably fair to say that such a large

scale data gathering exercise could hardly have succeeded without their

help. The most important of these advantages were:

(a) Student labour was plentiful and relatively cheap.

(b) Students could be recruited fairly easily (announcements,

meetings and contacts could be made simply and quickly).

(c) An administration existed to handle payment and insurance

contributions.

So (d) Library school students had, or could quickly be given, the

knowledge to handle the data.

(e) Motivation could be guaranteed - the work was relevant to

their studies so that the work had an added attraction

outside its financial reward.

The only disadvantage in using students was that collection

opportunities were normally limited to vacations. Luckily we had enough

workers to acquire the bulk of the information within these time limits.

Short, intensive collections did however tax the administrative and
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supervisory facilities. The deluge of data resulting from the work of

nearly thirty students also made quality and duplication control difficult.

(a) Recruiting and training

The project's labour requirements were quite large 7 26 were

required for the first exercise and 10 for the second, but doubts as

to the possibility of such recruitment were soon dispelled. Because of

the difficulties posed tntellectually by the subject and language character-

istics of the data, students were recruited on their ability to handle

certain specified subjects and languages. It was hoped that each collector

would be.familiar with both the subject and language of the material dealt

with. This was realised fully for subject but only partly for language,

linguistic expertise being much thinner on the ground, and we had to use

our linguistic resources carefully to ensure the maxlmum benefit.

It was essential that tLa stuuents understood clearly what was

being asked of them before they embarked upon the exercise, since supervision

and guidance in the field would be necessarily minimal. Therefore, each

student had to be given the training to enable her to work independently.

To this end, 4.half-hour seminars were held. The seminars combined

instruction with discussion and much time was devoted to problem-solving

exercises. Obviously, it was not possible to foresee all the difficulties,

not was it possible for the students to retain all the information provided

in seminars.

To overcome these particular shortcomings and others besides, a

field manual was produced. In general, the manual had to cover every

foreseeable eventuality. In particular, however, it provided:

(a) Guidance as to the tracing of documents and the location

of information within them (a work flow diagram was provided).

(b) Explanations of terms likely to be encountered.

(c) Exact requirements o' each stage of the investigation.

(d) Directory-type information (addresses and opening times of

libraries).

The manual proved to be a useful tool in many respects - it went a
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long way towards standardizing response, saved considerable supervisory

effort and provided the students with the knowledge they required to answer

many of the questions.

(b) Supervision and administration

The size of the project and the shortage of supervisory staff

meant that administration and supervision had to be kept to a minimum.

Students.were made responsible for the collection and return of data sheets

and their own timetabling. The manual would answer most of the queries

arising from the data collection, the rest it was hoped, could be dealt

with on the telephone. However, as the project progressed and the queries

came flooding in, it became increasingly obvious that a large amount of

supervisory effort would have to be expended. The difficulties encountered

by the students stemmed almost entirely from (a) devising a work flow

pattern, and (b) ambiguities and uncertainties arising from the application

of the data sheet. Difficulties arose because of the different pr

of housing and arranging serials and the general inaccessabilit.,- 4 part

or all of the serial collection. Of course, these problems would not have

been so great had library holdings lists been available as it would have

then been possible to give prior guidance. The second problem arose.from

the impossibility of predicting every case of possible difficulty. Some

problems were however overcome in the second collection by the adoption of

a simpler data sheet, with more explicit questions and requirements.

To cope with these problems, oneof the two members of the team

stayed beside the telephone and the other travelled round the libraries.

....... -Aithough-the number of possible visits was restricted by geography and

time (a single 'tour' took about 3 days), they were essential to assess

progress, prevent catastrophic mistakes and make students feel less

isolated.

5.5 Fieldwork programme

Basically, four major data collections were mounted over a period of

three years. Several smaller supplementary and up-dating nollections

were also held over this period. Table 7 provides a brief statistical

summary of each exercise.
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTION EXERCISES

dates

and

duration

.----.......----------.

number of

workers

involved

libraries

involve,

maber of

titlu

collected

n tile taken

to wlete a

data sheet

........---

unit

colts

total

cost

w4.1.IMS.DmDw.O......r

. . ; .' ; 4; ,).47,1; .qi;

7,arch 1971 2C i2; 11; 112; ;71 711 14min 14 ga:
1 week :11; 2..TrA; ';;.");.

,

, ,

,

,
0. ,.m

711 1.

,

July 1971 3 IX (1) 1(:(,) 12min :151

3 weeks

'Sept, 1971 2 1!q,i, (1) 11T) 7-in 6-7o

2 weea

3ept, 1973 1 'All, ll'fl, '1)7. 90r; 6-7qin - -

1 week

;abbreviations refer to libraries listed in Appendix 2
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Exercise 1 April, 1971

This exercise was held. during the Easter vacation and lasted

for nearly a week. Fourteen London social science libraries were

involved; twenty-six students in all were assigned to work at these

libraries. In addition to being a major data collection, laying the

foundations for the following exercises, the exercise was also to be

a pilot test for both the data sheet and the organisation of labour.

The advantage of such an arrangement, apart from that of economy, was

that only in this way could a truly effective pilot (in terms of size)

be conducted within the economic constraints of the project. The risks

of such an arrangement were considerable. If things went seriously

awry and considerable change was required, a large part of our data

would be invalidated. Fortunately, although changes were made that

necessitated extra work (the data sheet was rearranged to fit in with the

work flow) they did not prove too serious.

3,150 records were collected with about 6% duplication, and

a further 4% of the records collected turned out.to be outside the

subject scope. Both these_figures are surprisingly low considering

the size of the work force, the flexibility of the instructions and

the degree to which we were working in the dark. A much more serious

figure however was the 50% of sheets returned incomplete. This was

almost entirely due to the lack of beginning date and/or subscription

price. This meant that the burden of collecting some of the information

was transferred .po the editors. In the case of the smaller libraries

covered, between 80% and 100% Of their stock was recorded but in the

cases of the larger libraries the range lay between 40% and 60%. More

detail is provided in Table 8.

1

The amount spent on the operation was £408,00. The figure
1

includes wages at 50p per hour, Natipnal Insurance contributions and

travelling and telephone expenses. This gives a unit cost of 12p per

sheet; on average a sheet took about 14 minutes to locate and record.

Exercise 2 July, 1971

This exercise was mounted in conjunction with the citation collection
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TABLE 8

NUMBER OF SERIALS RECORDED AT EACH LIBRARY DURING EASTER 1971 DATA

COLLECTION

Name of library Total (approx.)

Advertising Association 100
British Library of Political and Economic Science

(London School of Economics) 330
Department of Education and Science 100
Department of Employment 210
Department of Environment 90
Language Teaching Library (British Council) 390
National Institute of Economic and Social Research 90
Royal Institute of International Affairs 300
Royal Institute of Public Administration 350
Royal Geographical Society ; 70
Royal Statistical Society 30
Senate House 300
Social Survey 190
Tavistock Institute 280

(see DISISS Report 35). Eta prime function was to complete the recording

of the BLPES stock. This desirable not only on grounds of the size

and relevance of the collection but also because it would provide the

file with much needed depth in the forr .of 'dead' and older material -

particularly important t.1 many of the intended bibliometric studies.

Three students were em : d at the BLPES for three weeks during the

summer vacation. The size of the labour force was dictated by the

particularly confined conditions - much of the serial stock is housed

in dark, narrow catacombs and access was not improved by the lack of a

serial catalogue. (k catalogue is now in existence.) Fortunately, the

students had all worked at Eaiter and were well equipped for handling

such a situation.

1,600 records were collected, mostly of 'dead' material, annual

reports and proceedings - categories of material which were hitherto

poorly represented. There was about 4% duplication with material

collected during April. This duplicaticn can largely be attributed

to variations in the forms of title. It is fairly common, especially

in the cases of annual reports and proceedings fcir a serial to adopt

different title arrangements from one year to another. 3% of therecords

were judged to be outside the scope of the social sciences. The amount

spent on the project was £151.00, giving a unit cost of about 9p - a

4 0



considerably better performance than the Easter exercise.

Exercise 3 September, 1971

The field work was undertaken at the BLLD by a research worker

and a student from the PNL with the object of collecting material not

available or not easily accessible in London. The particular attractions

of working at the BLLD were that:

(a) It issued a list of its holdings of current serials on which

we could indicate possible candidates prior to collection

(one of our original intentions).

(b) The working conditions were ideal - clean, airy, light and

plenty of room for consultation.

(c) The shelf arrangement, alphabetical by title, was particularly

helpful to our type of search. The arrangement afforded

direct access and its consistency promoted a degree of

confidence in the searcher.

(d) The collection was large and included much foreign language

material (an estimated 7,000 titles in 1971, and c.10,000

in stock or on order by lute 1974).

The colloction continued for two weeks in which time 1,100 records

were collected, 2% orthese being duplicates. The amount spent was

£76.6U (incluc,ing subsistence expenses but not the salary of the researcher),

gtvin a unit cost oi about 6p. This was the lowest figure recorded to

date and reflected the superior working conditions at the BLLD.

Exercise 1 September, 1971

The object of this exorcise was to collect full bibliographic

details for the titles cited in the citation studios but not already

CLOSSS. Ono research worker from the PNL was involved and the data

wee collected in several London libraries, in addition to the BLLD.

Approx4mately 1,000 records wore collected, the bulk of these

coming from the BUD. The rate of collection had now stabilized at

9-10 records per hour.

41.



,upplementary data collections

As mititles came to notice and gaps became evident, neu data was

added to the file. Thisis a continuingprocess and is nPcessary if the

file is to retain a 'current' value. In addition, a special collection

of secondary services has been made. Nuch of this work had to be done from

bibliographical sources as secondary services do not appear to 'travel'

well few libraries in the U.L. have good collections of foreign secondary

services.

6.0 EDITING

As has been pointed out in previous sections, over half of the

data sheets returned were incomplete in one way or another. This deficiency

had to be made good with information from bibliographies. This was not

wholly satisfactory for the following reasons:

(a) bibliographical control is weaker in the social sciences than in

sciences and it was quite often impossible to obtain all the

relevant details in any bibliographical source. Thus we could

neither guarantee finding all the likely serials, nor trace all

the relevant bibliographical details, if we had to rely on

bibliographies for our information.

(b) w;lile good bibliographical sourcc,s existed at The Polytechnic of

North London (where the work was undertaken) and in London generally,

a large number of the sources were simply not readily available in

this country. The country's collection of biblio,;raphies of foreign

social science serials alpears to be inadequate, perhaps seriously

(c)

BO.

very few bibliographical sources provide sufficient detail for our

purposes. Even the embryonic ISDS can be faulted on that count.

Thus, while the particular serial may be recorded in a bibliography,

the inforration we required about it was seldom given. There is a

real need for comprehensive bibliogTaphies that provide full details

of serials.



(d) much of the data provided in bibliographies of serials is out of

date. As this is not always obvious, complete reliance on

information from bibliographic sources is dangerous and, if possible,

should be avoided. In any case cross checking should be routine.

The currency of the information should not be judged by reference

to the imprint because they will seldom coincide. Updating or

compiling a bibliography is such a lengthy task that the information

will seldom be current up to within a year of the imprint. Given

that serial details chance a lot, currency of information is most

important.

(e) published bibliographies often contain a number of errors. %any of

these errors can be attributed to the fact that entries are often

taken either from the data in other bibliographies, thus Perpetuating

any existing errors, or from questionnaires mailed to publishers or

agents. The information obtained by the latter method is often

suspect, and is not a good substitute for personal inspection.

( f)
tracing information in bibliograies is timeconsuming. So many

sources exist and so many search strategies are possible th't tracing

one piece of information can be quite com:lex. Faced with the vast

array of bibliographies, all differing in currency, scope, coverage,

format, organisation and bibliographic detail, it is difficult to

feel fully confident that a search has been complete.

It was therefore unfortunate that we had to rely quite heavily upon

bibliographies to supplement the information recorded at s-urce. Becauue

of their known unreliability,' several of the most commonly used bibliographies

were tested. An example of one of these tests, in this case for Ulrich's

International reriodical Directory, is given in Table 9.

Usually the most difficult details to obtain from a bibliography are

those to do with the origin and history of a serial beginning date, chanre

of title and dates of change. These are also the details most prone to error

in bibliographies. Other information not readily available include price,

coverage by secondary services, whether articles have abstracts, and

number of articles per issue/volume. The omission of the last two in

biblioLraphies can be attributed in part to their difficulty of discovery

and in part to the method of compilation, based upon secondhand information.



TABLE 9

AN APPRA/X CT UliaIOR'S INTERNATIONAL P.:;RIODICALS DIRECTORY1

Ma or rolsma encountered in usin Ulrich to obtain biblio ical information

data incorrect

incomplete serial records data fields missing

stromg United States bias

data not current
-

An analym).s of 571 serial records contained in Ulrich have provided the

following figures which support and quantify the above statements.

data incerect

rsceds it which errors were found 48 e5

sou,ee of erV0r

fzequezimy statement 12

beOinnite date 16

smVseription details 20

Wa_14124.0.1da

recoos J.r, which not all of the essential
biblPgrlaphical details are given 120 21%

data elements most commmonly missing

hp PriCe 41

to begd.bnine date 75

to fre4uenor 14

U S bia0
number of U.S. records in Ulrich 344 600

in CLOSSS 1161 23%

in World Liatof Social
Science Periodicals 114 10;;

A.AIA_Az

reoels not uPdated since previous editions 51

ho$ updated since 1969 51

not upjated since 1967 17

1
13th sditico 1969-70

'

4 4
14



To this can be added the general reluctance of bibliogra:)hers to meet the

needs cf those requiring more than just identifying information. Serials

and the use made of them have altered greatly over the last few decades,

and consequently the requirements for serial bibliographies have altered too,

In addition to the features named above - the inclusion of abstracts with

articles and the number of articles p-r volume - a much more detailed

description of a serial's content should be provided. This information should

be based upon the-analysis of at least one year's issues and not a single

issue, as is so often the practice. A list of the sources most often used

for checking and tracing purposes is given in Appendix 3. Inclusion in the

list does not necessarily indicate value or alTroval of a bibliography but

its availability.

r,diting and quality checks on the data were carried out simultaneously.

Editing involved examining the sheets to rectify obvious errors. In addition

several quality checksware made at regular intervals throughout the editing

operation, and involved going back to the source of the information and

comparing the data given on the sheet with that provided in the serials.

The checks demoncitrated that opinions regarding subject scope and what

constituted an exticle (in determining the number of articles) differed.

This was regarded as inevitable, and the more important problem of blunders

and errors in recording data was considered to be small enough to be tolerated.

It was not practical to extend the editing until every record was

complete. Table 10 gives an idea of the 'completeness' of thn data in each

field.
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TABLE 10 COMPLOTENESS OF RECORDS

e
/0

of 3909 current serials:

No. filled in %

3909 100

Field

1 TITLE

of 5504 se*rate serials:

No. filled in

5504 100

2 SUBTITLE 372 7 274 7

3 ALTERNATIVE TITLE 496 9 388 10

4 PREVIOUS TITLE 607 11 506 13

6
1
ENDING DATE INFO. 4936 90 3909 100

7 FREQUENCY 4772 87 3724 95

8 ISSUING BODY (NAME) 2452 44 1683 42

9
2
ISSUING BODY (CODE) 4979 85 3593 93

10 PUBLISHER 4763 87 3706 95

11 COUNTRY 4965 90 3766 96

12 REGULAR/IRRBGULAR 4Y3 86 3690 94

13 TYPE OF SERIAL 4683 85 3635 93

14 TYPE OF CONTENT 4565 83 3521 90

15 ABSTRACTS. 4144 75 3163 81

16 LANGUAGE 4608 84 3653 94

17 SUBJECT 4761 87 3697 95

18 NO, OF ARTICLES 4066 74 3161 81

19 PRICE 3165 66 3065 78

20 SECONDARY SERVICE
NEETIONED

346 6 315 8

1
Information for field 5 is not available.

Where Field 8 is absent, this code is based on Field 10.

4 6



7. PROGRAMING WORK

The computer used was an ICL 4.50 at the University of Bath.

AlMost all the programs were written in the Usercode assembler language.

7.1 The machine file : file struotures and record format

A magnetic tape file of the data vae considered most suitable

forhandling and manipulating_the data for the needs of the DISISS project,

and would also be fairly straightforward to convert for 1:mon another

computer system.

The magnetic tape file contains one variable length record for every

title of a serial (field 01), so that there is a separate record for every

title variation. Records are held in ascending sequence of their 5 digit

record number (CLOSSS number).

Because of the variable nature of the data, each data field is

included in the record in the form : field code/data/end of field marker.

Each record commences with the record number (CLOSSS number, field 00),

and terminates with an end of xecord marker in place of the end of field

marker after the last data field in the record. Where the data in a field

consists of more than one item, e.g. a number of alternative titles or

languages, each item in the data field is separated by a data separator.

There were various reasons for arranging the file in this manner.

Fixed length data fields would have been extremely vastefUl of space, although

individual fields would have been easier to manipulate since all field codes,

'field separators and end of field markers would have been eliminated. The

beet compromise would have been to have a mixture of both fixed and variable

length data fields. However, it vas felt more important to keep the format

of each record in ascending field code sequence, and if a number of fields

had to be treated as variable length, then it was as well to treat all

fields in this way and maintain the field code sequence. Advantages of

using variable length data are that individual fields ean contain either

coded or uncoded data without distinction, and records with incorrect codes

can still be created. Also with variable length data fields, it is neoessary

to allow any space in the record fow fields which are not present. The

file updating routine is used to delete, insert, and replace complete

CLOSSS reoords.

4 7
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RL 01234 i 1 Fe data* Fe data = datalpe Fe dataAl
I I dik 4i. 44

record length -CLOSSS- indicators da end of end of
(in binary nUMber

4r

field record

ir

handled by ,field data markers marker
System 4 code separator
software)

Figure 1. DiagraM of main components of a CLOSSS record

Individual fields in each record are arranged in ascending field code

sequence. Eaun field consists of a 2 digit field code in the range 01 to 22,

followed by th9 data, followed by an end of field marker ( ), Each separate

item in the date field is separated by a data separator (=1). For the last

field in the record, the end of the field marker is replaced by an end of

record marker ( ). The field code for the record number (00) is not

inserted in the record. Between the record number and the data fields a

own of 4 oharac;ers has been left. Originally it was the intention to

ime2t VIDA1OUP Indicators in these spaces to specify properties of each

record. . 7,/ ...le has been used, to flag records failing the data vet

procedure.

The only restrictions an fields are that no particular data item may

exceed 250 characters in length, and that the total reoord length must not

exceed 960 characters in length (equivalent to 12 punched cards). In fact

the average record length is approximately 180 characters, although records

of aver 300 characters have occurred. Figure 2 gives the breakdown of

the file according to record lengths.

'4 8
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10001

' 900

800

.700

600

Figure 2. Record lenr,las

'Number

of
Records

256-

1152

41.6

- 38 ,-

95

70

40 80 120 160 200 240

14

79 I-53-r
39 f

1280 320 360

11,D, fircriA:r of (.:11,11.1.cit; .). 4
ficuro 1.

There is no index to the fields within a record inclu4ed in.the

record format. Such an index woUld have occupied a large amount of space
to be of any use, and on retrieving a record, the index would have tO be
interpreted in some way. It was felt better to have no index, but to
scan each record immediately after it is read and to create a comprehensive
location table indicating where each field commences and the number of such
fields present.

4 9
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The main issues oonsidered were the choice of input medium and the

organisation of the work in cooperation with the Computer Unit at Bath

University. For punching variable length data it was initially considered

that paper tape should be used. However, the punch operators in the

Computer Unit were more familiar with using 80 column punohed cards, and

se it was decided to use cards instead. There were considerable difficulties

with the handwriting and the unwieldy layout of the sheets; but eventually

the punching rate (including verification) settled down to about 200 reoords

in 6 hrs. The average working rate was about 400400 records per week.

7.3 Data Vetting and Creation of CLOSSS file

The file updating program was developed fairly carefully through the

following etages. First, a program to print out the individual fields in

each record was written (see fig. 3). This was expanded so that old format
1

field.codes were converted to their new format equivalents, and the fields

in eaoh record were sorted into asoending field oode sequenoe. The last

oocurrence of a particular field code in the record was taken to be the more

oorreot data for the reoord; .this vas useful bw.:ause it enabled covrected

data to be added to the end of the existing recaxl. Coded data fields were

translated, and the translated data together with the codes were printed.

Unooded data fields were checked to ensure that they cmItained only valid

characters, e.g. either numerio or alphanumeric,, Per pmeri* fields oomments

were printed to make the numbers more meaningfu. .:1:43 were printed out

against entries whioh appeared to be invalid ox : h. . 13oking. The

maohine data vet was supplemented by proofreading the priml out of the

records produced, so care was taken to make the listing as Hhar as possible

to faoilitate cheoking of the data.

1 During data oolleotion some mprovemonts wore made to the layout and
coding of data sheets whieN, at the ..`..gat ',tars, made it nooessary to
distinguish between the earliqr 4,,na fLIal 707'.;:v11 O. -ae dAta.

See Appendix 4 for illustistio:. of

r,
k.:
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Figure 3

Proof reeding list

15 APT. ArlsrRAcTS (1)

1/ rur ficy (FPF)

le.

crir-IAL SC(FfICIS (AA)

17 (JA)

lh APTICIAS

ln 1(i..

0 "(PHA

VA!1 HIT ArvIKA (0STIT00

;5 190,

(Y)

'7 iss0CS 1-11 YEAR

vA 1%STIT00T

(19 .cSoC1AT10N5 (A)

1" FrfV.1 I'STIT001

11 '17t,:r4f0t'01 (Pq)

,(InnICAL (1)

kni001C0L J1UPrfil. (A)

14 ,P11CLLS (A)
o(I o, prvIU.;5 (F)
Fr1 1rT1CI1 S (J)

Ac.T. AHS1,1Ac1c (3)

(nI)T)

17 'AJ1/1. Sricqus (AA)

APTICLFS

19 F 1.67

Win

o-PNA

1943

06
CmiTI!ifilrG

0/ ?t, ISSHES PIP YEAR

(X)
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2949, 04037 01

2950, 05607 01

2951, 06673 q1

2952, 04909 01

2953, 06674 01

2954, 04910 01

295, 01110 01

2956, O4.6 01

_2934. _04911_ ___.01_...

295, 04030 01

/959, 04830 * 01

2960, 01111 01

2961, 04674 01

2962, 01113 01

2963, 01114 01

2964, 03186 0 01

2965, 00756 04

2966, 03531 01

296,, 03500 01

2968, 04727 II 01

2969, 04713 04

2970, n2959 01

2071, 04138 01

2972, 03126 01

2973, 03872 01

2974, 04912 01

2975, 01736 02

2976, 05608 01

2977, 03371 01

29/8, 02935 01

Figure 4(a) An list of titles

0E10CRA2IA SOCIALE MEI/PITA, PPM tuNGRESSO GENERALE :X10,11

DUOGRAFIE

ITIOGRAPHIE YEARNOK :10,US

.DEgOGRAPHY :A,x1US

DEMOS

DENNI 1 OUP,

DEPARTMENT OE EmPLOYmENT sA1E111

:AIXIUR

DFPARTmENT OE SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, REPORT OF THE RESEARCH COUNCIL 14,1965,4

DEPARTMENTAL COmmITTEL uN CRIMINAL STATISTICS, REPORT NOOK

DERECHO DE LA INTEGRACIOA :101AG

DESIGN

DEUTSCN.HRITISCRF RuNDSCHAU :A11932,GW

DEUTSCHE ALS FREMDSPRACHE ;Alx,GE

DEUTSCHE AUSSENPOLITIK 01,AIGE

DEUTSCHE AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT :bIGW 00756

DEUTSCHE AUSSENORTSCHAFT :1010W

DEUTSCHE FINAN/WIRTSCHAFT 00,0G

DEUTSCHE FUR AUsLANDFR :A0,6w

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FuR WEHRPOCITIK UND WEHRWISSENSCHAETEN ;111936I6 G 04718

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FOP WEHRPOLITIK UND WEHRWISSENSCHAFTEN :I119391G6

DEUTSCHE KOLoNIA.GESETIGEBUNG :A,1909166

DEUTSCHE x01,041AWEITUNG1 MONAISCHRIET DES REICHSKOLOHIAL.DUNDES :11,1943,GG

DEUTSCHE RATIONAL DIRLINGRAPHIE :F0-166

DEUTSCHE RUNDSCHAU :1104W

DEUTsCHF SCHWA ;AIX166,

DEUTSCHE /EITSCHRIFT FOR FUROPAISCHES DENKCN 0100

DEUTSCHE /FITSCHRIFT FUR NIRTSCHAOSPIN6L
:

DEUTSCHEP REAMTEN FALEND(R

OCUISCHER GEIST ;A,1935106
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The program was developed into a program to create data onto a

magnetic tape, and as a result a trial file of the first 700 CLOSSS records

was produced. The created program was then modified to produce the update

program, which embodied the following record handling facilities:

(i) insertion, replacement and deletion of complete records,

(ii) modification of existing reoords, which involves insertion,

replacement and deletion of complete fields within a record,

(iii) listing and reprocessing records,

together with the necessary error recovery procedures.

Throughout the whole development period small changes were made to

the data vetting procedures. The final data vet requirements are described

in Appendix 5. The complete CIOSSS file was then created using the final

version of the update program, and was spread over a period of approximately

10 days.

7.4 Proofteading Uudating and Listing

To enable the proofreading to be done effectively, two programa were

developed, the Alphabetio Titles program and the Dump Listing progrmm.

Etamples of the printout from both these programs are dhown in Figure 4.

The Alphabetic Titles progrmm suite produced an alphabetic: listing

of all titles in fields 01,02,03 and 04 with various coded fields printed,

and served as an index to the file. This was first used to delete duplicate

entries from the file. The Dump Listing program produced a compact list

of each record, in CLOSSS number order. These, together with the proof-

reading listings, were the working lists for the file, and were used extensively

when the rAtation file was linked to the CLOSSS file (described in DISISS

Report 135). This work on the citation file revealed further social science

journals not present on CLOSSS. All the obvious social science titles were

added to CLOSSS as records containing titles only, and then, where possible,

complete CLOSSS records for these titles were collected and added to the file.

For each CLOSSS record with a former title, a CLOSSS record was made

up for the former title, and these former title records were linked to

their subsequent title entries by using field 22 to contain the record

number of the eubsequent title. Also, fairly complete data for a number

of secondary services, criminology and law serials were collected and

added to the file. All theme records then had to be proofread and corrected.

This earlier work on the CLOSSS file is reported more fully in DISISS

Working Paper No. 8.*

* CLOSSS : a machine readablu data base of Social science serials - progress

report 1971-1972. Beth University Library, 1973.



7.5 Modification to the CLOSSS reoords

There were two modifications to the file which had become apparent

in the light of working with the data and developing ideas for its analysis

and use.

The first amendment oonoerned the analysis of fields which could

contain multiple-coded entries. It was obvious that for the bibliometric

studies it was necessary to count the occurrences of the combinations of

these groups of codes. Therefore it was necessary to ensure that reoords

containing multiple-coded entries held the codes in the same sequence, i.e.

to ensure tnat records containing, say, languages English and French, and

French and English were identical. This was achieved by writing an update

program whioh read and indexed each record, sorted the codes in each field

with multiple-ooded entries into alphabetical sequence, and then output the

rearrangeddata, printing messages indicating which fields had been sorted

in each record. The opportunity was taken of ensuring that all codes in

the particular fields examined were unique by printing an error message

and setting the error flag when identical codes in a field were detected.

The secauimodification concerned the indexing of the file. As

mentioned previously, for eaoh record with a former title, a record for the

former title had been made up and inserted in the file. However, although

there was a forward link in that the former title record contained a field 22

holding the record number of the subsequent title, there was no backward link.

Originally it had been decided that at the editing and coding stage, the

former title in field 04 would have been crossed out and replaced with the

record number of the former title record. For various reasons this had

not been done, and so the backward link information was missing. Therefore

it was decided that for records with a former title, field 21 would be used to

hold the record number of the former title record.

FIGURE 5. mamPLES OF LINKAGE BETWEEN FORMgR AND SUBSEQUENT TITLES

01623 401 CURRENT TITLE#04 FORMER TITLEitother fields 42103261*

03261 #01 FORMER TITLErother fields tr2201623* points backward
to the former
title record

points forward
to the subsequent
title record

5 7
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The data required for this was punched from an alphabetic listing

of the file, sorted, and used to update the file in the normal way.

Figure 5 gives an example of the result of this amendment. To help to

eliminate any errors, a program was written to analyse particular character-

istics of each record in the updated tape and to print a message whenever

an inconsistency was detected.

7.6 Analysis of CLOSSS

The alphabetical Titles and Dump Listing programs provided the initial

bibliographical work, and so the immediate need was to attempt the analysis.

Four suites. of programs were written to analyse the CLOSSS data.

These programs were called i) Code Analysis program

ii) Time Analysis program suite

iii) Length Analysis program

iv) Code Combinations Analysis program suite

The Code Analysis program analyses the data in all the coded fields,

all the fields containing either numeric or coded data, all the numeric

fields except field 05, and also counts the number of fields present in

title type fields (fields 01,02,03,04,08,10,20,21 and 22). For each record

included in the anlysis the occurrence of each coded element is counted in

a table for the field code, either individually for single element fields,

or as one of a number of elements (up to a maximum of 6 depending on the

field code) for fields where multiple elements can occur. Numeric fields

are treated as coded fields by coding their numeric values into groups

(e.g. for field 18, 20-29 articles, 30-39 articles, etc.). The number of

occurrences of title type fields was also counted up in a table. At the end

of each analysis the table for each field code is printed out, and for

single element fields percentages of the total count for the field are

calculated. Examples of the tables produced by this program are given in

Appendix 6.

The Code Analysis program has provided the bulk of the material for

the bibliometric work, and has been run for a number of different groupings

of data, shown in Table 11, and for a number of more complicated groupings...
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Table 11. CODE ANALYSIS RUNS

i)

ii)

and for

iii)

iv)

v)

vi:::

vii)

the complete file, all titles, serials, and current serials,

for serials both current, and current and dead at certain dates

serials and current serials:

for each major subject area,

for each form of serial,

for individual countries and for various groups of countries,

for each type of issuing body,

for serials having abstracts with articles

for serials which are free.

The Time Analysis program suite consists of two main programs.

The first program analyses the starting and ending dates (fields 05 and 06)

for each record included in the analysis, and builds up a table indicating

how many serials commenced publication; continued, and ceased publication

in each year. At the end of each analysis this table is printed out, and

the data is also written to a workfield. When all the analyses for the

current run have been completed the second program reads the data in the

workfile and plots graphs showing the growth in the number of serials

published aver time for each analysis, combining the individual analyses

on each graph as required. Examples of the tables produced and the graphs

plotted by theseprdgrams are given in Appendix 6.

Table 12 gives the groups of serials for which the Time analysis

and length analysis programs were run.

Table 12. Time and length analysis runs

Groups of serials

The complete file

Individual countries
and groups of countries

Each major subject area

Each form of serial

Serials current at
certain dates

Time analysis Length analysis

X
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The Length Analysis program was written to analyse the total record

length, the publication period (field 06 minus field 05), and the length

in characters of the title type fields containing alphanumeric data

(fields 01,02,03,04,08,10, and 20) for each record included in the analysis.

These numerical values are coded into groups as in the Code Analysis program,

and the occurrences of each code is counted in a table for the item. At the

end of each analysis the table for each item is printed with the percentages

of the total count for the item calculated. Examples of the tables produced

by this analysis are given in Appendix 6.

For certain coded fields, namely nature of contents (field 14),

language of contents (field 16), and subject coverage (field 17), the Code

Analysis program did not produce an analysis of the data in sufficient detail.

The Code Combinations program suite was therefore written to produce an analysis

of the combinations of codes which existed for these fields. For each field

14, 16 and 17 in the file a record containing the complete contents of the

field vas formed. These records were then sorted, and identical records

counted. The occurrence of each combination of codes for each field vas

printed with the percentage of the total number of records for the field

calculated. This analysis program has been run .for serials and for current

serials. Etamples of the printout produced are given in Appendix 6, and a

list of all the analyses of CLOSSS is given in knendix 7.

- 7.71 -Ritning the Analysis Programs

From the list of analyses of CLOSSS required it was possible to group

records according to general characteristics which resulted in the following

three main groups:

i) all titles - every record

ii) all serials - every record with no subsequent title field 22

iii) current Serials - every record with field 06 coded X

Within these overall groups it was then necessary to group records

according to particular characteristics, e.g. by subject coverage (field 17),

by country of publication (field 11), by form of serial (field 13), etc.

As well as considering a particular characteristic as an individual element

within a field, it was also necessary to consider a characteristic as a set

of elements from within a field and as a set of elements for various fields.

Obviously it was necessary to analyse as many different groups of

serials as possible during one run of an analysis program. As each individual
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analysis required a complete scan of the CLOSSS file it vas necessary

to arrange for the file to be scanned a number of times in each run.

To enable the correct records for each scan to be selected from the file

and included in the current analysis, each analysis program was written

in two sections, a main program and an option subroutine.

For each scan of the file the main program read a data input card

containing an analysis parameter together with a title for the analysis,

and handled the reading and indexing of the CLOSSS records. Having indexed

a record, i.e. located all the fields present, the record was presented

to the option subroutine which examined particular data elements according

to the current analysis parameter. The main program then included or

ignored the record in the analysis according to the selection flag set by

the option subroutine. At the end of each scan, the tables constructed

by the analysis were printed out together with the analysis title. The

next input card was then read, and the process repeated.

Thus the amount of programming work necessary was kept to a minimum

because having written the main program, the various selection procedures

required in the option subroutine could be easily and quickly written.

The techniques described above were used in the Code Analysis, Time

Analysis and Length Analysis programs described in section 7.6, and also

for the Dump Analysis program described in ection 7.9. Although a complete

set of analyses could be built into one option subroutine, the number of

analyses which could be run together was limited by the number of pages

of printout of 200-250 pages was oonsidered reasonable, which allowed

up to about 12 individual analyses from the code Analysis programs.- Thus

it was often necessary to split certain groups of analyses into two or

more separate program runs.

7.8 Development of a Program Generator

As the analyses progressed, the number,of option subroutines increased

.and two interesting points concerning them were noted. Firstly, for many

of the analyses on the various fields 4h-CLOSSS the option subroutines

written consisted of a number of groups of virtually identical sets of

statements, differing only in parameters related to the particular field

being selected; and secondly, that as the complexity of the analyses

increased, the option subroutine consisted of anmmber of these sets of
statements in sequence. It became clear that it was possible 'to define

each set of statements as a "macr(0 instruction with the various parameters
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as entries in the instruction. Thus an option subroutine could be

automatically generated by supplying the required macro instructions

together with the correct parameters. This meant that a great deal of

programming effort would be saved, and the chance of making an error

greatly reduced. A number of macros have been written to select specific

functions such as number of fields present, groups of codes, numeric

values and title keywords. Rather macros have been written to allow

for different selection procedures according to the analysis parameter,

as well as to select specific codes according to the current analysis

parameter. Development of these ideas should cater for the handling of the

date of publication fields, and a complete tidying up of all the macros

to allow a compact and useful enquiry system to be developed.

7.9 Indexing and bibliographical work

One of the simplest ways of quickly obtaining bibliographical

listings of CLOSSS was to incorporate the use of option subroutine

techniques (described in section 7.7) in the Dump Listing program to

produce a listing of all records with particular characteristics. As this

was relatively easy to do, a number of different dumps of the file were

produced, and details of these are given in Appendix 7.

Three areas of bibliographical anzlysis are considered in this and

the following sections, i) keywordoutof context (KWOC) lists,

ii) alphabetical lists, and iii) a complete print of the file to provide

a comprehensive bibliography.

The first area which was attempted was the production of KWOC lists.

A fairly small stopword list was constructed and the necessary program

suite written to produce a subject orientated KWOC listing of all titles

in fields 01, 02 and 03, together with their associated subject'content

field 17 translated if present. The results proved encouraging and the

initial stopword list was expanded to include many more irrelevant words.

The program suite was rerun to produce a very interesting KWOC catalogue

of CLOSSS, illustrated in figure 6.

The usefulness of this index prompted the idea of constructing

a list of ke-ywords which are form-of-serial orientated,.in order to produce

a similar list of CLOSSS titles with these keywords together with their

associated form of serial, field 139 translated if present. Virtually

all of these keywords had been included as stopwords in the previous

analysis.
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7.10 Possible future progre4 doimisloYQ

Of further interest would bo both an alphabetical listing and a

KW00 listing of the data held in fields 08 (issuing body) and 1.0 (publisher).

A fairly small stopword list has been constructed for t'ae KWOC listing.

Unfortunately a large number of records exist With fields 08 and 10 either

identical or virtually identical, and these records will have to be tidied

up 'before either of these analyses can be attempted. This tidying is also

necessary for the complete listing program discussed later in this section.

It is also usefUl to produce alphabetic listings of titles in

CLOSSS for particular subject areas, forms of serial, and for individual

countries as well as groups of countries. To do this it would be possible

to modify the existing Alphabetical Titles program to allow option sub

routine techniques to be used (see section 7.7), but this would not

provide very satisfactory results. Many records in the file contain

references to other records via fields 21 and 22, and in any alphabetical

listing it would be desirable to indicate these title changes by including

the actual titles together with other information wuch as dates of

publication. ,To achieve this it is necessary to create two files of the

data, firstly an Index Sequential file of CLOSSS on disc, and secondly

a list of record numbers in alphabetical title sequence. Both these

files are relatively easy to create from the magnetic tape file of

CLOSSS. Each record in the CLOSSS disc file is then accessed in alpha

betical title sequence, i.e. in random record number sequence, and if

any particular record contains references to other records in the file,

these records can then be accessed and the necessary data retrieved.

Incorporating facilities for including enquiry subroutines discussed

in the previous section in this program would allow the production of

highly specialised alphabetic title lists.

Having developed the handling of CLOSSS as an Index Sequential

file, it will be fairly straightforward to produce a complete listing

program. This will reformat eadh record so that each field is neatly

printed, all the coded fields translated, and the necessary data

retrieved from other records in the file, together with explanatory

comments to provide a complete bibliography. An outline of the print

format for this has been drafted, but a detailed layout has yet to be

finalised.

Working with the CLOSSS file to produce the various listings

described above may shed light on necessary modifications to the record

6 3
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format. This could be done by expanding' the existing entry in field 10,

or could be achieved by using field 12 which at present virtually duplicates

data held in field 13. Also the record format could be expanded to include

such fields as ISSN, a code for the library where the data was collected,

together with an indicator of the currentness of the record, and also a

field for general comments about the serial.

There are a number of records in the file which contain only very

brief information, and it would be useful to collect more data from these

serials, as well an to collect complete records from new and previously

unrecorded serials.

Part 2

Description of CLOSSS

8.0 INTRODUCTION

As a file designed for bibliometric analysis, CLOSSS has in some

ways succeeded too well. In the time available to us we have not been

able to pursue all the topics, many of which require further programming

and linking of fields, so we have had to select certain major areas which

are reported,here. Some other aspects of the study are considered in

Report A3, which looks at CLOSSS in relation to other bibliographies, and

compares serial production with that of monographs, both generally and

between various countries.

Here we give first a general description of the serials providing

.an idea of the overall holdings by British libraries of social science

serials. This is also a framework against which the more detailed picture

can be set. Work is next reported on form and content, issuing body,

publication patterns and subjects.
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9.0 COMPOSITION OF cLosps FILE

The CLOSSS file has at present, (1974), 6,232 records, covering

present and previous titles of ari serials recnrded. The vast majority of

records are for serials current today. :.;ome are .or serials which have

ceased publication, and the remainder are records for the former title

or titles of serials. There is a separate record for every title change.

Figure 7

Present state of

the file

Records for titles later continued under another name are not included

in the analyses, except when the analyses relate to a date at which they

were current. Almost all analyseS were done for both current titles and

current and discontinued titles together. Most results show very little

difference br-tween them, so normally tables are given for all serials i.e.

current and discontinued together (a total.of 5504 records). Sometimes,

where it makes more sense (e.g. price), only current serials are used, in

which case the table specifies this. Where there is a noticeable difference,

both sets of figures are provided. Analyses on specific fields include only

those serials for which the data is available, therefore the totals vary

in some cases.
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Dates when the serial began, and if applicable, when it ended were

recorded. Figure 8 shows how numbers c,f serials have increased in the

last 100 years.

Figure 8

Growth in.the No. of serials

number of serials 3500-

3000.

2500

2000

1500-

1000

1
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co co
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Despite an apparently overexpanding market some :erials do cease publication.

Figure 9 gives an indication of 'deaths' amongst seriPls on CLOSSS. The file

was examined for the number of deaths, at 10 year intervals; there is the

possibility of a year being atypical therefore.
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Figure 9a Number of serials
ceasing mublication
in specific years.

Figure 9b Number 'of serials
ceasing -publication,
as 5 of total.curren
in specific years

It should be noted that the proportion of serials ceasing public:Aion.

is decreasing steadily, although the actual rimbers go up until 1960.

Clearly the figures are not uptodate; much of the data was collected in

1971 too soon for some deaths to be apparent. This may possibly apply to

1960 also.
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9.1 Titles

Three types of secondary titles were recorded when available.

Serial with:

Subtitle

Altermtive title

Previous title

372

486

607

of 5504 (All serials)

7

9

11 (13 of current serials
had previous titles)

Some serials ef course have both a subtitle and an alternative

title or titles. Yost serials with an alternative title had only one:

nornally either a statementof the sponsoring body or a translation of the

main title. Of the 607 serials with previous titles a fifth had 2 or more.

9.2 FresLIEDsm.

605. of the serials are, or were, published 4 or less times a year.

This is partly due tc. the large numbers (0. 10;.) of annual reports on the

file. Fonthlies (16) and weeklies (351 account for a smaller proportion

of the total.

Figure 10 Number of issues per_year
. .
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9.3 Issuing body and publisher

The term 'issuing body' is used for the organisation which controls

the content of the serial, as distinct from the organisation which prints

and distributes it (i.e. the publisher). Obviously sometimes these jobs

are done by the same organisotion. Where there is no separate issuing body,

the publisher is regarded as having this function. This is the case with

51% of the serials. The word 'sponsorinc° is used synonomously with 'issuing'.

Societies or associations are the commonest sponsors (32), followed

by educational institutions (20). Commercial publishers with no ot:ler

sponsoring body, are responsible for 18, of the file, government bodies for

13c/?, and internat;onal organisations for 5. Fuller details of issuing

bodies are given in section 13.

9.4 country

Because the serials on the file were all found in British libraries

there is a marked predominance of UK publications, greater even than

American. 625; of the serials are or were published in Europe, 26cA in

America, 53/4 in Asia, 35: in Africa and 2c/ in Australasia.

A more detailed breakdpwn is given in Table 13, and DISISS final

report A2 section 2 discusses the publishing patterns of various countries

more fully, compring the CLOSSS list with other bibliographies.

Table 13 Country of Publicaton

%No. of serials

(4608)

UK 1574 32

USA 1161 23
France 322 6

W. Germany 232 5
Italy 137

3

Holland 101 2

Switzerland 106 2

E 7t Europe 218 4
& Russia

Other Europe 553 7
Australia, New

Zealand and
south Africa

153 3

Canada 95 2

India, Pakistan
and Ceylon

101 2

South & Central 140 3
America & W.I.

Japan 56 1

Other
6 9
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9.5 Language

The serials were given a language code according to the languages

actually used in the volumes checked. Eost of them use or used only one

language.

single language 4038 -.88%

two languages 351 7%

mo:e than 2 219 5%

As expeTted, English is far and away the most used language, occurring

in 815 of all serials. Table 14 gives the main languages used.

Table 14 Languages most used

No, of single
language

serials (4038)
%

No. of all
serials

(4608)
%

English 3710 81 3268 80

Frehch 705 15 337 8

German 442 10 221 5

Spanish 181 4 122 3

, Italian 132 3 83 2

Russian 91 2 28 1

French, Rusuian and Gernan occur mze frequently as one of two or

more languages than they do alone. This may be partly due to the tendency

of British libraries to buy serials with English as at least one of the

languages used. English as a single language has a higher proportion of the

,file than one would suppose frnm the country breakdown. This may be due

to foreign serials having English editions, which were recorded without

it being obvious that there were other language editions. The position

of English is further augmented by the practice of some serials, particularly

Scandinavian and Dutch, to publish only in English.

Only 91 (2q of the serials indicated that they had editions in

other languages. These were as follows:
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Table 15 Different language

editions

French 36

Spanish 17

German 12

12

Russian 7

Other 7

These figures probably under-estimate the editions available

because of the lack of information in the serial itself.

9.6 Type...of serial.

Of the 15 forms of the serial listed on the collection sheet,

7 each accounted for less than 15, of the serials. These are index,

index to re.r-Irch, accessions list, contents list, legal/legislation,

book reviews and case notes. The firnt 4 of these have been counted

in with abstracts (2.55'. of the serials) and bibliogra7bies (15) and

called secondary services. The remaining 3 have been put in the "other"

catecory. Fisure 12 illustrates the resulting div! .ion of the file.

Fisure 11

Types of serial
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9.7 Type of contents

These were 13 categories and any numbcr f these could be recorded

for each serial. In practice moF:t serials hae: nne, two or three types of

content.

The next table gives the total occurrence

extressed also as a percentace of the-number of

field was filled in.'. The percentages add up to

categories usually occur with others. The only

on its own is conference proceedings.

' Table 16 Types of content

Total serials
with type

3547
1649

1483

835
492
441

434
251
186
125
105
50

339

Articles
Book reviews
News articles
Statistics
Conference proc.
Bibliojraphies
Review articles
Abstracts
Case notes
Indexes
Contents lists
Accessions licts
Other

of each type of content,

serial-) for which this

more than 100, because the

cate ory which usually occurs

% of 4565

78
36
32

18
11
10

10

5

4

3

2

1

7

9.8 Abstraots

Most serials do not provide abstracts of the articles they print.

Figures for CLOSSS are shown in Table 17. 294 (5%) of the serials provided
abstracts in a language different to the main text; these are shown in
Table 18.

Table 17 Abstracts with articles

All articles have
abstracts

Some articles have
abstracts

No abstracts at all

No. of serials

(4144)

536 13

190 5

3416 82

72

1 Table 18 Lanpuage of abstract
when different from
main text

Faglish 137
French 62
German 44
Russian 26
Spanish 13
Other 12



9.9 Number of articles

The number of articles in a year was recorded for each 'serial and the

breakdown is as follows:-

Table 19 Number of articles per serial and per journal

No. of serials No. of journals*

(4066) % (2875) %

None 492 12 85 3

1 496 12 32 1

2 - 9 476 12 355 12

10 - 19 670 16 583 20

20 - 29 518 13 489 17

30 - 39 327 8 314 11

40 49 217 5 206 7

50 - 99 428 15 409 14

aver 99 442 11 403 14

* The figures for journals are included in those for serials,
as journals are a subset of serials

Clearly some types of serial (e.g., statistics, secondary services) are

unlikely to have any articles. The 12 %. of serials with only one article

is largely accounted for by yearbooks and annual reports, which often

include one major article.

About three-quarters of the serials have fewer than 50 articles a year.

Even so, the output of articles in 1969 from serials on the CLOSSS file

was aver 90,000.'-

9.10 Price

This tnformation was collected for the volume published in 1969,

and it is therefore somewhat out of date. We give it for what it is

worth, however, as the relative proportions in different price brackets

may not have changed much.

Table 20 Price in 199

Whole file UK US
(3065 serials) (1021 seriale) (808 serials)

Less than e3 46i 555 29
f: - E10 34 22 53
.ore than EN 4 5 5

free 9 12 7

members only 2 4 1

price varies 4 2 5
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9.11 Coveragy by abstra.cting and indexint. services

This field was filled in only if the information was actually stated
on the serial. It applies mainly to Nmerican serials, which are better at
giving this sort of information, and it is not an indication ofeaverage by
secondary services generally.

Table 21 Number of serials indicating coverage by secondary serviceg

No. of serials
Covered by 1 publication

187
" " 2 publications 82
" " more than 2 publications

77

Only 6c,"., of the serials carry this information.

9.12 Sub ect

The 'subject' fields is complicated because subjects occur both

singly and with one or two others. Also, views as to what constitutes

a 'single' subject are unlikely to be identical.

Table 22 :.erials with 1, 2 or 3 subjects

No. of serl,,v1

Single subject 3876 81',
Two subject fields T". l7;,
Three subject fields 5 2°;.

Twentytwo major subject arean were code,i, ri7.% with subdivisions.

Cf these,7 (Archaeology, Architecture, GeograpL History, rhilosopll:v.,

Tsychology and Statistics) were coded only when sueial s.dence aspts uf
the subject were covered by the serial, or when it was linked in ths

with a social -ence subject. Archaeology is very often linked with

anthropology, tor in7tance. The subject coding Social Science,,, (.;eneral)

was used for serials like New Society but also for serials 405; Tf

content is social science (e.g. Science, New -;cientist). These oerials

are reafly interdisciplinary but are not coded as wish. In retrospect,
it .Jould boen userll to have recorded this.

Two the tgibjeci:s (Ergonomics and Futurology) ()cm::: so infrequently

as to i)P scarly North analysing. They are included here but are excluded

frem aost ef th., subject analyses in Section 8.

Table is an attempt to present an overall picture of tl..e subjeai;

rerxeswed on CLOSSS. 7 4
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Table 2
P

oubjects of serials on C1O3SS

(j: of 3876

single subject
serials

Total no. of
serials covering
subject

'

4761*

No. of single
subjeut serials

Anthropolgy 147 3 93 2

Archaeology 48 1 25 1

Architecture 54 1 16

Criminology

Economics

52

1370

1

29 348710

1

27

Education 475 lo 345 9

Ergonomics 17 7

Futurology 6 5

Geography 214 4 157 4

History 131 3 71 2

'Law 204 4 10 4

Librarianship 91 2 7:; 2

Linguistics 265 6 171 4

Yanagement 157 3 97 3

Philosophy 35 1 18

Planning. 165 3 83 2

Politics 802 11 545 14

Psychology 273 6 212 5

Social Science 402 8 325 8

Social Welfare 315 7 213 5

Sociology 282 6 141 4

statistics 58 1 34 1

4761 Is the number of aerials with subject coding.

The total of this column is more than 100 because

subjects may occur with onk or two other subjects.
'111000.

By far the largest subject is economics, followed by politics and

education. Subjects with more than of the serials are as follows:
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Table 24 Vajor subjects in order of prom'nence

% of 4761 serials

Economics 29
Politics 17
Education 10
Social ::cience 8
Sociology 6
Social Welfare

7
Psychology 6
Linguistics 6

It must be stressed that any subject coding carries a certain

subjective element; also the specificity of the subject headings provided

affect the size of a subject. For example, economics would be smaller if
transpoIt and banking were separate; sociology would be larger if

criminology and social policy were not separate. There is a certain

arbitrariness about it, some of which may be reduced by the clustering

studies (see DISISS Final Report B6).

10. FORM OF SERIAL

10.1 Different forms

The various forms of serial represented on CLOS:1S are shown in Table 25

Table 25

FORM OF SIMIAL

Journal
Report
Statistics
Yearbook
Conf. Proc.
1.,on. Series

Abntracts
Bibliography
Indexes
Index to henearch
Accessions list
Contents list

Legal/legislation
Book reviews
Case notes
Other 7 8

,ALL_ SZRIALS CTIV1ENT SERIALS

No.

3260

495

,rI'
69
lo

2623

361
72

9
202 4 163 4
165 3 84 2
139 3 70 1
135 2 107 2

115 2.5 100 2.8
47 1.0 38 1.0
30 .6 25 0.7
13 .3 4.8 6 .2 5.0
9 .2 4 .1
8 .2' '8 .2

15 3 11 .3 )

9 .2 9 .2

9
32

.2

.7
1.4

7

19

.2

.5 )

1.2



Journals are easily the commonest fo2m, followed at a distance by

reports. In the rest.of the analyses secondary services have been grouped

together, as shown above; and the 'four small miscellaneous categories have

been grouped together as 'other' (including the small 'other' category which is

one of the group). The main 6 forms are considered separately throughout,

but are reported fully only when they are different from the patterns

reported in section 9 for the whole file.

10.2 Journals

There are over 3,000 journals on CLOSSS, some 2;600 of which are

current. Jcr.rnals occupy 70 of the file, and thus have a major influence

on the overall patterns. Because they are such a large category it might be

useful ir future ,ork to divide them into subcategories, perhaps along the

lines of the division attempted for articles (ordinary, news, and review)

although this division is not easy to make precisely. (Some work on news

journals is reported in report A3).

3' of journals are issued 3 or 4 times a year (compared with 30'; of

the whole file). 311 are sponsored by associations and societies, and another

are sponsored either by publisllers or eductional institutions.

54il of journals are published either in the UK or the USA; and a

further 31. in the rest of Airope. These proportions a..e similar to those

of the whole file, but the position of English among languages is slightly

weaker see Table 26.

Table 26 Journals and Language

Whole file Journals

English 815, 76°;:,

French 15(p 17"/

German 1U). 107..

The figures add up to more than 100 becHuse some serials

have more than 1 lancuage

60;1 of jeAlals- have either 2 or 3 varieties of content; usually

articles :111::: either book reviews or news articles or both.

In no subject do journals account for less than 50", of the serials,

and in most cases they provide over 7V. Journals are least well rerreseffied

7 7



65
in sociAl policy (55) and economics (59), and most ir lint.dstics

(92) and psychology (895.).

105( of journals list the secondary service(s) in which they are

ind%xed (whole file : 6%). Journals are also obviously more likely to

provide abstracts of their articles than other forms; this is discussed

in Section 11.13,

10.3 Reports

Reports occupy 1 of the file. Their presence, perY,aps more

than ti!wt of other forms, is largely influenced by the libraries where

the data was collected, as 69/c. of the reports are published in the UK,

-and they represent 22',. of the UK output of serials.

70c, of the reports have been going for 20 to 30 years, are

pulAished in Egnland once a year, contain one article and no abstracts,

are written in English, and deal with economics, politics or social

policy. 30% also contain some statistics.

10.4 Statistics

Nost serials consisting of statistics are published by governments

(590 comrared with only 13!;., of the whole file. They are mainly annual

or twice yearly, usually in economics (680 or social science general (19).

10.5 Yearbooks

Over half the yearbooks on CLOSSS have ceased publication, although

.for 26 (1. the ending date is not known. They are issued maiLly by publishers

or by associations, and contain mainly articles, news articles and statistics,

and 'other' presumably lists of members and events not bpecified in -V e

content categories.

10.6 Monographic, Series

These are overwhelmingly published by educational institutions

(6CF,.). 96';' of them come out irrecularly, and most contain articles only.

60;: of monographic serials are publisred in the USA, compared with 23%

of all serials on the file. Subjects best represented are given in Table 27.
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Table 27 Subject and onographis Series

L/ of total monographic

of whole file monographic series as
series of subject'

Anthropology 3 18 16

Economics 30 32 3

History 3 8 8

In economics there is a big difference between the 2nd and 3rd columns

of the table; for although 327, of all monographic series are in economics,

only 37., of economics serials are monographic series. Anthropology and

history favour mon ,graphic series much more as a form of publication.

10.7 Conference Proceedings

Again almost half of all Conference Proceedints on CLOSSS are no longer

published. Conference Proceedings show the A.owest growth of the forms studied.

Issued chiefly annually by associations or international organisations, they

are the form most often having a sponsor different from the publisher (81n.

64r/r of conference proceedings are ir either economics or politics.

10.8 Secondary Services

These have more subtitles anti alternative titles than any group of

journals curious in publications seeYing to improve bibliographic control

although perhaps due to their aim to be multinational, and to explain precisely

what they are.

Secondary services are issued mainly y associations (3421) and educational

institutions (21), and more than a third are American. Table 28 gives further

details of country and lanuage of secondary services.

Table 28 Secondary services: Country and language

r/ of whole file c/ of secondary
services

USA 23 36

UK 32 26

France 6 9

English 81 82

Frer 9 15 17

7 9
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30 of all secondary services are coded as social science genE.ral, and

a further 15 '. are ecrnomics. In fact, l5 of all 'social science general'

serials are secondary services, compared with 2% of economics serials, and

similarly low percentages of other serials. This suggests a tendency to

treat the social sciences together for bibliographic control.

10.9 Changes in form since 1880

The journal 1,as not always been quite so dominant. Figure 13 illustrates

the relative positions of journals, from 1880 to 1970. The proportion of

journals has increased from 57. to 74 at the expense of conference proceedings,

reports and yearbooks. The relative position Of other forms has remained

stable. This may to some extent reflect changes in the library collections

used.
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conf. pros.
& yearbook
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Although the share of the total has not increased for any .form but

journals, the actual numbers have gone up, thougb at differing rates. By

1920 half of the 1970 conference proceedings total had been reache; journals,

statistics and monorraphic series reached half their totals by 1930; the slowest

grower till 1960 (and fastest since) was the secondary service. One way pf

illustrating thP growth (f different forms 1.-4 to show percentages, ir different

years, of the total c.irrent in 1970, as in Figure 13.
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10.10 ::ubject an; form

Dil:ferences in fom between zubjects are not great, as FiLure 14 shows.

The journal f courso, dominates ev..r. subject, but particularly psychology,

EeoLTaThy hnd lincui:Itics, where no other single forr provides as much as 5',

of the serials. In criminology, economics nri social ;,olicy reports play a

larger part than t'rey do elsewhere, althovrh as a single form (i.e. not countiff:

seccndary scrvices they are second t- journals in all but 6 subjects. Apart

from re.orts in criminology and in social policy, no form oter than the

ournal provides rore th!tn 1% of the serials in an:,' one subject. Appendix 8

gives the figures for all sub;jects.

Conference ;.roceed:n.-s re mcrt in evicence in management, social policy

and politics, but aver half of t'-,or7e in politiciare no longer being imblished.

Tho incidence of conference proceedings may seem low in many subjects considering

t're Ftrt conferences .re asumr.1 to play in communication; however; conference

proceedings as type of content rather than for,. of serial occur in aver 10;-

of the serialn of 14 of the subjent areas.

Zome t7pe. of publication re re litely to cover two or more subjects

oti,ers, U t:!,(-. differences 4re not enormous. Table 29 gives the

fioiren for mljor f'orms.
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Figure 14. Subject and form:
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Table 29. '6ubject and form: cf sPrials concerned with 2 02 more subiects

Conference proceedinrs 19

llonoraphic series 1(

Journals 15

'Aatisics 14

Secondar:! service 13

Reports 12

Yearbooks 11

10.11 -iorm am'. country

Table 30 show, the vari-ytion in forms from country to courtry.

;tgain it is not :;-reat because the journal occupies such a large section of

the output ir every case. It is important to remember tbat these figures

reflect the serials held '..Jy British libraries; had the data been collected

in oter countrf.es, tLe picture wou10. not necessarily be the same. In

17articlil-r, the :,ich figure
for :Tports as a percentage of British serials

is almost certainly (iue to crllection bias.

Table 30 :brm and Country: Percent of the

Stat
istics

serials of a country
not given)

in

Conf.

Iroc.

Secondary
:ervice

specified forms (values'undery'are

ReportJournal Yearbook.
Series

a 56 22 5 5

:rance 81 7

W. Cernany 75 5 5

Beli7ium 79 5

Italy 82 5

retheriands 70 5 12

Switzerland 68 10 9 6

E. Europe 86 6

India 80 7

USA 72 5 5 5

Canada 83

Australia 74 9 5 7

Other 74 7 9

Whole File 70 11 5
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10.12 Forr and content

60c,. of journals have either 1 er types of content: all other forms
are likely to have oril 1 t.pe. Table 31 shows the varations between forms

1 Table 31 Number of types of content
1

of serials with

Journal
Report
Yearbook
Secondary serv.
Eon. series
Conf. proc.
:Aatistics

L Whole file

1 2 3 4 5 6 types of content;

21 31 32 12 3

55 58 5 2

55 30 12 2 2

63 29 7 1

77 18 1 3

88 7 2 2

93 7

35 29 24 9 2 1

Cnly if the content of a serial was alr.ct r!xc17sively rade up of

stafistical Oata, was the srial coded 'stati5Itics' ir the forr field, and a

similar criterion was a.plied to conference proceedings. This explains the

high fi,:ures in column 1 of Table 31 for these two forms. Table 32 cives

t'^e t::pes of contPrt occu ring in 20F; or more of the-serials nf each form.

Table 32 Contents occurring in 2053 or more serials

Journal Report Stat- Year Non. Conf. Sec. Whole
istics book Series Proc. services File

Articles
Book revs.

925

505.

825. 44% 95 7',

365;
News articles 425.: 275. 32%
Statitics
Conf. proc.

315: 987i, 245;.
a4c
,,,,.

Bibliographies 28
Review articles
Abstracts ' 515;

Indexes 245
Other 55

_I

84
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This ';ecticn co!.tents ir pore letan. Ol'e content of

the lerial , codei iro a 0 si blr l cate. ories, wit:: no lirit to the nurhor

i., cre :;eri%1, j i:,cussed in te r.:3 of cub,4,ect, countr-,

boiv fon, Varioty o',7 contents .-ind co-occurrence of

:Toup:3 of coJes 3rP, Also x 7. ir . 47e1eral ta1e.7 for t.o wlaole rile

.iven in ection

11.1 i_lbject and content

of content vtries quite a hit fror siCojoct to s'.11;:ect particolar1:.

the less frequently occurrin, t;Tec suc h. as ltati.'tics or ca,.e notes.

?able 33 .Tives fcr oAch cub:oct the -;crcertare or serials con .aininc.

a ,:ertain cacry. :aj r c te--cries only are covered. lercenta.es aid up

to ore thn 1T b ca.e -nere is usuall !.:ore th.n one type of cortent in a

ceri7:1. ^ --- -- -._ _-- -- ^
fahle 3ub,iect and ,',ontent ---1

Percenta::e of serials in each subject with:

articles book ,Iews statistics conf. biblio- review

reviews articles proc. craphies articles

AnthropoloEy 92% 35 16 7 10 19 9

ArchaeoloEy 83 44 - 12 14 -

Architecture n7 41 72 13 - 8 9

Criminoloa 60 .14 36 16 18 14 4

:".concmics 71 24 29 39 9 6 5

hducation 86 41 48 5 7 lo 27

Georaphy 80 34 27 -22 5 19 2

'irtory 93 60 22 3 6 22 12

/Law 83 54 20 5 14 9 7

Librarianship 74 48 42 3 5 23 4

Linguistics 88 51 40 2 8 10 41

!,tna7..ement 81 43 34 15 12 3 4

Flanning 86 35 47 15. 14 12 6

Folitics 73 32 40 10 13 6 7

Psycholo,y 93 51 25 8 15 18 11

Social Science 64 36 27 18 12 8

Social Welfare 78 41 34 16 3 4

:::ciology 80 42 20 20 5 11 10

Statistics 82 41 25 61 12 - 6

Whole file 78 36 32 18 11 10 10

8 5
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11. 2 Country and content
-

Only major serial producing countries, or :roups of countries, were

considered. ilifferences in content bwtween them are not great; ',there there

is a noticeable variation it is mentioned in the discussion of individual

7.ct,tents below.

11.3 Issuing body and content

The various types of issuing body are related to the contents of a

s,rial; in some cases the relationship iS clearly casual (e.g. a high prop

ortion of serials published by government or commero7 contain statistics;

:tmi international bodies include rore conference proceedings).

Table 34 gives the details. AEain the percentages add Lip to more

than 100.

Table Content34 Issuing Body and

Pereentaces of serials with:

articies book news statistics conf. biblio review
reviews articles proc. graphies articles

Associations 81 43 38 12 18 11 9
Publisher 82 42 38 10 5 6 11
Government 63 18 '..5 44 4 6 6
';,ducatinal

87 43 20 15 8 12 14Institution
Political

71 21 50 c
. 16 1 1Croup

lnternatIonal 63 26 36 20 24 14 9
Ccmmerce 61 7 30 46 3 3 4
Private 61 32 61 26 9 4 17

Whole file 78 36 32 18 11 10 10

11.4 Form of :ierial

The form of the serial hasa major effect on the contents. This is

disou-sed in :iection 10.12 above where a full table is given. Interestinp

points are mentioned in 3ections 11.5 to 11.12 below.

11.5 Articles

A distinction was made between articles, news articles and review

articles, and they were coded separately. Ordinary articles occur in 78(-i of

all serials on the file.

00
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When serials are broken up into txotIps by subject, country or issuing

body, articles still occur more frequently than any other type of content.

Over 9CY,: of history, anthropology and psycholog, serials have articles in them.

The lowest fi::ure in subject croups is general science with 648/.....Usually

articles occur with one or two other sorts of content; in anthropology,

geccTaphy anc: soci-11 welf.re t ey occur more often o, their own. 37 t. of

antlIropology serials have no content other than rticles, this is probably

connected with the relatively high proportion of monocraOli series in

anthropology.

977-' of Canadian serials contain articles. At the other t?"; ..* is the

UK, 72;: of whose serials have articles. UY serials fon_ the lar-c,r 7roup

on the file; but 1:*:.ey also have one of s smallest proportionl c'

(W) and the hirhest of reports (22;,. y this is becaus.... the .:1,,;()n

was made in .nclish libraries.

Spom,oring bod7 makes little differenz ,;e the major poE,itica oi

articles (the range is from - educationa inat,tution, to 6l ommere)

but of course form of publication does.

The figures are given in Table 35.

Table 35 ARTI3LES AND FORM OF SERIAL

'F.. of serials containinF articles

Journal 92
Report 83

Statistics 5
Yearbook 42

Mon. Seri . 95
Conf. Pre., 8

Sec. Serv, 4

Whole file 78

11.6 Book Reviews

36% of all serials contain book reviews. By subject I.:.ghest are

History (6M and Law (54: Only 32;: of Politics and 24',- ef Economics

serials have book reviews; these are the two largest subject ;.! on the file.

The inclusion of book reviews varies considerably between differenr

issuing bodies. This is shown in Table 36.
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Table 36 Book !.eviews and Sponsor

cif serials containing of journals
Sponsor book reviews

Associations
Publisher
Government
Educ. Institution
Folitical Group
International
Commerce
Private

Whole file

45

42
18

43
21

26

7

32

74

40

79

58

58
42

83

36 70

. Sponsors with a lot of book revis are Also those with high

proportions of journals'-br mono&raphic series or botn. Dividin serials

into groups by form, we find that 505. of journals contain book reviews,

but only 15.. of monoraphic series, and 85-, of vearbnoks.

11.7 News articles

News articles are the third most common type el' contents, occurring

in 325" of all serials. Within subjects, hc ,,. yer, thAr numbers are much

more varied than those of articles or book revie.,.rs. Amnitecture ha!: 72(;:

Of its serials with

with 48. Sul?jects

law (2M sociology

news articles; next highest, but far behind is education

with relatively few news articles are anthropology (18Y)

(20) and history (225:).

Presence of news articles is not much affected by country of

publication, but the sponsoring body is likely .to have an influ,iice. Serials

issued by governments (255) or eduo..nal institutions (20%) less often have

news articles than those of political groups (505) or private individuals (6154).
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Form of serial is again a considerable factor; news articles

occur in 42% of the journals on the file, in 265; of the yearbooks, and in

17',.J of reports.

11.8 Statistics

185'. of all serials contain statistics as a specific element, not just

firures c(ntained in an article; it is the fourth most frequently occurring

type of content. Statistical items occur in 61.1 of serials classified as

Statistics, and in 39 of Economics, and 225 of Geography serials.

Subjects who-e serials least often contr.in statistics are Linguistics

(Z.) Librarianship and History (each 3Y), and Law (5;-). The 48 ArchaeologY

sF:rials contain no statistics at all.

Only 9. of Soviet bloc serials contain statistics, compared with

265: of Indian ones, and 215 of UK serials.

Serials issued by governments or by commerce are more than twice

as likely to contain s-.atistics as those of most other sponsors.

Table 37 illustrates this, together witY the form of serial of the sponsor.

Table 37 Statistics and sponsor

Sponsor 5.- of serials 5. statistics
containing (as form of
statistics serial)

Association 12 1
Publisher 10 1

Government. 44 20
Educational 15 1

Political Group 9 1

International 20 7
Commerce 46 12
Private 26 9

Whole file 18 4

Nearly half of the government.serials with statistics in, contain

nothing else. Statistics also occur quite often in reports (31%) and

yearbooks (24).

8 9
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11.9 Conference Proceedings

Conference proceedings as part of tl..a contents of a serial occur in

aIl subjects but Architecture. They se:n to play the largest role in

Criminology in which.185, of serials contain conf,Jrence proceedings and

Geography (22;) and the smallest in Librarianship (55) and History (65).

Divided by country of publication, most groups have conference

proceedings in about 105 of their serials. Belgium has 16% and Switzerland,

doyenne of international confeience hostesses, has 235. Not unexpecteuly

the spons,r most often including conference proceedings is the International

Organisation (245.), while Associations have 185.. Proceedings are poorly

represented in the publicationsof Government (45), FUblishers (55) and

Commerce (3).

11.10 Review Articles

Review articles occur in 10'7, of serials, however as some are bound

tc have been coded as ordinary articles, it can be assumed that this is

an underestimate of review articles in social science.

:Subjects whose serials most often contain review articles are

Linguistics (415) and Education (275). Archaeology has none; in Social

welfare, Criminology and Librarianship serials they oCcur 4% of the time,

and in Economics 5f,..

By country, review.articles are present in between 7% and 13% of

serials, except for Switzerland, where onl.7 1$ of the serials contain

review articles.

ObvioUsly journals relatively often contail review articles (135),

in monorraphic series they hardly occur at all a7.- in yearbooks they are

present 4c; of the time.

11.11 Case Notes

Overall; case notes appear in only 4% of serials, but they are very

unevenly spread. Most subjects have scarcely any; those with higher

occurrences are Law (44) Criminology (12G/) and Psychology (1).5). These

three subjects often occur together in multidisciplinary serials.

Suprisingly, only 2; of serials in Social policy and welfare contain

case notes. -7

USA and Canada publish more serials including case notes than other

countries, though for neither country do aase notes occur more than 7 in 100



times. Neither sponsoring organisation nor form of serial make much differ

ence to the presence of case notes in a journal.

11.12 Bibliographic information

This is information about other serials,(and non serials), and accessions

lists Some of these occur in about 205. of the serials on the file. Biblio

graphies occur in 10'1, abstracts in 5, and indexes in 3%. Contents lists

and accessions lists are rather infrequent, but they have been included in

the general group of items offering bibliographic information. Book reviews

have been considered separately above.

Statistics, Librarianship, Psychology, Criminology and Archaeology are

the best praviders of bibliographic information. Economics and Social welfare

are the worst. Taking: bibliographies alone, Librarianship, History, Psycho

logy and Anthronology serials most often provide them, and Management least

often. However, 17% of Management serials contain abstracts.

Countries most often providing bibliographic information are France

and Belgium, but UK and Canada are among the lowest. Akain, the UE figure

may be due to collection bias, because the more obscure UK serials studied

are less likely to contain bibliographic information, whereas the foreign

serials in British libraries would represent a high average level.

By issuing body, International organisations and Associations are

more likely to sponsor serials with this information. Serials of political

groups and of commerce are very unlikely to contain any bibliograrhic data.

11.13 Abstracts with Articles

Only 18r. (726) of the serials on CLOSSS provide abstracts with their

articles. These include 212 serials providing abstracts in languages other

than that of the articles. Although 79% of all the serials are current,

90% of the serials with abstracts are current, and most of them are

quarterlies (43;.,, as opposed to 30% of all serials). Even if only journals

are considered, only 22°/ provide abstracts.

Publications spon7.ored by Associations and Educational institutions

are mare likely to contain abstracts than those with other sponsors.

Table 38 Sponsors and Abstracts

Sponsor 5 of whole file ;! of serials with abstracts

Association 32 36
Edueational

20 30
Institution

Government 13 5
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Despite the prominence of UK serials over the Whole file, among the

abstract providing serials the USA has the largest share. France and

Germany also do better than their positions overall indicate, as shown in

Table 39a. Table 39b compares UK and US serials and journals; the

relatively greater difference between UK serials and UK journals indicates

the influence of the libraries providing the data.

rcable 39

- - -

a.

Country and Abstracts with articles

5 of whole file of serials with
abstracts

UK 32 18
;

USA 23 36
i France 6 9

W. Germany 5 7
E. Europe & USSR 4 8

b. No. of serials 5", with abstracts No. of journals ';:)with abstracts

UK 1420 8 859 12

USA 933 24 701 28

-Almost all the serials providing abstracts are journals (915).

A further are monoFraphic series. Because of the dominance of journals,

the major contents of the serials with abstracts have been compared with

the picture for journals only, as well as for the whole file.

9 2



Table 40 Contents and Abstracts

a. c, of whole
file *

articles 78
book reviews 36
news articles 32

statistics 18
conf. proc. 11

bibliographies 10

review articles 10

Lp, of

journals *
c/ of serialsA
with abstracts *

92 94
50 55
42 29

13 15

10 13

11 19

13 13

* NB Percentages total more than 100 brcause serials
often have rore than 1 type of content.

b.

Single type
of content

35 21 21

2 types 29 31 25

3 types 24 32 30

4 types 9 12 16

5 types 2 3 5

6 types 1 1 3

Serials with abstracts are similar in contents to all journals,

except that they have a far lower proportion of news articles than most

journals; and a higher proportion of bibliograr.hies. Presumably the

latter are merely another exarple of the consciousness of bibliographic

control ,;lemonstrated also by the provision of abstracts. In having

several types of content they are nearer to journals than to thewhole file,

with a slight tendency to have even more types of content.

The position of English is 7lightly weal-er in these serials than

it is overall, ar col-respondingly the other major European languages do

better.
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Table 41 Languages and Abstracts

of whole file
using language *

of serials with
abstracts in given
language *

English 81 72

French 15 22

German 10 14

Spanish 4 5

Italian 3 5

Russian 2 4

* includes multilingual serials

The relationship between subject and provision of abstracts

is quite interesting, as Table 42 indicates. Psychology and Economics

together account for 405': of all serials providing abstracts, although

their relative shares of abstracbs do not cOrrespond with their positions

on the file. Psychology serials are easily the best providers of

'abstracts of the 310 serials covering the subject, 143-(46)-offer

abstracts. For Economics the figure is only 1W. Geography and

Anthropology serials do well; Librarianship, interestingly, is not

specially good only 16Y of idbrarianship serials provide abstracts.

Worst of the major subjects is Politics, perhaps because of its higher

proportion of discontinued titles, and shortlived pressrregroup type

publications. Social scince generally is not well provided, but this

category includes general news and comment journals, whose content is

more difficult to precis, and perhaps thought to be less worth summarising

for posterity.



Table 42 Subject and Abstracts

of whole '3. of all serials ci of subject
file with abstracts total with

(726) abstracts

Anthropolog, 3 6 31

Criminology 2 21

Economics 30 19 10

Education 10 7 11

Geography 5 8 26
History 3 2 13

Law 4 6 2

Librarianship 2 2 16

Linguistics 6 5 13

Nanagement 3 4 17

Planning 4 5 20

Politics 18 9 8

Psychclogy 7 20 46
Social science 8. 5 9
Social welfare .. 7 6 13
Sociology 6 8 20

17; of the serials providing abstracts also list services in which

they are abstracted or indexed. This compares favourably both with the

whole file(9651 and all journals (1C). However, Psychology journals

give the information 16Y of the time; and US journals 20;. of the time.

12 PATTERrS OF YUBLICATTOT:

An element of confusion surroundq this topic; it is not always

clearly understood that there are two frequencies the intended or

stated frequency, and the actual number of issues published in a year.

For instance, a aua:terly may nominally appear 4 times a year, but two

issues may be combined. This merging of issues, perhaps due to a variable

flow of contributions, perhaps a means of saving bindjng and contribution

costs, is becoming increasingly common, with the result that frequency

statements become inaccurate. On the other hand, an 'extra' issue may

sometimes appear, perhaps containing the proceedings of a conference.
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In eases where the frequency statement and the issue output are

not the same both pieces of information should bo recorded. Unfortunately,

it is seldom that one ean predict divergencies in the frequency pattern

thus the information can often be gathered only retrospectively at a.cost.

Practically, the actual frequenci-is of more interest, as an indicator of

currency of Wormation and possibly as a measure of the reliance upon

published information.

rive per cent of the serials examined had deviateu from frequency

patterns in 1970. Because of the difficulties of detectio t'ds is an

under recordinr. Also the picture is likely to chance from year to year.

To iron out these minor often transitory fluctuations and to simplify

comparison between data sets an element of grouping was introduced. Thus

the issue values chosen show stated or intended frequency statements

(see Table 43). Calculations however are based throughout this discussion

on actual issue output and not the frequency statement.

As this discussion on frequency patterns is based upon current

practices and no account is made of frequency changes during the life of a

serial, findincs can provide, at best, only an approximate picture. Until

information is available on the far from uncommon practice of frequency

change little else may be said about the figures without risk of misleading.

Table 43 Patterns of publicatjon.(the overall picture)

Number of Percentage
serials Of total

309 6.5

Issue pattern

Less than yearly

1 (annual) 1131 23.7

2 (semiannual) 318 6.6
7

249 5.2

4 (quarterly) 1205 25.3

5 37 0.8

6 (every 2 months) 423 8.9

7-9 94 2.0

10-12(monthly) 865 18.2

13-23 13 0.3

24-26(semimonthly) 74 1.6

27-51 8 0.2

52 + (weekly) 133 2.8

TOTAL 4772 100.0
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The overall social science picture suggests that three issue

patterns predominate annual, monthly and quarterly (Table 43). Twothirds

of the serial population pursue one or other of these issue patterns. Of

these three patterns it is the quarterly one that is most characteristic

of the social science serial population at.large with aver one quarter of

the titles following a basically quarterly issue pattern.

Less than one quarter (23.9) of the serial population appears

monthly or more frequently. The significance of this is not immediately

apparent. It is perhaps possible that this low percentage of frequently

published journals lends a little Eropport to the view that social scientists

do not want much of their information currently or urgently. There is also,

however, the likelihood that they are accepting a pattern which is largely

dictated by economic considerations. Unfortunately we have not the necessary

data to determine the relative strengths of these two arguments.'

The type of issue pattern adopted by a serial is dependent largely upon

five factors amount of input recei7ed, the economic viability of the market,

the subject, its function, and the issuing !,ody. The following discussion

is confined to an examination of only the last three factors, as it was not

possible to obtain data easily on the size.and industry of social science

.disciplines.

12.1 Sub ect

The influence of subject upon patterns is particularly noticeable in

social science partly perhaps because it embraces such a diverse group of

subjects, and differences between subjects are quite marked. Looking at an

issue profile for each subject (Table 44) considerable differences are evident;

each subject area has its own peculiar publishing pattern.

One obvious explanation for these differences is that those subjects

in constant need of current information display high frequency issue patterns

and those with a proportionally similar need for retrospective information

are characterised by low frequency issue patterr Table 44 appears to support

this view, at least intuitively. It should be borne in mind however, that

there are other variables, which will be discussed later, that may account

in part for the distribution.
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From Table 44 it appears that the subjects exhibiting the highest

frequencies of serial publication are Architecture, with 555: of all serials

appearing monthly or more frequently, Vanagement with 565, Environmental

planning with 31., and Economics with 325p. All four subjects areas are

dependent to a large extent on news and current statistical or legislative

data and it is only in frequently appearing serials that this information

can be disseminated effectively. In addition all four subjects are largely

applied studied areas. Frequently appearing serials often carry more general

information than their less frequently published counterparts. This is in

fact borne out by the relatively high percentage (6) of general social

science serials appearing weekly. Interestingly, it is also the general

social science serial that most reflects the overal social science publishing

pattern. The disciplines where currency is of small importance have few

serials appe:tring monthly or more frequently. These subjects appear to

adopt an almost monographic pattern. Only e of history serials and of

anthropology serials appear monthly or more often. Both figures are well

below the norm and emphasise the quite considerable differences between social

science disciplines and the pitfalls of generalizing about the social sciences.

It may be noted that the disciplines where current information is of

importance tend to be those with a strong practical orientation, and also

with a siZealle market; including industry. All of tl.ese factors would

favour high frequency serials. One the other hand, the more'ac.ademic'

subjects have a smaller and largely academic market, as well as having less

need for currency.

A ftrther point of interest is the distribution of values throughout

the publication spectrum. It can be seen that in some subject areas each

issue pattern is well represented while in others there ie a clear preference

for only one or two issue patterns. Thus in criminology we bave a fairly

even spread throughout whilst in philosophy there is a clear leaning towards

the quarterly, with 67% of its population favouring this pattern. This may ,

be due to the fact that some subjects have more than one type of audienc,

but the economics of publishing and the size of the market (which are of

oourse related to the type of audience) are an equally likely explanation.
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Table 44 Thtterns of Publication (by discipline)

(Figures given are percertages and the base in
each ease is the number of serials, both alive
and dead, in (-ach class)

Issue Pattern

Anthropology 25 23 10 34 7 1 -

Archaeology 10 50 15 17 4 2 2

Architecture - 5 2 15 23 55 -
Criminology 4 37 8 25 14 12 -

Economics 6 30 4 22 6 26 6

Education 5 15 9 39 13 17- 2

Environmental
planning

6 16 2 33 12 '28 3

Georraphy 9 28 15 28 6 12 2

History 8 24 17 41 6 4 -

Law 2 24 8 37 15 12 2

Librarianship 1 27 4 38 16 12 3

Linguistics 5 11 21 41 11 10 1

Eanagement 7 16 3 28 10 33 3

--Phi)osophy-- 3 14 6.- 6c)-- -6- 6 5-

Politics 7 24 3 25 6 24 11

Psychology 6 12 8 46 16 11 1

Social policy 5 39 2 24 8 19 3

Social sciences 7 22 7 2,8 8 20 8

Sociology 6 22 10 46 6 8 2

Statistics 3 11 4 55 11 16

The table shows the percentage of a subject's

serials adopting one or other of the issuing

patterns.
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12.2 Issuing body

-87

The link between a serial's issuing body and its publication pa'tern

is very strong. The strength of this link can be gauged by noting the

significant differences brtween the distributions for each issuing body

(Table 45). rhch set of values is almost unique, each issuing body being

characterised by its own publication pattern. FUrthermore, variations in

one column tc the order of 303- are not uncommon.

Table 45 Patterns of Publication (Relationship of Issuinr Body)

(Figures given are rounded percentages and the base in
each ease is the number of serials, published by each
issuing body)

Type of
issuing

Issue pattern

body 1 1 2 3 4 5-8 9-12 13+

Association 4 18 7 6 32 13 18 3

Publisher 1 9 5 4 30 11 29 11

Government 5 43 4 4 15 6 20 3

Educational 11 19 14 9 32 8 6 1

Political 11 25 2 16 14

Internationalll 23 11 4 24 9 18 1

Business 2 45 3 1 15 6 27 1

Private 2 2 2 36 38 6

Others 13 34 6 5 21

.9

10 12 1

Bearing

social sOience

suprising that

social science

The high

sector. Forty

in mind that associations account for over onethird of

serial output (see Figure 15, page 90) it is perhaps not

they, of all issuing bodies, most correspond to the general

pattern (Table 43).

frequency serials are generally favoured by the commercial

two per cent of the serials published by commercial
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publishers follow monthly or more frequent issue patterns. Their interest

can no doubt be explained by the lucrativeness of the high frequency

serial, which attracts large audiences and the informationein which news,

is at a premium. Also only a commercial publisher is normally in a

position to undertake the organisation and distribution of a high frequency

serial.

The popularity of newsletters as a medium for personal or political

comment is the reason why political and private issuing bodies figure

significantly in the high frequency serial column. However when viewed

generally their role as producers of current news and information is

rather insignificant; they account for only 125:, of the total. In contrast,

the commcrcial publishers' 'stake' is rather more than 505.

The annual publication pattern is common amongst the publications

of government bodies (42(;) and the business world (447:). For these issuing

bodies the yearbook and annual report are convenient vehicles for their

statistical data. As much of this information is of limited appeal or of

restricted circulation commercial publishers are little involved in this

sector of the serial market. They are responsible for only 95f, of the total

production of annualserials, although these constitute, in titles, the

second commonest forr of serial publication.

Quarterly-publication is usually synonymous With 'journal' publication,

and as might be exrected the quarterly pattern is the preference of both

educational institutions (3251 and associations (32), the largest producers

of journals. The quarterly market is the domain of these two issuing bodies,

635.: of all quarterlies bPing produced by them. In contrast, commercial

publishers, while issuing 3015' of their serials in a quarterly form account

for only 185: of all quarterlies published.

12.3 Serial form

Serials serve a wide variety of purpose. Issue patterns of serials

may be at least partly deternined by the function they perform. For

example, for a current awareness journal to operate effectively, it should

be produced at regular and frequent intervals. In consequence news journals,

abstracting and indexinf services account for a large proportion of the

serials published frequently. Likewise, serials handling archival or review
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type information can anpear at relatively long intervals, their apparent

slowness not interfering with their performance.

High frequency serials like news and indexing jouxmals are more common

in some subjects than in others. Their presence or absence is a reflection

of the subject's dependence upon current data, the extent to which information

exchange is conducted via the serial form, and its degree of practical

orientation. So we have subj,-cts like Economics which is heavily dependent

upon current data, Psychology which relies heavily upon the serial form for

communication and Social policy which is largely an'applied studies area.

(Practitioners require a constant stream of news information to keep tl:em

selves fully informed.)

12.4 Frequency changes

A look at the frequency patterns of the serial population over a

40 Year time period (Table 46) revfials a few interesting points. Firstly,

fewer high frequency social sCience serials are being published, though

the decline has been gradual. Since 1930, monthly or more frequent serials

have fallen as a proportion of the total population by nearly 65% The drop

has been more than matched by an increase of 95': in the numbers of serials

appearing three or four times a year.

Table 46 Patterns of publication (changes since 1930)

(Figures given are rounded percentages and
the base in each case is the total number
of serials current at each time interval)

Year

1

Number of issues per annum

1-2 3-4 5-8 9-12 12

1930 5 31 25 9 23 6

1940 5 29 27 10 23 6

1950 5 28 29 11 23 6

1955 4 28 30 10 22 5

1960 4 28 32 11 21 5

1965 5 28 33 11 20 4

1970 5 28 34 10 19 4

change 0 -3 +9 +1 -4 2

.
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13.0 ISSUING BCDY

There is probably no better general indicator of a serial's style,

level and content than its issuing body. After all it is the issuing body that

sets the tone and prescribes the function of the publication. We recognise

this fact when we refer to serials as beir. 'academic', 'professional' or

'commer,iall. In someways these terns are more meaningful than-many serial

descriptors in current use. Because of this, information on issuing body is

of particular use in bibliometric studies. It is useful too in providing

guidance in the selection and tracinf of serials. Unfortunately, however,

issuing body details are not always a feature of bibliographical records;

in some cases only editorial information is present.

Social science serial publishing largely the domain of four types

of issuing body - associations, the educational institutions, commercial

publishers and governments. These four together account for 83% of the

total serial output (Figure 15). Mertership organisationn - societies

institutions and associations, play a very important role in sponsoring

and promoting social science research and discussion. Over one third of

all social science serials are produced by membership organisations. Edu-

eational institutions are responsible for just one-quarter of the serial

production.

Figure. Responsibility-for issuing-serials-in-the social-sciences

Associations
Educational

325 Institutions

205;

Commercial firms
Political organisations 3c/,
ivate/Individuals

arious others, including

libraries, museums and
research organisations 45

Others
Commercial
Publishers

le%

Government
Bodies

13%
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In general the social science serial has not proved over-attractive

to the commercial publisher. Only 1 in 6 of the serials published is

iss-,ed by commercial publishing concerns. In a number of eases commercial

publishers have been content to publish on behalf of education institutions

or *membership organisations. This limited involvement is partly a result

of the natural reluctance of many publishers to invest in an area of

uncertain financial benefit, and partly beeause many authors prefer to

publish in the journal of-a society because it earries higher status.

More commercial publishers are now becoming involved, however, presunably

as a result of the expansion in numbers both of contributors and'contri-

butions.

13.1 Issuing body and subject

In grouping together a large number of subjects under the urbrella

- term social science we are in danger of promoting a false impression of

unity and thus masking differences between subjects. A look at the issuing

body picture for each subject highlights this danger (Table 47). Each

subject is chracterised by its own publishing structure; in some areas

issuing serials is the province of basically one type of body - associations

in Geography (46), Psychology (46) and Social policy (455) - while in

others seve al compete cn an almost equal footing, as in Economics_and_

Politics.

As might be expected the involvement of associations i. strongest

in the applied and professional dizciplines. Thus in Librarianship, Psycho-

logy, Architecture and Social work associations have more than a 40r: involve-

ment. When looking at the relative strength of associations withir the

disciplines one cannot help but notice the position of Geography. Here

involvement of associations is at its greatest. hot being a wholly

professional or applied study it is surprising that Geography appears in
_

such a position. This however ma:r be explained by the practice, common in

many universities, of publishing geography journals via their own local

geographical associations. This increases the relative position of

of associations within Geor,raphy.

Academic involvement is greatest in the largely 'retrospective'

disciplines of Law, History, Philosophy and Anthropology. The position

of Law, in which academic institutions produce 50% of the serial output,
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TABLE 47

TUE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUBJECT AND ISSUING BODY

Subject

Business Educational International Politica',

Association firm organisation Government body group Private Publisher Others

Anthropology 28 36 3 2 13 16

Archaeology 41 32 5 2 11 9

Architecture 44 9 2 8. 2 33 2

Criminology 27 15 37 2 2. 15 2

Economics 26 10 16 19 7 1 16 21.

Education 35 23 15 5 16 5

Environmental

planning 36 15 19 5 2 19 3

Geography 46, 33. 3 3 13 1

History 36 39 6 2 11 6

Law 19 50 4 2 23 2

Librarianship 41 7 15, 3 1 19 14

Linguistics 28 35 4 4 27 2

Management 39 5 17 14, 5 20

Philosophy 26 37 11 18 8

Politics 29 23 12 7 7 2 17 2

Psychology 46 14 4 1 29. 5

Social policy 45 6 24 6 10 9

Social_scienca_ 21_ 26 2 19 6

Sociology 31, 2 27 14. 4 15 5

Statistics 42 4 16 16 4 4 11 2

(Figures given are the percentages of an issuing bmdy's serial output, classified

by,one of the subject decriptors listed.)
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is mildly puzzling given the strength of the legal professions. Closer

scrutiny however shows that it is not the profession that publishes most

tut the Law schools. The other three disciplines - Anthropology, History

and Philosophy - we would expect intuitively to have academic le:,ings;

academic subjects by definitions are usually, although not always, the

province of academic institutions.,

The difference in the social sciences between 'academic' and

'professional' is nowhere more apparent than in the involvement of educa-

tional institutions in areas like Librarianship, Social polioy and Archi-

tecture. In not one of these professional subject areas does the involvement

of educational institutions go beyond 10.

As has been previously mentioned, on the whole, commercial publishers

are not very well represented in the Scial sci-nces. This general comment

holds true at the subjct level, for only in two subject areas, ArciAtecture

and Psychology, can the commercial interest be regarded as truly significant.

In Architecture 33 of the serials are issued by commercial publishers and

in Psychology only 295% The large readership and the strong demand for

current-information much-a-feature-of-hoth-professions, make them financially

attractive and therefore of commercial interest.

The interest of government,in the appLe';'1 sect-1.s of the social

sciences shows itself plainly in Table 4. CTininolog:! and Social policy

both considered 'proble,:,' areas by local afi- certral government are the

main beneficiaries of government sponsorship. 37', . of Criminnlog:, serials and

2e of Social policy serials are issued by government organisations. Direct

government interest in academic disciplines (Philosophy, %nthropology,
0

Archaeology) is slig:It or non-existent. This does not mean to say that ro

assistarce is afforded as help is often provided indirectly via the fundin7

of research institutes etc.

The relatively large figures in the 'other' category for Economics

(210, Anthropology (160 and Librarianship (le) disguise the important

roles played by research organisations in the first, museums in the second

and libraries in the last.
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13.2 Issuing body and serial form

The form of serial output clloson by an issuing body in very much

dependent upon the interests these bodies represent. The fact that they

all serve very different interests is brought out in their quite dis

similar choices of serial output (Table 48).

TADLE 48

ISSUING RODY AND SERIAL FORM

Serial
form

type of issuing body l
Assocation Publl4her Government Educational Political International Business Private Other

Journals 71 85 41 79 58 58 43 83 58

Secondary
services 5 3 1 4 9 2 3 9.

St4tis(i4 1 1 20 1 I 7 11 9 1

yearLooas 3 7 2 2 9 9 7 2

Reports 10 1 29 3 19 10 33 2 23

Proceedings 5
I 2 9 12 1 2

Series 1 2 2 8
9

Others 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 l

(100) 1100/ (to)) (loo) (too) (loo) ((oo) ((oo) (too)

1Rounded percentages, based upon the number of serials belonging to ach typo of issuing body,

Journals are thus very Much a feature of assooiations, whioh

produce by far the largest number of them - 1113. The journal is also

the mainstay of the serial publishing programmes of educational instit-

utions (79%) and oommeroial publishers (80), but not of government

bodies, only 40 of their serial output being in the form of journals;

this largely fits in with wh..t is felt to be the role of the government

a provider otyprimary material rather than analysis or oomment.

Associations provide a greater range of publioations generally,

produoing large numbers of journals, secondary cervices, yearbooks,

reports and prooeedings. Commercial publishers on the other hand tend

to speoialis in journals and yearbooks.
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The ffort of publishing secondary services abstracting journals,

indexing journals, bibliographies, etc. falls evenly across the board,

although numerically associations produce the greatest number (70). The

%latent role that libraries play, particularly in producing bibliog-

rapidest largeli explains the relatively high figure of 8% in the 'others'

column. (Libraries were not one of the chosen issuing body categories).

rt would appear from the high figure for international organisations (8%)

shkt a good proportion of their publishing effort goes towards the organis

ation of the literature, the international control of the literature has

fob. eome years been & matter of concern to such organisations.

Gtvernment bodies and business firms between them account for a

lare proportion (70) of the statistical bulletins and reports produced

within the eocial scienoes. International bodies also issue statistical

bnlietine, 10 of the titles they publish fall within this category.

Mrsarly & third of the serials published by both government bodies

And business firms are reports, usually annual. Associations are also

eignificant producers, 1.0% of their srial output appearing in this serial

form, and in quantitative terms (149) they are second only to government

bodies (172).

Monographic series publishing is by and large the province of

educational bodies, Which account for 61% of the total monographic series

Poduotion.

13.3, klajgg_logly and serial conttai

This analysis is of course very limited, as it shows only that certain

oorials contain certain types of content, not how much of each type they

clonain. A eerial isoued by an aseocirAion may contain news, but this may

tispresent only 3.5, of ito content, compared with 20IP of u serial published

by an as000iAion. An analysis of the proportions of each serial devoted,

to oaoh type of content would probably show a very different picture, with

larger difforencoo betwoen different issuing bodiees
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It has been previously stated that issuing body. is a good indicator

of serial form; it in also a good indic,tor of serial content. The:* is

the 'academic' stereotype with lengthy discursive articles and book reviews,

thelcommercial' stereotype with its magazine format and the 'professional'

stereotype displaying a whole range of nrws features. Looking at the

relationship b-tween issuing body and the content of serials (Table 34) it

is evident that these generalisations contain an element of truth. News

articles figure prominently in the serials of both associations (38) and

commercial publishers (3(0. While the ficures are identical the subjoOt

of the news differs. The news found in the publications of associations

is primarily that concerned with the profession news of meetings and

personnel, whereas the news found in'commercial serials tends td be topical

and is more an indication of style than content.

.The article is the major vehicle of information dissemination for

all types of institution, although it is moot popular with educational

institutions, 87,, of whose serials contain articles.

Table 49 indicates** number of different typee of content found in

the serials of each issuing body. It is apparent from the table that

assooiations.provide the greatest number. M!. of the serials issued by

membership bodies feature four or more' different kinds of content.

Table 49 Issuing body and the number of features
contained in a serial

No. of Type of Issuing Body
features

Asoociation PUblisher Government Educational
organioation

No.of No.of No.of no.of
serials serials serials % serials %

1

44002

3 377
4 187

5
6 29

260 278 284
233 29 181 31 267 29

25 226 25 91 15 264 27
13 70 9 31 5 76 8

P 11 2 6 1/ 22 2)
12 2 4 1 9 1)

The percentages are taken of the total no. of serials of each issuing body
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14.0 SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATIONSHIPS

The examination of the social science serial population on a subject

basis is one of the most rewarding and also the most difficult of the

approaches possible with the CLOSSS data. It is difficult to get away from

some kind of subject categorisation; people refer to themselves as

belonging to a subject, subject labels figure significantly in serial titles,

degrees are awarded in them and university departments are named after them.

As subject labels are so much a part of the fabric of life they offer many

avenues for fruitful research. Unfortunately however there are several

dangers in their use. People's con .eption of what a subject is varies in

time and place and according to discipline and thus it is difficUlt to

arrive at any form of meaningful consensus.

Bearing in mind the last comment it is as well to summarize

quickly,the method of subject claisification. Serials

were examined internally and up to five descriptors were allocated from

the subject guide (Table 1) to describe the contents. Initially specific

descriptors were used but lr:cause of variations in interpretation more

general terms were adopted at a later stage. These terms were mostly

discipline labels and all subject discussions will be based on the analysis

of the file at this level.

As classification was not based upon'title a number of serials from

the Humanities and Sciences, at least apparently so, were included in the

file. This enabled us to explore the boundaries of the Social sciences in

a manner, not. possible if analysis had stopped short, at the title level.

As more than one descriptor was allowed in the classification of a serial

it meant that relationships between Social science disciplines could be

explored, albeit in an elementary manner.

14.1 Size of the serial literature

Disciplines or subjects do not cohstitute a standard unit of size.

The fact that a certain area of knowledge is given a label and known as a subject

subject or discipline is only weakly related to the 'size' of the area,

wheth^r this is measured in terms of publications or in other ways. In any

caselthe concept of subject is a vague one: 'Economics' is a subject but

so are subsections of it such as Economic theory or Welfare economice.
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'rolitical history' is a 'subject' but so is 'History', hich embraces

it, OT 'French political history' or 'Electoral history', both of which are

embraced by it. The followinc tables must be read in this light.

Table 50 provides details on the numbers of serials published.

Column / shows the numbnr of serials exclueive to.that subject and the final

column the total number of serials containing information on or about that

subject. This table is similar to Table 23 but gives extra information; it

is inserted here because the text refers closely to it.

Economics accounts for by far the largest number of serials. 291 of

the serial population contains economic information of some kind. Three

factors can be identified which contribute significantly to the ranking

of Economics. Firstly economic problems occur in all disciplines, secondly

economic data requires regular and rapid dissemination and the serial form

is eminently suitable for this, and lastly, Economics is an extremely
a

large discipline with many of its subclasses being almost, discipll.nes

in themselves (Accountancy, Transport economics). 'he considerable growth

in economic interest and concern has also had its effect.

Much the same can be said of Politics although to a lesser derree.

In many ways the similarities between these disciplines do not stop here;

both may be regarded as 'classic' social science disciplines and both have

a large area of subject matter in common.

At the foot of Table 50 lie three kinds of subject, those that are

less dependent upon serial information, those that do not truly belong to

the social scierces but were included because of their interdisciplinry

character, and those that are too small to support large nUmbers of serials.

Anthropology and History belong to the first category, Archaeology,

Architecture, Ergonomics and Philosophy below; to the second and Futurology

and Criminology to the third.

The number of general serials in the population is interesting. There

are 402 of them representing about one twelfth of all the titles on the file.

Interpretation of this fact must be very eautious. A'multidisciplinaryl

serial may be one spanning several fields, or ma:. reflect the beginning of

a new and quite specific field. 'Subjects' are constantly regrouping

themselves into different contents and sizes. To examine this phenomenon

through the serial literature would be a most interesting exercise but was
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TABLE 50

SUBJMT COMPOSITION OF THE FILE

Number of serials Number of serials
Subject wholly that devoted to two or Total

subject subject areas
e

.more

% e

Economics 1047 (22) 323 .(7) 1370 (29)

Politics 545 (11) 257 .(5) 802 (17)

Education 345 (7) 130 (3) 475 (10

Social science 325 (7) 77 (2) 402 (6)

Social policy 213 (4) 102 (2) 315 (7)

Sociology 141 (3) 141 (3) 282 (6)

Psychology 212 (4) 61 (1) 273 (6)

Linguistics 171 (4) 4 (2) 265 (6)

Geography 157 (3) 57 (1) 214 (4)

Law 148 (3) 56 (1) 204 (4)

Environmental
planning

83 (2) 82 (2) 165 (3)

Management 97 (2) 60 (1) 157 (3)

Anthropology 93 (2) 54 (1) 147 (3)

History 71 (1) 60 (1) 131 (3)

Librarianship 79 (2) 12 91 (2)

F3tatistics 34 (1) 24 58 (1)

Architecture 16 38 (1) 54 (1)

Criminology 38 (1) 14 52 (1)

Archaeology 25 (1) 23 48 (1)

Philosophy 18 17 35 (1)

Ergonomics 7 10 17

Futurology 5 1 6

(The base for the calculations of each percentage
is the total number of serials with subject
coding (4761)).

of less than 1 are not shown
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of course far beyond the scope of the present study. The comments that follow

assume a starting point of a traditional subject breakdown - no other starting

point was possible.

14.2 . The multi-disciplinary character of social science serials

In an area such as the Social sciences, with uncertain, shifting subject

bo,ndaries in which cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary studies proliferate,

it is perhaps not unexpected thrit many serials cover more than one subject.

365'. of the social science serials are what might loosely be called 'multidisciplinary'.

Table 51 The !Ailtisubject character-or social sciences serials

3object Number of
interdisciplinary
serials

5". of all subject

serials

'Anthropelgy 54 37

ArcIlaeology 23 48

Architecture 38 70

Criminology 14 27

Economics 323 24

Education 130 27

Environmental
planning

82 50

Georraphy 57 27

History 60 46

Law 56 27

Libr...arianship 12 13

Linguistics 94 35

Eanagement 60 38

Philosophy 17 49

Tolitics 257 32

Psychology 61 22

Social policy 102 32

Social scierce 77 19

Statistics 24 41
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Variations between subjects are considerable (see Table 51).

The non-social science subjects included because of their interdiscip3tnary

character, appear, as might be expected, among the subjects with the

highest number of multi-subject serials. 7071 of the architecture serials,

49% of the philosophy serialsoiand 48% of the archaeology serials cover more

than one subject. Of the truly social science subjects Sociology and Planning

contain most multi-subject serials. 50% of the serials in Sociology and

50;; of the serials in planning cover more than one subject. The interesting

difference between these two subjects is that while Sociology sheres serials

with other Social sciemce disciplines, planning serials reach outside the

social sciences to Architecture for their relationships.

At the othPr end of the seale we have the self-contained and self-

sufficient subjects, Librarianship, Criminology and Education, with

respectively 13r,, 27% and 27% of their serials being multidisciplinary.

Education, however, is a special ease, and not too much weight should

be lent to the above figures. The strong link between Education and Psychology

is missinc from these figures as all educational psychology serials were

classified directly under Psychology. If we extract these fieures we get a

different picture, with 33'2, of educational serials being multidisciplinary.

'imilarly the multidisciplin.ry cheracter of psychology serials falls from

227IJ to 205,.

It le interesting to note that these three 'watertight' subjects are

also conceivably the most interdisciplinary. All three owe their origin

to several disciplines with which they may have lost contact. Possibly

this contact is more evident in citations than in serials' content.

Table 52 looks more closely at the multi-subject coverage of social,

science serials. The table establishes exactly what is related to what,

and also provides an indication of the strength of the relationship. For

each subject area two numbers are given; one represents the number of

times a subject is found in association with another, and the other

expresses this figure as a percentage of the total nuMber of times that

subject is associated with all other subjects.

Each relationship has two sides to it; for instance, although

there are just 4 associations between Law and Criminology, this figure
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represents 2,9;n of the total number of criminology associations, but only

7% of the law associations.

The multi-subject serials of Economics and Politics bring together

the greatest range of subjects. Via the serials, both subjects are coupled

with all but three of the subject areas represented on the file. In general,

a subject's multi-subject serials form a large number of different subject

relationships, the average for the file being approximately 8. This fact

emphasises the folly of erecting rigid boundaries around social science

subject areas.

As might be expected, the serials of the disciplines whose roots

lie, wholly or partly, in the humanities (archaeology, philosophy and

architecture), form the least number of relationships. In the eases of

archaeology and architecture, less than 6 relationships are formed, and

only one relationship is, in terms of frequency of association, really

important.

In strict numerioal terms, the subjects that are 'closest' together

(i.e. those forming the highest number of associations) are politics and

economics. These subjects are found associated in serial titles 109 times.

It should be remembered however that these two subjects are also the two

largest disciplines in terms of serial numbers. To obtain a relative

picture we need to express these figures as a percentage of the total

number of associations made by that subject. Viewed in this manner, the

closest relationship between subjects are those between architecture

and planning (81% association), linguistics and education (79% association),

and management and economics (66c/, association). As has been mentioned,

the converse is not necessarily true; in the relationship of management

to economics, the associatiqn is only in the region of 15%. Here we have

a situation where economics is only partly related to economics. Figure 16

explores a little further the relationship of other social science

disciplines to economics.
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14.3 Growth of the social science serial population

The social sciences have reely come into their own as a related

group of disciplines only in the twentieth century, and their greatest,

growth has'been since the Second World War. Figure 17 demonstrates one

manifestation of this growth hy tracing the number of first degreesawarded

in the social sciences since 1925. It can be seen that the rapid rise

in numbers of degrees awarded is a phenomenon of recen years; It is

partly because of this rapid and very recent growth and partly because

of the relative infanby and the birth of new areas within the social

sciences that they are so unstable, and as a result, so difficult to

deftne.

By monitoring t're literary products of the various social science

disciplines we may obtain some insights into the nature and the directions

of growth. However, such an index, by itself, is of little use; it is only

one of many indices that monitor the complex process of growth and only

when used in conjunction with the others is its value realised.

Serials, becuase they are a relatively speedy form of publication,

can be rewarding to study. Since they are used so commonly as main

vehicles of primary communications, serials reflect changes in the size and

constitution of a subject area. Title counts have been one of the most

commonly used measures to assess growth. Unfortunately, although title

counts provide valuable bibliographical information, their bibliometric

value has been overstated, and often, misinterpreted. Title counts can

provide only very awroximate measures of growth and size given the

differences in size and content that exist between serials. Title infor

mation is probably a brtter guide to the organisation of a subject or to

the amount of research being done in that,subject than its growth. If

title information is used in conjunction with the other measures of size

(pages, physical dimensions, articles,) more accurate statistics of liter

ature size can be obtained.

The following discussion on the growth in the number of serial titles

published provides no more. than:a rough indication of the growth of the

literature, and thus a (rather rougher) indication of the growth of the

subject. Table 53 shows that since 1880 the social sciences hay.; undergone

an apparent two stage growth process; the Second World War marking the

end of the first and the beginning of the second. The first stage,

spanning 60 years from 1880 until 1940, is one in which although serial

numbers increased rapidly many subjects doubling their numbers in the
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TABLE 53

Subject Growth & Serial Numbers

Each figure expresses the size of
the serial population as a percentage
of the figure for 1970

,

YELR

SUBJECT 1810 1e80 1900 1910 1920 1_1930 1940 1950 1955 1 1960 ' 19651 1970

Anthropology 5 7 lo 13 17 24 33 43 53 67 :33 100

Archaeology 10 15 15 17 20 27 32 54 63 73 90 loo

Architecture 0 4 11 10 24 33 40 58 64 73 87 100

Criminology

Economics

Educatto.n

Geography

illotioTy

law

Librarianship

Linguistics

Management

Planning

Politics

Psychology

Social Policy

Social Science

Sociology

Statistics

All

C 13 13 1C 20 26 35 53 60 78 98 loo
.

5 B 12

4-

17

-
23 32 41 60 66 74 86 loo

2 3 4 .9 15 21 25 37 45 54 76 loo
_

9 1 32 16 20 25 34 44 62 73 83 92 loia

,

1 -3 c lo . 22 36 51 63 61 93 99 100

6 11 14 20 26 37 46 59 69 co e7 100

6 7 13 20 26 33 43 57 53, 72 06 100

4 5 6 5 11 16 20 30 36 48 73 loo

1 1 3 3 7 23 31 46 55 68 58 100

2 2 5 11 16 23 29 40 45 54 72 100

5 9 12 17 21 30 43 55 62 73 54 100

3 5 7 13 19 30 41 .56 64 77 92 loo

6 lo 15 21 20 38 48 65 72 79 BB 100

7 7 lo 13 19 26 35 54 66 71 BB 100

5 5 s 9 13 21 30 44 54 67 82 100

11 19 22 24 29 33 56 76 82 93 96 loo

5 7 lo 15 20 29 38 53 60 70 85 loo
_

I
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ten year time period the actual size of the serial population remained

relatively small. In fact by the year 1940 the social science serial

population was only just aver a third of what it is today. After 1940

however the serial population baanto increase much more rapidly. In

a much shorter period 30 yeare the size of the population has swelled

to nearly three times the size it was'in 1940.

Variations between subject growth rates provide much material for

speculation. If we take the date that each subject group reached half its

1970 size, we find 3 classes of subjects those that conform to the

overalLmedian of thirty years, those that attained their median age before

this, and those that attained it after. Thus we have two subjects,

history and statistics, that achieved "maturity" relatively early, and

three subjects, education, sociology, and linguistics, that have matured

that is, reached the median age only recently. These last 3 subjects

are the current growth leaders in the social sciences. The 'mature'

subject areas are obviously slowing down considerably in their growth

rates. Compare, for instance, the growth of a relatively mature area

like history (1% overall in the last 5 years) with the staggering growth

of linguistics (27% overall in the same period). Figure 18 illustrates

the difference between the growth patterns of the 'mature' and 'immature'

subject areas.

'We are, however, describing relative growth, and Figure 18 does not

take account of the fact that actual increases may be similar. (For

example, 10 added to 10 is a 100% increase; but added to 100.is a 10%

increase; in one sense it is the same rate of growth).

As one might expect, what are commonly considered lestablished'

subject areas archaeology, geography, history, psychology and statistics

are indeed so; all these'areas appear to be undergoing, in serial terms

that is, a period of consolidation rather than growth.

14.4 Growth in nUmbers of pages produced

As has previously been mentioned, title counts are particularly

meaningful when used in conjunction with page counts. Figure 19 provides

a comparison with data derived from both title counts alone, and that

obtained by taking into account twth page size ind title numbers. Psychology

has been used as an example. What is immediately noticeable is that the

growth rates obtained by the two methods are different. Title counts show

psychology growing at a fairly consistent rate of about 12% between 10

year sample time periods. When taken in conjunction with page size, however

two distinct growth processes appear a very gradual one of about 7% until

1955 and a faster one of about 20% after 1955. It is clear that we are

either studying something quite different, or that title counts alone do
;

not provide us with very accurate grOwth and size figuies. 123
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15 LINGUISTICS: A CASE STUDT

"Linguistics" says Lecvi-6trauss, "occupies a special place among

the social sciences, to whose ranks it unquestionably belongs. It is not

merely a social science like the others, but rather, the one in which

by far the greatest progress has been made": This view is hardly one

that would have been heard say, twenty years ago, nor for that matter, is

it one that many would subscribe to even today. With the use of biblio

metric methods we are able, if not to resolve the argument, at least to

see Whether there is any evidence in the literature to support it.

Linguistic serials bulk relatively large in the file considering

the size of the discipline. Linguistics ranks eighth in terms of numbers

of of some larger disciplines (larger that is in terms of

numbers studying the subject), notably geography and law. One out of every

18 serials published in the social sciences belongs to the class liAguistics.

The serial form is obviously suited to the needs of the subject a sure

sign of a discipline with a high turnover of ideas, or indeed, ok'a discipline

in which much research is being conducted. Unquestionably linguistics

is a subject on the move. Using as an indicator the number of serials

published at various time intervals (Table 53) we note two features lead

to this conclusion,

Firstly, as a proportion of the social science serial population,

lingnistic serials have grown significantly since 1880. Then they represen

ted only 45, of the serial population, while today that figure is 654 this

increase has come at a time when most other social science disciplines are

also growing considerably, Secondly, linguistics is the current social

science growth leader. During the period 1965-70 the subject experienced a

staggering overall growth rate of 27%. Further, rapid growth has been a

feature only of recent years; prior to 1955 the subject registered an

annual growth rate of somewhat under 1%. This was at a time when many

social science disciplines were in the process of doubling their numbers

of serials. The beginningsof rapid growth appear to coincide with the

spread of the structuralist doctrines, and the realisation that linguistics

had much to offer, especially in regard to methodology, to other disciplines.

Figure 20 traces the growth of linguistics during the twentieth

century. To provide a more realistic view of growth, and to put it in

context, the page length of the journal LanguaRe has also been noted, over

1 /
LeviStrauss, C Structural Anthrovology. Basic Books, London 1963,

1.25
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FIGURE 20

Linguistics : Growth trends of the Serial
population (as demonstrated by number of
titles issued and the number of pages
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the same time period. The addition of the page length data further

emphasises the rapid growth of the subject.

The growth of linguistics isas startling for its magnitude as it is

for its direction. Growth has not been completely selfcontained; it has

often manifested itself in the form of overspills onto other disciplines.

35 5. of all lingliistics serialscarry information that may be classed as

other than linguistics. Figure 21 shows which disciplines attract the

most attention from linguistics. The strength of the relationship is

represented diagrammatically. Education is by fart'-e 'closest' discipline

to linguistics, as these two subjects are paired on no less than 77 occasions,

accounting for 79. of all linguistic subject associations. This does not

necessarily mean that there is a close relationship between education and

linguistics; but it probably illustrates that there is a lot of informatjon

on langulge teaching, a different matter.

The.interdisciplinary nature of the-subject is furth,er emphasised

when the number of subjects with which it forms relationships is considered.

Ten subject areas (Figure 21) have somet.ing in common with liw-uistics.

It is probably true to say that the interdisciplinary character of linguistics,

as,we see it today, is rore the result of the interest of other disciplines

in linguistics, rather than vice versa As LeviStrauss has pointed out,

"a linguistic journal like Word cannot confine itself to the illustration

of strictly linf2;uistic theories and points of view; it must also welcome

psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists, eager to learn and under

stand the theories and methodologies of linguistics"1

Linguistics is an area in which two different approaches to the sub:p.ct,

the historical and the exp?rimental, exist. These approaches each demand

a particul-.r form of presentation and rublication; their needs are quite

different. 'Je t'nus have two distinct publishing patterns in linguistics,

the twicer7arly, and the quarterly. The twiceyearly publishing pattern,

which 21 5:. of the serials follow, is very much a feature of disciplines in

which the historical approach is favoured. In history for instance, 17

of the serials follow the twice...yearly pattern. The quarterly pattern, on

the Other hand, to hich 305'. of the linguistic serials belong, is popular

with 'scientific' disciplines like psychology, in which 46 °/. of the serials

are published quarterly.

1 /LeviStrauss, op. cit.
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FIGURE 21

Linguistics and its subject relationships
(as indicated by coupling subjects in
multisubject serials)
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The journal form is the most important and popular method of

transmitting serial information. In fact, the journal is more of a

feature in linguistics than in any other discipline, and accounts for

92% of the serials published. The subject's serial stereotype is a.

quarterly journal, a publication suited to oarrying current ideas (as

opposed-to information) and to ensuriognontinuity of discussion.

The content of a linguistinserial is almost as predictable as its

form. The majority of the serials carry between two and three tIves of

feature, which are usually.articles, book reviews, and news items. The

range is limited in that few features are offered, and, of these that are,

articlee take up almost all=the space available. Review articles are very

much the hallmark of a linguistic serial - as many as 41% carry them. This

tells us something quite interesting about the subject. The function of a

review article is to consolidate, survey and explain progress that has been

made during a particular time period. They are found most frequently

in subject areas where progress is either very rapid or occuring on a

broad front. In these situations it is only the review articles that

oan.eep people in touch with events. The assumption must be made, and we

have seen other evidence to support this, that linguistics is such a

rapidly progressing subject.

The issuing of linguistic serials is largely the responsibilitr

of three types of organisations - educational institutions, associations,

and commercial publishers. These three types of organisations account for

90% of all serial output. The degree of involvement of educational

inetitutions (35%) and associations (28%) is in line with the general

picture for 'academic' social science subjects; the difference comes

however with the involvement of commercial publishery. They issue 27% of

all linguistic serials, a figure well above the social science norm (18%)

and one second only to architeoture (33%). It is not suprising of course

to find,commercial investment on this scale given that lanruage is of

vital importance in every field of human endeavour and given how much

store we set by it. It is alsnpossible that the commercial interest

could be a case of jumping on the growth bandwagon commercial publishers

can respond much more quickly than associations and educational institutions.

It has been suggested that linguistics has become more scientific

in the last ten years or so and that this has radically changed its

publication structure. Certainly the advent of an experimental appreach

means that more research can be done and written up, whereas history

theory and observation are all more limited in the publications they can

produce. So if the assumption is correct this would help to.explain

(a) the growth, (b) the contents and (o) the review articles.
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APPERDIX 1

GLOSSARY OF DOCUMENTATION TERMS - SERIALS

ABSTRACT JOURNAL A printed periodiCal containing abstracts and
complete bibliographic citations of publications,
usually appearing in a given subject field or

fields.

ACCESSIONS LIST A printed record, usually serial, of the additions
to the stock of a library.

ALUANAC

ANNALS

ANNUAL

An annual pUblication usually containing a
calendar, frequently accompanied by astronomical
data and general statistical data relating to
the year for which it is issued.

A serial publication recording events of a year,
transactions of an organisation or progress in

a special field.

A serial which appears once a year, containing
material particularly relevant to the year in
which it is issued.

ANNUAL REPORT An annual publication containing a brief account
of the activities of an organisation during that
year, much of the data often presented in a

statistical form.

BIBLIOGRAPHY A printed list; often a serial publication, that
lists publications related to a subject, period,
author or some other unifying concept, containing
aormaldtsscriptions of these publications.

BOOK REVIEW LIST A serial publication which consiste of critical,
occasionally descriptive, appraisals of mono-
graphs, usually current and related to a subject

field.

BULLETIN A publication, usually serial, containing 'official'
or 'authoritative' topical information.

CALENDAR A publication, usually serial, giving details of
events or discussions in the order in which they

are to take place. Usually much of the inform-
ation is given in a statistical or tabular form.

CATALOGUE A publication, sometimes serial, giving formal
details of a list of documents, arranged according
to smile definitive plan. It records and describes
the resources or a collection, library or group of
libraries.
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CITATIONS INDFA

CONTENTS LIST
BULLETIN

CONTINUATION

DIGEST

DIRECTORY

An index, usually serial, of published documents
in which each document citation is listed under
the name of the author of each of the earlier
documents cited in the bibliography appended to
the later paper being indexed. Such an index
usually gives the rest of the document citation
after each author's name and may be accompanied
by various types of cross reference index prepared
from the same material.

A periodieal publication consisting of copies of
the contents lists of selected periodicals,
usually for a specific subject area.

A work designed to continue or supplement another,
and having a formal relationship with the original,
e.g. common authorship, common title or subtitle,
or expressed intention to continue or supplementjA.

A publication, sometimes serial, consisting of
summaries of information on a single topic, or on
a number of related topics.

A list, often serial, of persons or organisations
systematically or alphabetically arranged giving
some information about the single units, usuall
at least addresses.

FIXED PMICD REPORT See REPORT (fixed period)

INDEX TO RESEARCH/
THESES

INDEXING JOURNAL

An ordered reference list, often serial, providing
summaries of research in progress or recently
completed.

A periodical publication systematically indexing
the contents of a number of serials or other
documents relating to a particular subject field
or locality.

JOURNAL See PERIODICAL

MAGAZINE A periodical publication intended chiefly for the
general reader. Magazines are usually.published
by commercial organisations, at frequent inter-
vals and often include illustrative material..

MONOGRAPHIC SERIES See SERIES

- NEWSPAPER

NEWSLETTER

A periodical publication, usually published daily,
issued on newsprint and containing general news
coverage rather than being oriented toward specific
subject matter.

A periodical usually published by an organisation
containing current information of interest to its
members. Much of the contents consist of numerous
short news items. The publication usually appears
at frequent intervals.

'
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PROChhDINGS
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A type of serial in which the parts (called issues)
usually appear more. frequently than annually
(there are some exceptions) and are generally
characterised by two or more of the following
features:

regularity of publication
(ii ) consecutive and systematic numbering

and dating
(iii) variety of contents and contributors,

both within each issue and from one
issue to another.

A publieation, often serial, containing the texts
of papers communicated to a conference, society
or institution and sometimes also reporting or
transcribing discussions arising from the papers
and business transactel in connection with them.

REPORT (fixed period) A serial publication that appears at regular stated
intervals (often annually), containing an account
of the activities of an organisation during the
time interval stated.

SMIAL

SMIES

A publication of indefinite duration appearing in
sequence (regularly or not), under a common title,
the order of issues being ascertainable from
numbers or dates appearing in each issue. The term
embraces periodical and series, also generally,
those types of publication such as yearbooks,
almanacs and some directories in which the success-
ive parts are essentially revised or updated editions
of the proceding parts, published at relatively
frequent or more or less regular intervals.

A type of serial in which the parts are generally
characterised by

(i) distinctive part titles in addition to a
.seriei statement

(ii) the inclusion of only a single work, or a
closely regulated group of works, in each
part

(iii) the absence of predetermined intervals in
the issue of successive parts

STAT1:7TICAL A publication, usually.serial, containing 'official'
BULLETIN or 'authoritative' topical information held in a

statistical form.

YEARBOOK A type of serial designed to present a body of
reference material relating to specific years, or
intended to be revised at annual intervals.
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APPENDIX 2

LIBRARIES VISITED DURING FIELD DATA COLLECTION:
an analysis of serial reeources

1. ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION LIBRARY
Abford House, Wilton Road, London SW1V INJ

Small library/ Informtion. division With a good serial
collection, approximately 100 titles, covering advertising
media and marketing. Majority of titles English language
and current limited backruns. Nearly all titles on open
access and there is plenty of working space. No printed

list of serial holdings is available.

2. BRITISH LIBRARY LENDING DIVISION
Boston Spa, West Yorkshire

The largest collection of current social science serials
in the country in the region of 8,000 titles. The
collection covers all the recognised social sciences.
Psychology is particularly well represented. Coverage of
forgeign language serials is excellent, superior to that
of many of the more established collections. The United
States and Eastern Europe are particularly well represented.
Backruns of most serials are incomplete, especially serials
published prior to 1950. Annual reports, proceedings and
secondary ser ce publications are very well covered. In
using the BLLD's collection one is likely to be inconvenienced
on two counts (i) because the BLLD is a lending library

TMof the more popular and current serials will be on loan
most of the serials are not in bound volumes and this

greatly reduces the speed of searching. Working conditions on
the whole are favourable though limited opening hours can prove
very restrictive. Although a printed serials list does exist,
Current serials received by the BUD, it should be pointed out
that it does not present a full picture of the serial resources
as it does not include dead serials.

5. BRITISH LIBRARY OF POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SCIENCE,
London School of Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2

The library houses a very lirge collection of social science
serials, about 24,000 in number. 1

The collection is very strong in economics,
politics, statistics and sociology and adequate in in psych
ology, geography and anthropology. There is good, though
variable coverage of forpign language serials. European
serials are particularly well represented. Most serials have.
complete or long backruns and one of the most important
features of the collection is its inclusion of a large number
of dead serials. Because the collection includes much older
material and some of the less common forms of serial proceed
ings, reports etc., it is particularly valuable for retro
spective searching.
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The serial collection is scattered throughout a large number
of rooms, the bulk of it being held in the stacks. This

restricts and disrupts searching considerably. Working
conditions are poor - the lnrary is short of space and very
crowded. A serials eatalogue does exist with a subject
approach; a printed list is in preparation.

4. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION LIBRARY
Elizabeth House, York Road, London SE1

A large (about 600 serials) and wide ranging collection of
Education serials is held by the library. The value of the
collection is enhanced considerably by the favourable working
conditions. Education is interpreted very broadly and conse-
quently fringe areas like psychology, sociology and librarian-
ship are fairly well represented. The library houses a very
good collection of British and Foreign government serials.
A good deal of the material held is placed on open access and
as a result full use ean be made of its quite considerable
resources. A printed serials listis available.

5. DEPARTMENT OF EMYLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY LIBRARY
11/12 St James's Square, London SW1

Approximately 560 serials relating in the main to labour
relations, safety, welfare, industrial economics and public
administration are held by the library. Coverage tends to be
good for UK and USA publications but sketchy for other countries.
Few foreign language serials are held. -,The material held tends
to be that published by governments or,semi-official bodies,
Few academic serials are held but there is a small collection
of secondary services. The collection tends to be scattered
and serials are_not always easily available. Backruns tend
to be short, few titles are held indefinitely

6. DEPARTIUMV OF ENVIRONMENT LIBRARY.
2 Marsham Street, London SW1

The total periodieal holdings number 2,600, 2,200 of these
being current titles. The subjects best represented in the
collection are public administration, planning and transport
econcmics. The library takes a large number of foreign
language serials - about 400. It is the practice of the library
to build up backrune of 'core' serials only Only a proportion
of the serials are held on open access, the remainder are
housed in the stacks. Working conditions are adequate, though
slightly cramped. A printed list of periodicals held is
available.

7. DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL CENTRAL LIBRARY
1 Victoria Street, London SW1H OET

The number of current serials held by the libraries servicing
the DTI is 4,250. Very few non-current serials are held.
The sheer size of the collection makes it an invaluable source
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of serial information in economics, particularly of data
held in a statistical form. Generally speaking the library
takes very few serials in foreign languages, though it does
take statistical serials from all aver the world.

Retention of back numbers of serials varies considerably
but in the main the serials.that are held for a long period
fall in the following categories:- core journals, statis-
tical serials, and law reports. There is no printed list

of serial holdings.

8. INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED LEGAL STUDIES LIBRARY
University of London, 25 Russell Square (17 Russell Square
from Summer 1975), Londan WC1B 5DR

A comprehensim collection of law serials is maintained at
the Institute for use in post-graduate research. Over 2000

.titles are currently taken by the library, including series
of legislation, law reports, digests of cases and periodicals.
There are comprehensive collections for the Britieh Isles
and for British and former Bri..'sh jr,isdiction overseaS;
The major Ameriean law reports are taken and there is an
excellent collection of Ameriean university and other law
reviews oomprising some 380 titles. The major series of
legislation, law reports and periodieals are taken for
Western European law and there is also a significant collect-
ion of international law serlals. A selection of Latin
American titles is received. A few titles in fields peri-
pheral to law are taken as, for example, public administ-
ration, international affairs, crimiLology. It is the
policy of the library to acquire complete backruns of most
titles as and when ay.- 1.ility and the financial situation

allow.

The current serial titles are classed and shelved with the
monographs for the jurisdiction or subject to which they
relate and are shelved adjacent to the reading areas.
Dead serials, with some exceptions, are shelved in the
basement stocks. Working conditions will be excellent
after the move to a new purpose built library in 1975.

The Library's periodical holdings as at 1968 are listed
in the Institute's Union List of Legal Periodicals, 2nd ed.
1968. The Union List of Commonwealth and South African Law,
1963, the Union List of United States Lay Literature,
2nd ed. 1967, the Urrlc2LIestEueList_oflanl
Literature, 1966, and the Union List of Air and Suace Lair
Literature, 2nd ed. 1975, give the Library's holdings of
legislation, law reports and digests for the jurisdictions
and subjects covered, at the time of publication. The last
two lists include relevant periodicals in addition to other
types of serials.
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9. INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION ZIBRARY
University of London, 11-13 Ridgmount Street, London WC1E 7AH

A very large number of serials are held by the library,
cur,.ent titles alone numbering 1,700. While education is
best represented, good collections exist for the fields of
sociology and psychology. The largest number of the publi-
cations are British. A good deal of the material is held
in the stacks and various stores which makes searching diffi-
cult. In comparison, the DES pibrary (the other major
library specializing in Education in London) working conditions
are poor.

10. INSTITUTE OF HISTORICAL RESEARCH LIBRARY
University of London, Senate House, London WC1

The total serial holdings number about 600.of which 500 are
current serials. The subjects represented are history of
Western Europe and Wester ftropean expansion overseas. The
library subscribes to a large number of foreign language
serials, 175 in all. The library holds complete of near complete
runs of most titles. Working conditions are good and most of
the serials are accessible. There is no printed list of serial
holdings.

11. LANGUAGE TEACHING LIBRABY
20 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AP
(British Council English Teaching Information Centre -
official address 10 Spring Gardens, London SW1A 2BN - and
Centre for Ihformation on Laftguage Teaching and Research)

With a collection of approximately 430 serial titles the
library offers one"of the most comprehensive collections
of serials in the fields of linguistics and language
teaching. Approximately 370 of these are current aerials
of which 127 ars in foreign languages. Generally speaking
it is the policy of the library.to build up backruns of
serials and in consequence the,majority of serials have
complete backruns. The bulk of serials are on open aecess
and easily consulted. Working conditions are excellent
A duplicated list of eerial holdings is available.

12. NATIONAL NSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RESEARCH LIBRARY
2 Dean Trench Street, Smith Square, London SW1

The total serial holdings of the NIESR library are 600,'of which 500
are current. The bulk of the serials relate to economics.
The Library is a valuable source for statistical serials
annual reports and some of the more obscure monographic series.
!;rtited States publications are particularly well represented.
Of the 500 current seriale taken, 80 are foreign language
titles. The library holds long runs of a number of °core'
journals, otherwise the material is discarded after a time
interval. No list of serials held exists.
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13. ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE LIBRARY,
6 Burlington gaidens, London W1X 2EX

The library takes currently 650,titles covering.all aspects
of anthropology. A large number of these are foreign language

serials. The collection is the most comprehensive in the

country. Backruns are complete for nearly all the titles

held. A printed list of serial holdings is available. It

was last published in December 1968, and is updated by an

annual listing.

14. ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY LIBRARY,
Kensington Gore, London SW7 2AR

600 current titles covering the fields of geography and travel
are taken by the library. Subscriptions are made to foreign

language serials. Generally speaking backruns tend to be

long and complete. In addition retrospective searching is
further assisted by the large number of 'dead' titles held.
Most of the material is on open access and easily accessible.
Working conditions are very good with plenty of space for

consultation. No list of serial holdings is available.

15. ROYAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS LIBRARY,
Chatham House, 10 St James's Square, London SW1

About 650 journals are currently taken, many being in French,
German, Italian, Spanish and Russian. The subject sovered are

international politics, econamics and jurisprudence. All lapsed

jourAols and all files pre-1960 are in the stacks in another

building. There are no statistics available for journals no
longer taken nor for serials other than journals.

16. ROYAL INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION LIBRARY
Hamilton House, Mabledone Place, London WC1H 9BD

A small but relatively camprehenisve collection of serials.
Approximately 100 periodicals are taken, 71 of these being

current. In addition however the library takes a large

number of Government reports. The collection of annual reports

is particularly good. Public administration and general politics

are the main fields of interest. No foreign language serials

are held. .It is the practice of the library to build up backruns

of most titles. Most of the material
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APPENDIX 3

BIBLIOGRAPHIES CONSULTED DURING EDITING OF CLOSSS DATA

Abstracting services : social sciences. humanities. The Hague,
International Federation for Documentation, 1969.

Abstracting services in science, technology, medicine, agriculture,
social sciences and the humanities. The Hague, International
Federation for Documentation, 1965.

Ayer, N W and Sons. Directory of newspapers and periodicals.
Philadelphia, Ayer Press, 1972.

Bibliography of social science periodioal s and monoraph series.
Washington D C, Government Printing Office, 1961 U.S. Department
of Commerce Foreign social science bibliographies series).

Boehm, E H and Adolphus, L. Ristorical periodicals : an annotated
world list of historical and related serial publications. Santa
Barbara, Clio Press, 1961.

British union catalogue of periodicals. London, Butterworth, 1955

Camp, W L. Guide to periodioals in education. Metuchen, Scarecrow
Press, 1968*

Canadian serials directory. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1972.

Catalogue colleotlf des periodiaues 1 du debut du XVII siecle a 1932.
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris 1973. 4 vols.

Catalogue of periodicals. annual and sTeoial series ourrently received
at the United Nations Library* Geneva. Geneva, United Nations, 1973.

Commonwealth directory of periodicals : a guide to soientifio,
technical and professional periodicals published in the developing
countries of the commonwealth. London, Commonwealth Secretariat, 1975

Current Australian serials. 7th ed. rev. Sydney, National Library
of Australia, 1972.

Current Danish periodicals : a seleot list. Copenhagen, The Royal
Library, 1965.

Current serials available in the university librarY and in other
libraries oonnected with the university. Cambridge, University Library,
1974, 2 vols.

Current serials reoeived by the NLL. March 1971. London, HMSO, 1971.

Dawson, W & Sons. Complete stock list : books and Aournals. Folkestone,
Dawson, 1973.

Eduoational _periodicals. Paris, Unesoo. 1963.
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Erdelyi, G and Peterson, A F. A checklist of German language serials
and series currently received in the Stanford University Libraries.
Stanford, Stanford University, 1967. (Hoover Institution Bibliograph-
ical Series).

Harris, C D and Fellmann, J D International list of geographical
serials. 2nd ed. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1971 (University
of Chicago, Department of Geography, Research Paper.No. 136).

Irregular serials and annuals : an international directory. 2nd ed.
New York, Bowker, 1972.

Katz, B. Magazines for libraries. 2nd ed. New York, Bowker, 1972.

Latin American economic and social-serials. London Bingley, 1969.

List of periodicals. Santa Barbara, Clio Press, 1969.

New serial titles. Washington, Library of Congress, 1955-

Newsvaver press directory. London, Henn Brothers Ltd., 1973.

Newspapers and magazines of the USSR for 1974. Moscow, V/0
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga, 1974.

Newspapers and periodicals from Romania. Bucharest, Rompresilatelis,
1972.

PsYchology : world list of specialised periodicals. Paris, Mouton
and Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, 1967.

Revues et periodiouee de langue Ftancaise. Paris, Librairie Hachette,
1973.

Rodgers, F. Serial publications in the British parliametary papers
1900-69 : a bibliography. Chicago, American Library Association,

1971.

Standaraldirecto. New York, Oxbridge Publishing Co.
1972.

Ulrich's international periodicals directory. 15th ed., 1974-75,
New York, 1974.

Union list of legal periodicals : a location guide to holdings of
legal periodicals in libraries in the United Kingdom. 3rd. ed. London,
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, 1968.

University of London Library. List of current periodicals.
University of London Library, 13-637.

White, C M. Sources of information in the social sciences.
Bedminster Press, 1964.

London,

Nev Jersey,

Vesenyi, P E. European periodical literature in the social soienoes
and the humanitiee, Metuchen, Scarecrow Press, 1969.

Willing's European press guide. 1973. London, James Willing Ltd. 1973.
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Willing's press guide 1973. London, James Willing Ltd. 1973.

Woodworth, D Guide to current British Journals. London, Library

Association, 1970.

World list of social science periodicals. 3rd ed. Paris, Unesco, 1966.
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Appendix 4

) Pilot sheet

DISISS - SERUMS DATA RECORDING SHEET

(1) When working in the field collect data where poll:51bl. from inapsetion of copies and the
catalogue of serials where available

(2) Checking from published bibliographies will' be done liter by the editors, especially for
items-not marked (4)

(3) Do not spend more than 5 - 10 minutes on any problem. Recheckini will be done later by
editors. Try and collect at least thome marked (0)

NAME OF COLLECTOR

LIBRARY WHERE
DATA COLLECTED

VOLUME (OR ISSUE(S)) OF ITEM FROM NH1CH DATA RECORDED ON THIS SHEET REFERS (PARTICULARLY QUESTIONS: (10), (12),
(13), (14). (15), (16), (110 and (19), WHERE THE DATA IS VOLUME/ISSUE SPECIFIC

VOLUME ISSUES (Where data doom not apply to whole volume) DATE

DATA ELEMENTS THE ITEMS (4) SMULD BE THE MINIMUM RECORDED

(1) TITLE (In full, as it
appears currently)

(2) ALTERNATIVE TITLE(S)

(3) FORMER TITLE(S)

0(4) TITLE IN ENGLISH II"
DIFFERENT FROM (I)

(5) PUBLISHER

(6) PUBLICATION SPONSOR

Commercial (vi) Educational institution a
(ii) Learned society or profssional body r.1 (vii) (ii) (vi) KI

(iii) : (I) (il) LIN (viii) : (vi) 1 /13
(1v) Government (ix) Private body or firm En
(v) State monopoly (x) International organisation 1:11

Otheis

(7) 1201NNINO DATE '(B) INNING DAT!, IV ANY



(g) TYPE OF ISSUING BODY

Association(s), WI Government
Society, Prof. Body (Notional, Local) :

4

(Membership instns) Educational institution
Publisher

11:1 Political/pressure groups

OTHERS (Description/type) 0

International Orgemimstioa
(i.e., UN, ESC, MO)
Commerical/businees.eaterprise
Private/individuel

(10) PUBLISHER (Name)

(11) COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION. See list

:1',

* (12) TYPE OF SERIAL

Periodical J Monographic series Eg

* (13) DESCRIPTION OF SERLkL (Tick one category)
4

Periodical Journal Bibliography
Abstracts Statistics

Indexes C Index to research/theses

Contents list Yearbook
Book reviews

OTHERS (Indicate type)

Fixed period report 7
Conference proceedings 1i
Legal/legislation, report articles 7.7

'' Cae and case notes Pi

Accessions list

Monographic series

* (14) NATURE OF CONTENTS (in.dicate isajor categories by cross and minor features by tick)
44.

Articles
Abstracts
Indexes
Bibliographies

Contents lists
.Bquk reviews and new
,.P.Mlblications (not

advertisements)
'Conference proceedings

OTHERS (Indicate type) L:1

Cases and case notes
Accessions lists
News articles
Review articles

lii Statistics

'.'1444.1..1., 4%.

* (15) ABSTRACTS WITH ARTICLES (Tick in boxes)

All main articles Sone None pj

* (18) LANGUAGE(S) OF CONTENTS See list

* (17) ASSESSIEST OF ISUBMCT comma (Trake a. guidance the prepared list of nbjeet headings)

See list

* (18) NUMBER OF ARTICLES IN 1989
(Listed main article. in
index/list of contents)

(19) SUBSCRIPTION PRICK (INS)
(Plea.. indicate where
alternative date is used)

(20) COVERAGE BY INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING SERVICES (Where this I. listed within the item/
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b) Mein sheet

DISISS - SERIALS DATA RECORDING SHEET

(1) When working in the field collect data where possible from inspection of copies
and the catalogue of serials where ayailable

(2) Checking from published bibliographies will be done at the editing stage,
especially for items not marked (*)

(3) Do not spend more than 5 - 10 minutes on any problesC. Recheating will

later at the editing stage. Try and collect at least those data elements

marked (*)

NAME OF
COLLECTOR 1 LIBRARY

WHERE
DATA COLLECTED

VOLUME (OR ISSUE(S))0F ITEM FROM WHICH DATA RECORDED ON THIS SHEET REFERS (PARTICULARLY QUESTIONS:
(7), (12), (13), (14), (15). (16), (18), (19) and (20)), WHERE THE DATA IS VOLUME/ISSUE SPECIFIC

VOLUME ISSUES (where data (oes not DATE
apply to whole volume)

DATA ELEMENTS THE ITEMS (4) SHOULD BE THE MINIMUM RECORDED

(1) TITLE (In full, as it appears currently)

(2) TITLE IN ENGLISH IF DIFFERENT FROM (1)

(3) ALTERNATIVE TITLE(S)

(4) PREVIOUS TIMM)

'0 (5) BEGINNING DATE * (S) ENDING DATE, IF ANY

* (7) FREQUENCY/ISSUES PER ANNUM (Indicate year taken)

(8) ISSUING BODY
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(9) COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION

(10) NUMBER OF ISSUES PER ANNUM

'(11) TYPE OF SERIAL Periodical fl Monographic series X

(12) TYPE OF MATERIAL Journal
Abstracts
Indexes
Contents list
Book review
Bibliography
Statistics

Others

.A1 Index to r h/theses
Yearbook
Fixed period report
Conference proceedings
Legal (legislation, report,

articles)
Cases and case notes
Accessions list

Monographic series

*(13) NATURE OF CONTENTS

Indicate three main areas
by a cross. Tick for
minor features

Articles
Abstracts
Indexes
Bibliographies
Contents lists
Book reviews and

new publications
(Not advertisement)

Statistics
Conference proceedings
Cases and case notes
Accessions lists
News articles
Review articles

Others

*(14) LANGUAGE(S) OF CONTENTS

(15) SUBSCRIPTION PRICE (1969)

(Please Indicate where
alternative data is used)

(18) COVERAGE BY INDEXING AND ABSTEACTINO
SERVICES (Where this Is listed within
the item)

*(17) ABSTRACTS WITH ARTICLES

Ail main articles None g]

Some 2

*(18) NUMBER OF ARTICLES in 1989
(Listed main article in index/list of contents)

*(19) ASSESSMENT OF. SUBJECT CONTENT

Take as guidance the prepared list
of subjeot headingi in ths Manual
and use or modify accordingly
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c) New Sheet

CLOSSS

Joo
Title

Library

rna evious title s 0

-----

08

Beg.date 06'

No.of issues per yr:
End.date
X cont.
- doubtful

107

X irregular
G every 2 yrs.
H every 3 yrs.

Z other

09
Publidher

10

M11.11011111.41,

1731=1111.
AMIIIIMAIMMOL

IIIOMMI111Mi Norf.

Issuing Body 13 Desc.of serial C13 cont;) AlOesc. of conts.
(underline main
and ring minor)

ones

Ace list I
gays art J
Rev art X
Stats L
Others M

Soc, Assoc. A
Publ B
Gov C
Educ. Inst. D
Polit. gr. E
Int. org. F
Com/Bus G
Priv/Indiv H
Other I

1 only allowed
Jrnl A
Absts B
Indexes C
Cont lists D
Bk reviews E
Bibliog F
State G
Ind/res/th H
Yearbook I

Fixed period rpt J
Conf. proc X
Legnl (Legis) L
Case notes II

Access.list N
Mono series P
Others Q

Articles A
Abstrs B
Indexes C
Biblios D
Conts list E
Bk revs F
Conf proc G
CrIzlo nts H

Country

1 . Periodical

2 Monographic series
12

IM/11
1

13

Langurges Subjects

116

No. of articles a year
r173
A & I services

Price

1 .1 All )

2 . Som ) Abstracts

VON 71..

11 7
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'Appendix 5 DATA VET PROCEDURES

Field Desoription
Code of Field

Description of oontents of field, and the data
vet or translation performed

CLOSS5Bumber
(Reoord number)

01 Title

02

03

04

05

Subtitle

Five digit number. For old format data, this number is
followed by an X and all subsequent field oodes are converted
to their new format equivalents, see Appendix 4.

One field only must be wesent, and may oontain up to 250
valid characters. A check message is printed if the data
contains less than 4 oharacters. The valid character set
contains the following characters: space., (-') letters
A-to-Z-and-numbers

Only one field is allowed and is vetted as for field 01.

Alternative Title(c) Field may be duplicated. EaLoh field is vetted as for field 01

PVVViOUB Title(s)

Beginning Date

06* Ending Date

07, Ftequenoy of
publication
(issues per year)

08 Issuing Body or
Bodies

09+ Type of Issuing
Body

10 Publisher(s)

11+ Country or Countries
of Publication

12* Type of Serial

13* Description of
Serial

14+ Nature of Contents

Field may be duplioated. Each field is vetted as for field 01

Only one field is allowed, and is a four digit date, not later
than the ourrent year. A check message is printed if the date
is before 1800.

Only one field is allowed, and is either a four digit date
which must be after the date given in field 05, or a-Single
character code translated as follows:

X CONTINUING

- DATE UNCERTAIN

Only one field ie allowed, and is either a number of up to
three digits, (if a single digit, may not be 0) printed with
the message "ISSUES PER YEAR", or a mingle character oode
translated as follows:

X ISSUED IRREGULARLY
G ISSUED EVERY 2 YEARS
El ISSUED EVERY 3 YEARS
Z OTHER ISSUE PERIOD

Field may be duplicated. Eaoh field is vetted as for field 01.

Only one field is allowed. String of up to nine oharaoters.
Eaoh character is translated against a table. koharacter
may only appear onoe in the string.

Field may be duplicated. Eaoh field is vetted as for field 01.

Field may be duplicated. Two oharacter-oode translated
against a table. A check message is printed if the code does
not appear in the table.

Only one field is allowed. Single oharaoter code
translated against a table.

Only one field is allowed. Single oharaoter code
translated against a table.

Only ons field is allowed. String of up to 13 characters.
Eaoh character is translated against a table. A oharaoter
may only appear one in the string.
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Field Description
Code of Field

- 133 -

Description of contents of field, and the data
vet or translation performed

15* Abstracts with
Articles

16*+ Language(s) of
Contents

1744 Assessment of
Subject Content

18 Number of Articles

19* Subscription Price

20 Coverage by Indexing
and Abstracting
Services

21 Previous Title(s)

22 Subsequent Title(s)

Only one field is alloyed. Single character ;:ode.

Field may be duplicated. Either a three character language
code, or a four character code consisting of a three k

character language code followed by either B or C. Codes
of three characters puetappear before codes of four. The',

thrw) character language code is translated against a table.

For valid four character cods, the letters ABS. or tiN.,
representing the codes B or C respectively, are inserted
next to the translated language. A check message is printed
if the language code does not appear in the table.

Field may be duplicated. Two &erecter code translated
against a table.

Only one field is alloyed. Number of up to 3 digits,
printed with the message "ARTICLE(S)".

Only one field is allowed of either a singleoharacter code
translated against the following table:

0 FREE
A LIMITED TO MEMBERS
B VARIES/OTHER C.

or a number of up to five digits. A single number (other
than 0) is changed to a two digit number by preoeding it
with a zero. A three digit number oommencing with a zero
is reduced to a two digit number by ignoring the first
character. The data is then printed in pounds penoe format.

Field may be duplicated. Eaoh field is vetted as for
field 01.

Field may be duplicated. Five digit reoord number(s) of
the former title record(s). If the number is followed by
an X, the rigs ignored. The data is printed with a
"FORMERLY" message.

Field may be duplicated. Five digit record number(s) of the
subsequent title record(s). If the number is followed by
an X, the X is ignored. The data is printed with a
"CONTINUEDAS" message.
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NOTES

All fields are optional except field 01.

There is no limit to the number of tLues a partioular field may

appear, though the total datalength of any reoord may not exceed

960 characters,

Invalid data is printed enclosed in bradkets and preceded by a

string of question marks.

* For these fields other cods were allowed for data input Which

the update program corrected and then printed suitable oheok or

recode messages.

+ For these fields a speoial program vas written to rearrange

multiple coded entries into althabetical sequenoe, and to ensure

that for each field the codes were unique.
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Appendix 6

Examples of the reports of the analysis programs

I Code analysis

a analysis of single occurrence of coded field

" numeric codes

I 11
" numeric values

" multi-occurring codes
country

ii subject
iii language
iv contents

a " title-type fields

II Code combinations analysis

a subject

b language

c nature of contents

III Time and length analysis

a time analysis

b graphical presentations of time analysis

c longevity of titles

d length of titles (characters)

IV KWOC Index
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Appendix

ANALYSIS nF CODED FIELDS FOR CURRENT SERIALS

rjrc 13 DESCRIPTION Or SERIAL

CODE

PFRIODICAL JOURNAL (A)

ABSTRACTS (A)

it.DrxES (C)

CorTENTs LISTS (0)

BoOr REVIEWS (r)

RIBIIOGRAP0( (F)
___

STATISTICS (6)

THDEX TO RESEARCH (R)

YEIRnOOK (I)

rixEr PERIN) REPORT (J)

COrIFERENCE PROC. (r)

IEGAL/LEGISLATIO% (L)

rAsEs & CASE NOTEs (r)

ACCESSIONS LISTS (N)

P;ONO6RAPHIC SERIES (p)

0TRERS :0)

TOTAL .

150

(1)

2623 72.157

100 2.75r'

25 0.68%

8 0.22%

9 0.24%

38 1.04%

163 4.48%

6 0.16%

$14 2.31%

361 9.93%

70 1.92z

11 0.30%

7 0.19%

4 0.11%

107 2.94%

19 0.52%

3635



Appendix 6 Ib

ANALYSIS OF CODED FIELDS FOR CURRFNT SERIALS

FIELD 07 FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATION
%..-- -2,

- 137 -

COPE (1)

ISSUED IPREGULARIY (X) 194 5.21%

IssoEn EVERY 2 YEARS (G) 15 0.40%

ISSUED EVERY 3 YFARS (H) 4 0.1U%

1 ISSUE PER YEAR 792 21.28%

7 ISSUES PER YEAR 279 7.49%

3 ISSUEs PER YEAR 218

4 ISSUES PFR YEAR 1029 27.65%

g ESEs PER YEAR , 36 0.96%

6 ISSUES PER YEAR 298 8.00%

7 ISSUES PER YEAR 5 0.13%

:8 ISSUEs PER YEAR 35 0.94%

0 ISSUEs PEP YEAR 39 1.04'z

1Z1 ISSUES PER YEAR 47 1.262

11 1SSuES PFP YEAR 38 1.02%

17-ISSUES PER YEAR 555 14.912

13-23 ISSUES pER yEAR
.

7 0.182

,?.4-26 ISSUES PER YEAR 45 120%

?7-51 ISSUES PER YEAR '6 0.16%

52 ISSUES PER YEAR 76 : 2.04%

53+ ISSUES PFR YEAR 3 . 0.08%

ToTAL 3721
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Appendix 6 lc' - 138 -
ANALYSIS (IF CODED FIEIDS Eor CUPPENT SEPIALS

Firo 16 NO!-IBEP OF AkTICLFS

COPE

APTICLFS

1 ARTICIE

(I)

330

335

10.43%

10.59%

7-4 ART1CaS 198 3.41X

,() ARlICLES 270 8.54%

10-14 ARTICLES 277

15-10 AkTICLFS 27C 8.69%

n-?1 AI.TICLES 437 13.66%

70-19 A.PTICLIS' 792 9.23%

4C-40 AkTICIFS 179 5.66%

'70-5V ADTICLES, 11,.2 3.22%

,..0-A' At:TICIrS- 93 2.947

70-70 AkTICLES 71

;.0-'i9 APTICLES 43 1.51%

r.)0-0 ApTICLES 41 1.29%

100+ APlICLES 303 9.74Z

TrITAL 3161
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Ammidix 6 Id i

ANALYSIS OF CODED FIELDS FOR CURRENT SERIALS

FIELD 11

- 139 -

COUNTRY OF PUBLICATION

CnDE (1) (2)

UNITED STATES (US) 942 3

UNITED KI (UK) 1171 rNGDOM 4

AUSTRIA (AU) 18 1

BELGIUM (BE) 66

BULGARIA (BU) 4

CZECHOSLOVAKIA (CS) 31

DENMARK (DK) 21

FINLAND (FI) 15

FRANCE (FR) 244 2

EAST GERMANY (GE) 17

WEST GERMANY (GW) 189 2

(GG)GERMAN), 6

GREECE (GR) 8

HUNGARY (HU) 32

ITALY (IT) 113-

IRELAND (1E) 15

LUXEMBOuRG (LU) 4

NETHERLANDS (NE) 83 2

NORWAY (NO) 12

POLAND (PL) 30

PORTUGAL (PO) 9

RUMANIA (RM) 23

SPAIN (SP) 34 2

SWEDEN (SW) 31

SWITZERLAND (SZ) 90

U.S.S.R. (UR) 31

YUGOSLAVIA (YU) 13'. .

15 3



Appendix 6 Id ii - 140 -

ANALYSIS OF CoDED FIELDS FOR CURRENT SERIALS

FIELD 17 (CONT)

CODE (1) (2) (3)

GEOGRAPHY (IA) 111 26 6

GEOGRAPHY, CuLTURAL (I8) 2 2 2

GEOGRAPHY, ECONOMIC (IC) 3 8 1

GEOGRAPHY, PnLITTCAL (ID: 1

GEOGRAPHY, SnCTAL (1E) 1 6. 2

',ISTORY (J.A) 60 41 7,

LINGUISIICS (KA) 158 79 4

SEMANTICS (KD) 1

)

r-IANAGEMENT (LA) .65 45 10

PERSONNEL MANAGLIENT (LC) 9 2

nRGANISATION & METHODS (LD) 4

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (LF) 2.

POLITICAL SCIENCE (MA) 172, 103 19

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (M8) 54 31 1

PURLIC LAW (MC). 2 2 1

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (MD) 61 33 2

roLITICAL THEoRy (mF) 3

POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR (MH) 1

PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL (NA) 158 37 . 14

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (N8) 4 1

EDWCATIONAL Pf,YCHOLOGY (NA) 3

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (ND) 2 2 2

PERSONALITY (NE) , 1 2
,

2

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (NF) 1 1

INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY (NG). 1 .

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY eirm) 3 1 3 1

I

SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY (NI) 15 12 ; 7
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Appendix 6 Id iii
- 141 -

YsIS OF CuUFN FIELDS FOR CUkPENT SEPIALS

F/ELD 16 LANGUAGE OF CCWIENTS

unq (1)' (7 (3) (4) (5)

r.FR1KAANS (AFP) 1 12 1

,FpoASIATIC (AFA)
1

pARIC (ARA) g 3 1

PIILUARIAN (DIU) 1 1

CHIT:ESE (C41) 4
1

cP0ATIAN (CPn) 6 1

CLIC, (C7E) 9 3 3 4 2

rA.:IISH (DAM) 7 4

rkIC.: (nUT) 13 11 2 5
1

F',(11.1SH (ENG) 24c2 763 95 56 14

FMiSli (FP:) 3 ?

t I r-rts (FLP) 1 6 4

r;Fc4 (FRE) 241 14g 97 52 14

(GEP) 139 55 61 44 14

r.r...rEF, AC"FP. .(6PE) q

(NEP) 1 5

.:T `! (PP') 1 1

(UW) ,:, 3 5 2

ITALIAN (ITA) 63-- 14 7 14 /

jArt'.EsE (JAr) 10 12 1

1111.. (LAT) 1

(NOP) 7 1

['WISH (POL) 11 .5 1 4 1

oCit.T(,..;LFSE (P(lP) 20 5 3 1

;...., '.IA': (PUN') Q 4 1

,I4V (PUS) 18 8 14 26 6

sEPFIAN (SER)
1
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ANALYSIS NO00FD rr 11

Appendix 6 1e

rim.,FAI cIPIALc

1YPF FirOS

1437

COni (1) (2) (1) (4) (5)

rIrLI ConF 01

IIELD CuDE 02 230

FIELD COP(' 03 35A 2A 5 1

FULD ConE 04 430 61 14 1

FTFID CODE 21 476 7 .

FIELD COPE 2? 1

FIELD CODF 10 3675 30 I

FULD COPE 08 1653 22 6 - 1 1

F1CL0 CODE 20 165 77 42 12 19

1L5'7
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ANALYSIS 01 1:0,1. lII ILI. ..1:$15

min 1/ cwwwys q S9JPCT Colo (COAT)

15 MI% PA SA POLITICAL SCICNct, LAW

1 i si

4

67 1.40% Po

1 1r 0C

1 0,0r Hp Pp

4 044 HA PA

1 0.021 1R pE

2 0,(14% qo SA

3 '0.0)% !IC

1 0,or: NC sh

97 7,(13% ND

1 0,02% m0 PA

2 Q,Ohl Po 01

1 0,0?% ml SA

1 o,k.! s4

3 0.04 IF

1 0.02% 411 PA

113 .3,Ai% NA

8 0,16% NA NI

3 o.v4 NA 1,1 PE

1
0,077, NA ph

1 0,0z% NA PA PF

1 0,0?% NA ph QA

S8 0.14 NA N

0.02% NA PE OA

4 0.0,.,% 4A OA

1 0.02% NA uA RA

- 144

PoLITIfAl SCI1ArT1 IPTrrNATIONAL LAW

POLITICAL ScIENEE, PRIL050PNY

PNDLIc ADPINISTAATION

PUAIIC APPINISTRATION, PUBLIC LAW

PHALIC ADMINISTRATION, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

pUOLIC ADMINISTRATION, SOCIAL POLICY

PUtiLIC APINISTRATION, SOCIAL MEDICINE

PoOLIC ApIN ISTRATION1 LAW

PuRLIC LAW

PooLIC LAW, LAW

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

INTERNATIONAL AELATIONSI.SOCIAL POLICY

INTERNATIPNAL RELATIONS, SOCIOLOGY

INTIRNATIONAL RrLATIONs, LAW

INTIPAATIONAL RELATIONS, INTERNATIONAL LAm

POLITICAL THEORY

POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR, SOCIAL POLICY

PsycHoLoGy

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY

PsycHoLoGY, SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY, SOCIAL MEDICINE

PSYMILOGY, SOCIAL POLICY

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL POLICY, SOCIAL MEDICINE

RsEcHILoGY, SOCIAL PoLIcY, SOCIOLOGY

PsyCHuLoGY, SOCIAL mEOICINE

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL MEDICINE, SOCIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY, STATISTICS

lba
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Appendix 6 IIb

NouvIr 1,4 II -J I 'II 5

FIFO 14 TI(r1 IF LANGWE CCM

I It

0.or

1 0021

1 0.021

0,021

3

1

PG Cid F141

ENG Fig

ENG I IN

ENO FIN EEG

ENG ELF FRE

ENG IIE FRIA GERB

121 2.50 ENG FRE

3 MO ENG IRE EI.GB FREB

1 0,02! ENG (PE INGR. FON POPO SPAB

1 n.021 ENG PE ErGR FRER RUSH

1 0,021 ENG ikE ENG14 GOB

67

1 0421

1 042%

C1.0?1

CNC IRE Grp

ENG IFE GER ENGD

ENG in GEN FPER

ENG FRE GER GEPO

ENG 1Pr GER HUN

2 0.041 ING EDE GER III14

9 0.1.71 ENG IPC EiR ITA

8 0,1;,% ENG 114 Grp ITA SPA

0.0e, ENG IRE Gig ITA SPA FPO FRFR1

1

1

1

047! ENG IRE GIP IAT PeS

01021 ENG FRE GER LAV

0,02% ENG IRE GER POE

01021 ENG FRE GER POL PUS

(CONT)

- 145 -

111110N

14G1I14, INGIISH ARSIHAEISI FRENCH ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, (ETNI

ENGLISH, FINNISH

ENGLISH, 11411156 GERPAN

ENGLISH, FLEMISH, FPENEN

ENGLISH, FLEMISH, FRENCH ABSTRACTS, GERMAN

ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH

ENGLISH, FRENCH, ENGLISH ABSTRACTS, FRENCH

ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, ERENCH, ENGLISH ABSTRACTS, FRENCH

ABSTRACTS, PORTUGUESE ABETRACTS, SPANISH ABSTRACTS

ENI;LISH, FRENCH, ENGLISH ABSTRACTS, INENCH

AssTRACTS, RUSSIAN ARSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, ENGLISH ABSTRACTS, GERMAN

ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ENGLISH ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, FRENCH ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, GERMAN ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, HoNBARIAN

ENGLISH, TRENCH, TAMAN, HUNGARIAN, RUSSIAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,.SPANISN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GUINAN, ITALIAN, SPANISH, ENGLISH

ABSTRACTS, FRENCH ABSTRACTS

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, LATIN, RUSSIAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, RAVI

ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, POLISH

ENGLISH. FRENCH, GERMAN, POLISH, RUSSIAN
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ANALYSIS OF cODE CPSINATIONS FOR ALL SERIALS'

FIELD 14 COMOINATIONS OF CONTRTS CODES (CONT)

0,151 AUL

2 0,041 ACJM

MKS ACK

2 0441 A41.

6 003% Afq

3 0i00 AGm

17 0637% AM

9 0,19% ANJ

14 0,3J% Allt

.2 0 04% AwL,

:1' 042% Al

3 0,06% AIJ,'

'.1 0,021 Alt ,

2 0,041 AIL

219 ' .AJ

79 1,75%' AJt

0102%. AM

AULS

2 0441 AJAR

44 0,96% AJL

0,00 AJLM

23 0,511% AJI

(1,6111:

1.11 AKI4 MIN

004 NOV

ARTICLES, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, NEWS ARTICLES,

STATISTICS

ARTICLES, CONEERiNCE PROCEEDINGS, NEWS ARTICLES,

OTHERS

ARTICLES, CONFERENCE PROCEEOINGS, REVIEW ARTICLES

ARTICLES, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, REVIEW ARTICLES,

. STATISTICS

ARTICLES, CONFIRENCE PROCEEDINGS, CTATISTICS

ARTICLES, CONFERENCE PROCEEDIN4S, OTHERS

ARTICLE'S, CASE$'11 CASE NOTES

ARTICLES, CASES 1 CASE NOTES, NEWS ARTICLES

ARTICLES, CA1EK 1 CASE NOUS, REVIEW ARTICLES

ARTICLES, CASES 1 CASE NO7ESs STATISTICS

ARTICLES, ACCESSION LISTS

ARTICLES. ACCESSION LISTS, NEWS ARTICLES

ARTICLES, ACCESSION LISTS, REVIEW ARTICLES

ARTICLES, ACCESSION LISTS, STATISTICS

ARTICLES, NEWS ARTICLES

ARTICLES, NEWS 'ARTICLES, REVIEW ARTICLES

ARTICLES, NEWS ARTICLES, REVIEW ARTICLES,'

STATISTICS

ARTICLES, NEWS ARTICiEs, REVIEW ARTICLES,

STATISTICS, OTHERS

ARTICLES, NAIS ARTICLES, REVIEW ARTICLES, OTHERS

ARTICLES, NEWS ARTICLES, STATISTICS

ARTTCLES,'NEWS ARTICLES, STATISTICS, OTHERS

ARTICLES, NEWS ARTIiLES,' OTHERS

AMICIES, REVIEW ARTICLES

ARTICLES. REVIEW ARTICLES, STATISTICS

ARTICLO'l SIAIISTICS, MHOS

APTItIrS, Miry ARTICIES, WO/

16.
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TITLE CW0ES SERIAL NOES
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CND YI AR

1920 32 416 4 In 460 2 A 1920

1

1419 21 4P 4 20 440 3 6 1919

1911 AO 414' 7 . 9 436 1
1918

1917 2 428 1 6 430 1 1917

1916 10 419 2 '10 419 2 3 1916

1915 11 410 3 10 411. 3 1
,

1915

1914 9 404 8 9 405 7 3 1914

1913 14 398 2 1? 401 . 1 3 1 1913

1912 6 394 3 5 396 2 i 1912

1911 7 390 3 5 392 3 3 1911

1910 14 379 4 11 386 1 1910

.1909 . 9 375 3 7 377 3 4 1909

1908 17 360 16 361 2 1908

1907 15 345 1 . 13 348 5 1907

1906 9 338 2 8 341 3 1906

1905 9 330 1 7 . 332 1 5 1905

. 1904 13. 318 12 319 4 1904

1903 10 308 1 10 309 4 1903

1902 6 311 1 h 304 2 1902

1901 13 291 11 293 2 1901

1900 7 ,' 285 1 7 285 . 1 5 1900

1899 18 261 16 269 2 1 1899

1896 5 262 2 5 263 1 i 148

189? 11 753 10 254 2 1 1892

1196 8 145 / 246 3 1896

1895 12 , 233 11 234 2 1895

1894 11 2?? 1 10 223 1 2 1894
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Appendix 6 IIIb

G9.1,? IA LOS Focl SCANS

1. Time Analysis for all serials
14. Time Analysis for serials published
15. Time Analysis for serials ptiblished
16. Time Analysis for serials published
17. Time Analysis for serials published
18. Time Analysis for serials published
19. Time Analysis for serials published
20. Time Analysis for serials published
21. Time Amlysis for serials published
22. Time Analysis for serials published
23. Time Analysis for serials published
24. Time Analysis for serials published

- 148 -

in Western Europe
in North America
in East Europe
in Russia
in Asia
in Arab Countries
in Central and South Asia
in Oceania
in Black Africa
in Japan
in Southern Africa

1000 1000 1920 1040 10A1 1000

160
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Appendix 6 IIIc

LENGTH ANALYSIS FOR ALL TITLES WITH FIELD 13 A

ANALYSIS OF LONGEVITY OF CLOSSS TITLES

- 149

(PERIODICAL)

-

UP TO 4 YEARS 273 8,69%

5..9 YEARS 642 20.43%

1014 YEARS 453 14.42%

1519 YEARS 332 1n,56%

20..24 YEARS 239 7,60%

2529 YEARS 282 8.97%

30.39 YEARS 222

4049 'YEARS 198 6,30%

50..59 YEAPS 172 5,47%

60..69 YEARS 91 2,89%

70...79 YEARS 72 .2,297.

80...89 YEARS 65 2,06%

90409 YEArS 36 1,14%

100109 YEARS 20 0,63%

110..119 YEARS 13 no41%

120149 YEARS '24 0,76%

150+ YEARS 7 0,22%

TOTAL 3141



AppmAis Mt

LENGlw ANALYSIS for TITUS WITH FIELD 13

AULYSis 1r CL5S FIELu Co.:E

A (PE'=1ooICAL)

91

iso

LIP TO " CHARACTERS 17,7 7.15%

10-19 CHARACTERS 1w71 79.26%

20-Z9 CHARACTERS 096 76.761

30-11 CHARACTERS 577 15.50%

40-41 CHARACTERS 366

50-59 CHARACTERS 178 4.7n%

60-61 CHARACTERS 9n 2.631

71-79 CHARACTERS 49 1.31%

8(1-R? CHARACTERS 16 0.42%

90-9? CHARACTERS 9

100. CHARACTERS 6 0.161

TOTAL 3721
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Appendix(' IV RC INDEX (Film 6)

PPWRA110$.... OPLuRATIWIS I 1lALrSLhLUIfL LCUUJUIC 41:4TO .104955/0i Lto1=1 HIS1ONY)

.11FORT... ;IFILRICA0 krot 4.4 LX;00 ;ULLETI:4 (L3201 ECOMPIES)

URITISH ExPIAT TRADE RESLAEN
oRGAISATION REVIEW (00811/0i Eto40110)

_ECHE PRODUCTION AND EXPORT (03141/01 INDUSTHIAL ECONNIES, INTERNATIONAL rmults)

ExPORT TIMES (04151/01 INTERNATIoNAL ECoHOHICS)
....

__IMPORT AND EXPORT 4UIDE 04124101 ECONOUI(S)

mow Ang:A. Emu ISAGALII4
(GO5D'103 ECUNDMICS)

AND EXPOr 03142/01 INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS,
INTERNATIONAL ECONORICS)

WELTWIRTSCHATTREITNNG (INDUSTRIE-EXPORT-OD HANDELS1EITUND) (02460/01 ECoNoNICS)

,EXPORTATEURS,.. BULLETIN DU SVOICAT DES EXPoRTATEURS FRANcAls 0,100colliE 103055/01 ECONONIEs)

XTENDING WIGAN Of THE UNITED SOC1ALI51
MOVEMENT UPHOLDING AND EXTENDING ThE WORXERS.NEVOLUTIONA,SPAIN

AND_UNFURLING.THEBAUER Of THE CiT-FAI
(02128/02 PoLITICAL SCIE4CE)

illiNSION JOURNAL OF LaCATIONAL RESEARCH AND ExTENSIO
(01537/01 EDUCATION)

........

: COIMERCIO EXTERIOR (04555/01 ECONONICS)

AUSTRALIAN EXTERIAL TERRITORIES (00761101 SOCIAL SCIENCES,
HISTORY, INTERNAIIONAL RItATIONBI

lio.NYOLi. ACCOUNTS RELATING TO EXTERNAL TRADE Of GHANA (04122101 EMONICS)

4 WITHLT REPORT ON CANADIAN EXTERNAL RELATMS
(01795101 INTERNATIONAL RE(ATIONS),

EWA' PALL MALL AtETTE ExTRA ()2832/03 POLITICAL SCIENCE)

1)1116E
FIANCICR FRANCE EXTREME-ORIENT

(0040101 (MIMICS)

. BULLETIN DE L'EEOLL FRANCAISE DE L'ExTREHE HUNT (05555101)

CANIERS DE L'ECOLL FRANCAISE
D'EXTREME-ORIENT (02694/01 GEOGRAPHY)

COURRIER D'ExTREME.ORIENT (05974/01)

REVUE DE slioEsT ASIATIOUE Et DE L'ExTREOEORIEHT
(03486105 POLITICAL SCIENCE, SOCIOOGY)

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FABIAN COMMONWEALTH BUREAU (02712101 POLITICAL SCIENCE)

, FABIAN SOCIETY ANNUAL REPORT
(01265/01 POLITICAL SCIENCE)

FADR1C4R ROTTMAN LATEA VON X00PHANDLL EN (MIMI) STATISTICK Null HANDEL NIAERNLID EU VERKEER (0220T/01 ECONONICS)

FACOPRLSSE 06KUNENTATION
WIRTSCOAFILICRER UND TECRNISCNCR ARTIREL

OCR AUSLANDISCHCI FA(HPRESSE 0670801)

FACNNIISCNRIFT 5G2IALE SICHERNEIT FACNICITSCHRIFT FUR DIE SOLIALVERSICHERURG
(02308/01 SOCIOLOGY)

AMU,. .4441 DELLA FACOLTA OI ECONOMIA L COMMERCIO (03114/01 ECONOMICS' SOCIOLOGY)

7777,777777iN4A6 DELLA (ACOLTA 01 ECONOMIA E COMMERCIO
DELL'UNIVERSIIA OEGLI SIUDI 01 CAGLIARI

0454201: EC0N01110r7



APPENDIX 7 List of all CLOSSS analyses

C01/1 Code Analysis for all titles, all serials and
current serials (no percentage calculations)

C01/2 Code Analysis for all titles, all serials and
current serials (percentages calculatd)

C01/5 As 2 but for updated tape

TO2/1

CO3/1

Time Analysis for all titles, and tilaes published
in UK, USA, France and Germany (Tun twice)

(Superceded by TO9/1)

Code Analyais for all serials current at dates
1970, 1965, 1960, 1955, 1950, 1940, 1920,
1910, 1900, 1890 and 1880 (no percentage calculations)

C05/2 Code Analyais for serials curreat and dead at ctl)ove
dates (percentages calculated)

C05/5 Code Analyais for all current serlale abcrf-! dates
(percentages calculated)

C04/1 Code Analysis for
11.4 to Kt

C04/2 Code Analysis for
Lit to Wit

C04/3 Code Analysis for4 to K#

C04/4 Code Analysis for
Lit to "4

all serials with field 17 coded

all serials widl field 17 coded

current scrialb with field 17 coded

current set4als with field 17 coded

C05/1 Code Analysis for all serials and current serials
with field 15 coded 1 ov 2

C06/1 Code Analysis for current uerials with field 19 coded 0

C07/1 Code Analysis for all serials with field 09 coded A to

C07/2 Code Analysis for currmt serials with field 09 coded
A to I

C08/1 Code Analysis for all st2zials with field 11. coded with
PNLIs 12 groups. (UK, US, FR, GW + GG, BE, IT, NE, SZ,
CN, II, AT, BU + CS + GE + HU + PL + RM + UR + YU)

C08/2 Code Analysis for current serials with field 11 coded
tnto PNLIs 12 groups

TO9/1 Time Analysis for serials with field 11 coded into PNLIs
groups (All, UK, US, FR, GW + GG, BE, IT, NE, SZ, CN, II,
AT, BU + CS + GE + HU + PL + RM DR + YU). Scans 1-13
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Appendix 7 (continued)

010/1 Code Analysis for all serials with field 11 coded
into SAR's groups

C10/2 Code Analysis for current serials with field 11
coded into SAR's gmoups

T11/1 Time Analysis for serials with field 11 coded into
SAR's groups. &.lans 74-24

C12/1 Code Analysis for all serials and current serials
with field 13.coded into 5 groups (A, B+C+D+E+F+H+N,
I+J, P, G4K+L+M+Q)

C13/1 Code Analysis for all serials and current serials
with field 13 coded GII,J,K

M14/1 Analysis of Code Combinations for
all serials for fields 14, 16 & 17

M14/2 Analysis of Code Combinations for current serials
for fields 14, 16 & 17

T15/1 Time Analysis for serials with field 17 coded into
17 groups, scans 2-18, scan 1 from T09/1

T16/1 Time Analysis for serials with field 13 coded into
7 groups A,B+C+D+E4T+H+N, G, I, J, K and P. Scans

2-8, scan 1 from T09/1

D17/1 Record Dump for i) field 17 coded 4, MC, St-
criminology ii) field 14 coded K - review journals
iii) field 14 coded J only - news journals iv) field
09 coded F -dinternational organisations v) field 14
co ded B, C, E - secondary services vi) field 13 coded
B,C,D,E,F,H, N - secondary services

D18/1 Record Dump for i) field 06 not present or coded '-'
ii) field 20 present - indexing and abstracting services

C19/1 Code Analysis for all serials and current serials with
field 11 coded into SAR's 3 groups

T20/1 Time Analysis for serials with field 11 coded into SAR's

3 groups. Scans 25-27

K21/1 CLOSSS KWOC analysis

K21/1 CLOSSS KWOC analysis (extended stopword list)
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Appendix 7 (continued)

C22/I

- 154 -

Code Analysis for all serials and current serials with

field 13 coded A and field 11 coded UK
ii " 13 " .A " " 11 " US

iii " 13 " A " " 11 not coded US or UX
iv " 13 ." A " " 15 coded 1 or 2

" 13 " J " " 11 " UK
vi " 13 " J " " 11 not coded UK

C23/1 Code Analysis for all serials and current serials with

i field 16 with 1 entry coded ENG
ii " 16 " 1 " not coded ENG

iii " 16 " 2 or more entries
iv " 17 " 2 " "

" 17 " 1 entry

L24/1 Title length analysis.for all titles, and for titles.
with field 17 coded A 44 Ctrf DA; Ep Is 1 11;
14 Lp; ril 111; pp; 4 Rgri Stp ligrftqp, and VW

L24/2 Title length analysis for all current titles, and for
current titles with field 17 coded into above groups

L25/1 Title length analysis for.all titles and current titles
with field 13 coded A, BA-CA7D+E.1-F+N4N, Go I, Jo K and P.

L26/1 Title length analysis for all titles current at 1970,
1965, 1960, 1955, 1950, 1940, 1930, 1920, 1910, 1900,
1890 and 1880.
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